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SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
SCOPE 
Cricket we know is one of the most liked games 
of the world. World cup is held after every four years. 
Upto 1987, 8 teams played world cup cricket tournament 
and in 1992 the number increased to 9 teams. In 1996, 12 
teams played in the World Cup cricket tournament. And the 
coming World Cup Cricket Tournament will commence in 1999 
in England in which 15 to 16 countries will take part. 
The idea behind compiling this dissertation 
was to bring at one place in a single volume material on 
World Cup cricket matches. I hope this will be of great 
value for the person seeking information onthe world cup 
matches from the inception in 1975 to 1996. 
METHODOLOGY 
The primary sources were consulted in the 
following libraries. 
i) Maulana Azad Libraries, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
ii) Jawahar Lai Nehru University Libraries, New Delhi, 
iii) Delhi University Libraries, New Delhi, 
iv) British High Commission Library, New Delhi. 
v) American Library, New Delhi, 
vi) Coaching and Guidence Cell, A.M.U. Aligarh. 
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STANDARD FOLLOWED 
The Indian standards recommended for biblio-
graphical references (IS: 2381-1963) and Classified 
Catalogue code (CCC) of Dr. S-R. Ranganathan have been 
followed. In some cases where ISI do not give any 
guidence, I have taken appropriate decision. 
ARRJUilGEMENT 
The entries are arranged under subject heading 
which are arranged alphabetically, following letter by 
letter method. The entry element of the author is in 
capitals, followed by the secondary element in 
parenthesis using capital and small letters and then the 
title of the articles, subtitle (if any) then name of the 
periodical being underlined followed by the volume 
number, issue number, the year, month and date giving by 
using inclusive notation of the pages of the articles. 
The each entry is then followed by an informative 
abstracts of the article. 
Entries of periodical articles are arranged as 
follows : 
(a) Serial Number 
(b) Name of the Author/Authors 
(c) A Full stop (.) 
(d) Title of the contribution including subtitle 
and alternative title if any 
(e) A Full Stop ( .) 
(f) Title of periodical being underlined 
(g) A Full Stop (.) 
(h) Volume Number 
(i) Comma {,) 
(j) issue Number 
(k) Semi colon (;) 
(1) Year 
(m) Comma ( , ) 
(n) Month 
{o) Comma (,) 
(p) Date 
(q) Semi colon (;) 
(r) Inclusive pages of the articles 
(s) A Full Stop (.) 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
103. BAl^ NES (Simon). Richards happy to retire unhurt. 
Statesman. 126, 12; 1992, February, 22; 11. 
Odd how the world changes. Imagine, a few years 
ago having a bear with Viv Richards, talking 
laughing about South Africa's chance of bearing West 
Indies in one day cricket. Now preparing to start a 
new season with, of all teams, Glamorgan, while the 
World Cup contemus with out him a world away. 
Richards is not going to be a mimble-footed type of 
politicians. Richards has always seen himself as a 
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representative : of country, of region and the race. 
He has always found the greatest strength in this 
wider sense of self. His country, his region and his 
race-many people have found strength and 
inspirations in what he has done. 
SUBJECT HEADING 
Attempt has been made to give co-extensive 
subject headingas much as possible, it will 
facilitate the readers to find out desired 
article(s) from this bibliography. 
INDEX 
The index part contains a combined author and 
title index. The index guides to the specific entry 
or entries in the bibliography. It is hoped that it 
will be found useful in consultation of the 
bibliography. 
P?IRT - ORE 
INTAODUaiON 
I N T R O U D C T I O N 
THE WORI.D C U P ; ORIGIN AND GROWTH 
Cricket when it began was essentially a one day 
game. As the competition began to grow, so did the 
interest and with it the spread from one to two, two to 
three and finally to 5 day games which became the 
established form of international competition. Of course 
there have been aberrations - the 5th Test at Durban in 
1939 between South Africa and England went on for 10 days 
(and stixi ended in a draw); the Kingston Test between 
England and West Indies in 1920-30 lasted 9 days and the 
5th Test at Melbourne in 1928-29 between England and 
Australia lasted 8 days. 
Every sport is a reflection of the times. With a 
rapid change in the pace of life, spectators were getting 
bored with matches which appeared to meander along gently 
and, often, aimlessly. To some this type of cricket was 
acceptable but to many others, particularly, the newer 
generation of spectators, it was not. Such a spectator 
wanted from this sport, excitement and a definite result 
which domestic cricket and Test cricket often could not 
provide. Nowhere else was the problem more acute than in 
England. Spectators were slowly but surely shying away 
from watching Country criket. Country club memberships 
were dwindling and so were gate money receipts. It was 
obvious that many a famous country club was heading for 
bankruptey. In 1950 championship gate entries were around 
2,000,000 in 1963 they were 700,000 and in 1966 just 
500,000. Alarmed, the MCC set up a committede headed by 
H.S. Altham. Its brief-look into the problem of dwindling 
gate receipts and fall in the tempo of the game. The 
committee proposed a knockout competition. Expectedly the 
MCC, a very traditional outfit, thought poorly of the 
idea. However, with the deteriorating financial position 
they were left with no other option. The first limiteld 
overs competition - the Gillette Cup in 1963 - wals thus 
an economic necessity for the survival of cricket in the 
land of its birth. It proved to be a tremendous success. 
Six years later, the Sunday afternoon John Player League 
was introduced and then came, in 1972, the Benson and 
hedges Cup. While the total attendance for the country 
matches has not improved, the Countries have membership 
and gater receipts have gone up to keep the Cricket 
countries solvent. It is estimated that of the total 
attendance in England, roughly 60% is accounted for by 
limited over matches. 
Spurred on by the success of these matches, inter-
national matches started in England between the hosts and 
the visiting teams for the Prudential (now Texaco) Trophy. 
The first of these matches was held in 197 2 between 
England and Australia. These were a series of 3 matches 
with 55 overs. By now, the rest of the Test playing 
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countries had also started getting attracted to this form 
of cricket at a domestic level and getting exposed to it 
internationally on their tour to England. The success of 
these international matches resulted in the mooting of the 
idea of a World Cup Cricket championship in 1975 in 
England. The idea was acceptable to the member countries 
of the ICC and with a sponsor (Prudential) forthcoming, 
the World Cup became a reality. 
The first Prudential World Cup was held in England 
from the 7th to the 21st of the June. A total of 15 
matches involving six Test, playing and two associate 
member countries were successfully held. The spectator 
response was tremendous. 117,809 people paid $ 188,598 to 
watch the games. Clearly, not only the 4-yearly World Cup 
but also, and more importantly, limited overs cricket had 
truly arrived internationally. 
1979 promised to be a great year for limited overs 
cricket yet again - as viewed in 1975-76. The came a major 
upheaval in international cricket in the form of an 
Australian TV tycoon, Kerry Packer. His World Series 
Cricket caused a split in the cricket world and it 
appeared in 1977-78 that the Prudential World Cup '79 
would be a casualty. Raprochment brought alive the chances 
of the World Cup being held but Australia's team was badly 
affected. Neither Australia or England picked any of their 
players who had 'switched loyalties to WSC . West Indies 
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and Pakistan, however, had no such qualms. Ten out of the 
14 of West Indians and 8 out of the 14 Pakistanis were 
those who had played WSC in Australia for Packer. The draw 
divided the top two teams of the previous World Cup into 
two halves - West Indies in one and Australia in the 
other, each having on team from the associate member 
countries in their half. Before the 1979 Prudential World 
Cup, the associatle member countries had played amongst 
themselves for the ICC Trophy. Sri Lanka and Canada had 
qualified. 
The 1979 Championship proved to be another success-
132,768 spectators paid $ 359,717 to watch the matches. 
West Indies won again, this time beating England in the 
final. 
The 1983 competition, as Mike Brearley and Peter 
Smith wrote "... was designed to reduce the chances of a 
freak result, yet it still produced one of the game's 
greatest upsets. The all-conquering West Indies, firm 
favourites to complete a hat-trick of victories, were 
forced to give ground in the final at Lord's to India, 
whose stunning victory brought a smile to the face of 
their captain Kapil Dev, that is unlikely to be forgotten 
by the millions who watched on television, as he receiveld 
the trophy plus the £ 20,000 1st prize". 
Sponsored again by Prudential, the 1983 competition 
appeared more open than the previous ones though the odds 
favoured a win for the West Indians led by the old war 
horse/ Clive Lloyd. Greenidge and Haynes followed by 
Richards, then at the peak of his prowess and a fast 
bowling attack of Marshall, Roberts, Holding and Garner 
was enough to ensure results in their favour. Pakistan and 
England because of talent and experience respectively were 
next in contention, though the Australians too expected a 
better run than in 1979, based primarily on their having 
beaten England and New Zealand in the World Series Cup the 
previous winter. Despite defeats at the hands of the West 
Indies and Pakistan, India with a plethora of all rounders 
and gradually gaining confidence and experience were 
certainly optimistic of a better performance as were New 
Zealand with Coney and Howarth and the talented Hadlee and 
Crowe. 
England, New Zealand, Sri Lanka and Pakistan were 
in one group while West Indies, Australia, Zimbabwe and 
India formed the other. The format visualized each team 
playing the other in their group twice so that 27 matches 
later, India were the new World Champions. That limited 
overs cricket in general and the World Cup in particular 
was a great success was proved by the fact that 232,081 
spectators paid $ 1,195,712 to watch the games. 
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The three World Cup (Prudential) competitions were 
fortunate from the viewpoint of sponsorship and weather, 
having been held in England where commuting from one 
centre to the other doesn't involve too much travel and 
time and because the days are longer, it has been possible 
to play 60 overs a side games. And it is an accepted fact 
that even in a limited overs game, the more the number of 
overs, the better and less freakish the result. To this 
extent, there is some merit in the statements of those who 
feel that the World Cup should always be held in England. 
However, the 1987 World Cup sponsored by Reliance 
Industries of India was jointly held by India and 
Pakistan. Overall, despite the hassles of commuting long 
distances in the two countries and the shorter daylight 
hours meaning no more than 50 overs, it proved good for 
the health of the game. 
As in the 1983 Prudential World Cup, there were 8 
teams, 7 of the Test playing nations and the winners of 
the ICC Trophy, which, as in the previous World Cup, were 
Zimbabwe. The winners India and the runners-up West Indies 
were in two different groups. Group A comprise India, 
Australia, New Zealand and Zimbabwe while Group B have 
West Indies, Pakistan, England and Sri Lanka. The teams 
competed for the Reliance Cup designed by Garrard of 
England, the people who designed the 'World Cup Football 
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Trophy'. The gold-plated cup studded with diamonds at the 
top had the flags of all the participating nations 
embossed on it. Its cost was approximately Rs. 6 lacs. The 
4th World Cup officially designated RELIANCE CUP 1987 was 
the richest ever cricketing event. Each country got about 
Rs. 4.2 lacs for just participating while the winning team 
got a prize of Rs. 3.6 lacs. The Man of the Match awards 
totalled about Rs. 5.8 lacs. In all, it is estimated that 
a sum of Rs. 15 crores was spent by India and Pakistan for 
hosting the Reliance Cup, 1987 - two-thirds by India and 
one-third by Pakistan. 
India and Pakistan were out to prove that they can 
do a good job of organizing an event of such magnitude. It 
was a major success for the organizers and a great boost 
to cricket in the subcontinent. This, despite the fact 
that the expectations of an Indo-Pak final at Calcutta 
turned out to be an illusion. Both the hosts were beaten 
in the semi-finals and it was an England-Australia final. 
Australia playing in their Second World Cup final made it 
and are the current holders. 
The forthcoming 5th World Cup has been jointly 
allotted to Australia and New Zealand on virtually the 
same lines as it was in the case in the 4th World Cup in 
India and Pakistan. The novelty of this tournament is that 
South Africa readmitted to I.C.C., have been included and 
arle now the ninth country in this World Cup joining 
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England, Australia, New Zealand, West Indies, India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka and I.C.C. Cup Winners Zimbabwe. South 
Africa were out of the mainstream of cricket for 21 years 
having last played Test cricket in 1969-70 but in the 
short period of time since they were given the green 
signal (Oct. 91), South Africa have toured India and 
gained vital international exposure prior to the World 
Cup- Although not the favourites, they are expected to 
give good account of themselves. 
The other salient feature of this World Cup, 
sponsored by the cigarette company Beenson & Hedges, is 
that for the first time the schedule of matches is so 
designed that each country plays the other once. The old 
system of dividing the teams into two groups of 4 each has 
been done away with. This system seems to be a much better 
one as theoretically it is conceivable that one group may 
be tougher than the other thereby causing unnecessary 
hardship to one team while easing the way for the other. 
The third important difference of this World Cup is 
that a few matches will be day/night affairs, played under 
lights at some venues in Australia. As was the case in the 
4th World Cup, an international panel of umpires will 
supervise the matches. Given the flair for marketing of 
the One Day games, particularly in Australia, the forth-
coming World Cup promises to be the richest visual 
spectacle in the history of cricket. 
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HISTORY OF THE WORLD CUP 
The World Cup Cricket Championship is quite recent 
in origin - the first World Cup was held just 21 years ago 
in England in the summer of 1975- This is because one day 
cricket as known in contemporary context, is new. The 
first international one day cricket match was held just 
four years prior to the first World Cup. Though cricket 
when it began was essentially a one day game, as the 
competition began to grows so did the interest and with 
it, the spread from one to two, two to three and finally 
to 5 day games which became the established form of 
international competition. 
With a rapid change in the pace of life, spectators 
were getting bored with matches which appeared to meander 
along gently and, of ten, aimlessly. To some, this type of 
cricket was acceptable but to many others, particularly 
the newer generation of spectators, it was not. Such a 
spectator wanted excitement and a definite result which 
domestic cricket and Test cricket often could not provide. 
Nowhere else was the problem more acute than in England. 
Spectators were slowly but surely shying away from 
watching Country cricket. The first limited overs 
competition - the Gillette Cup in 1963 - was staged as an 
economic necessity for the survival of cricket in the land 
of its birth. It proved to be a tremendous success. Six 
years later, the Sunday afternoon John Player League was 
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introduced and then came, in 1972, the Benson Hedges Cup-
The success of these matches finally set the stage 
for international matches that started in England between 
the hosts and the visiting teams. The first of these 
matches was • held in 1972 between England and Australia. 
(Actually the first ever one day international was a 
hastily arranged one at Melbourne between Australia and 
England on the 5th of January, 1971. But this was a one 
off event staged for the benefit of spectators in a rain 
marred Test match). These were a series of 3 matches with 
5 5 overs, by now, the rest of the Test playing countries 
had also started getting attracted to this form of cricket 
at a domestic level and getting exposed to it 
internationally on their tour to England. The success of 
these international matches resulted in the mooting of the 
idea of a World Cup Cricket championship in 1975 in 
England. The idea was acceptable to the member countries 
of the I.C.C. and with a sponsor (Prudential) forthcoming, 
the World Cup became a reality. 
The first Prudential World Cup was held in England 
from the 7th to the 21st of June, 1975. A total of 15 
matches involving six test, playing and two associate 
member countries were successfully held. The spectator 
response was tremendous. 117,800 people paid £ 188,598 to 
watch the game. Clearly, not only the 4 yearly World Cup 
but also, and more importantly, limited overs cricket had 
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truly arrived internationally. 
1979 promised to be a great year for limited overs 
cricket yet again - as viewed in 1975-76- Then came a 
major upheaval in international cricket in the form of an 
Australian TV tycoon, Kerry Packer. His World Series 
Cricket caused a split in the cricket world and it 
appeared in 1977-78 that the Prudential World Cup 1979 
would be a casualty. Rapproachment brought alive the 
chances of the World Cup being held but the Australian 
team was now badly affected. Neither Australia nor England 
picked any of their players who had switched loyalties to 
WSC. West Indies and Pakistan, however, had no such 
qualms. Ten out of the 14 Pakistanis were those who had 
played WSC in Australia for Packer. The draw didived the 
top two teams of the previous World Cup into two halves -
West Indies in one and Australia in the other, each having 
one team from the associate member countries in their 
half. Before the 1979 Prudential world Cup, the associate 
member countries had played amongst themselves for the 
I.C.C. Trophy, with Sri lanka and Canada qualifying. 
PRUDENTIAL WORLD CUP 1975 
The popularity of limited overs cricket at the 
Country level spread to other countries and the successful 
launch of the Prudential (now Texaco) Trophy matches 
between Englanad and Australia in 1972, laid the 
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foundation of the first World Cup to be sponsored by the 
insurance company, Prodential, was built. 
The organisers could not have chosen a better 
summer than the one of 1975. From the June 7-21 of June, 
most of the matches were played in glorious sunshine. Day 
after day the sun shine with such a fierce consistency 
that even Manchester and Swansea were soon crying of 
drought". 
Besides the hosts England, the other participating 
teams were Australia, West Indies, New Zealand, India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka and East Africa. The teams were 
divided into two groups with England having an easier 
draw, being in the same half as New Zealand, India and 
East Africa. West Indies, Pakistan, Australia and Sri 
Lanka were in the other half and since each team played 
the other in the group just once, a single loss virtually 
meant ouster from the competition. Only two teams from 
each group qualified in the competition that was limited 
to 60 overs each side. 
On the 7th of June, 1975 the first Prudential World 
Cup got underway at four centres - Lord's in London, 
Edgbaston in Birmingham, Headingly in Leeds and Old 
Trafford in Manchester. For purposes of records the Lord's 
match between England and India is considered the first 
match of the 1975 Prudential World Cup. 
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PRUDENTIAL WORLD COP, 1979 
The success of the 1975 Championship had led to 
greater expectations as the World Cup Year of 197 9 dawned. 
New Zealand and Pakistan were by now more experienced and 
the latter had a superb batting line-up. Australia were 
weakened considerably due to the Kerry Packer phenomenon. 
Their leading players were absent and only Hughes, Border 
and Hogg could be talked about in the same breath as 
Chappell, Marsh, Lillee and Thompson. England, despite 
appearing to be weaker than in 1975 had in Brearley a 
truly great skipper while the West Indians seemed to 
possess a pace attack unmatched in its quality and 
quantity. Naturally, the holders started as the 
favourities. India had made scant progress in this form of 
cricket and still "seemed to regard limited overs play as 
a conversation in Mongolian". Sri Lanka were fast 
improving and qualified along with Canadla to join the top 
six in the 1979 competition. 
Therle was many an old stalwart but there were some 
new entrants and debutants who were to become stars in 
years to come - Ewen Chatfield and Jeremy Coney of New 
Zealand and Roy Dias of Sri Lanka. Unlike the 1975 
championships, the weather was more English, the West 
Indies - Sri Lanka match being abandoned without a ball 
bowled. 
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PRUDENTIAL WORLD CUP, 1983 
The 1982 ICC Trophy had shown the growing 
popularity of the game in associate member countries. 
Fifteen countries participated - Zimbabwe, Papua New 
Guinea, Canada, Kenya, Hong KOng, USA, Gilbraltar, 
Bermuda, Bangladesh, Holland, Singapore, Fiji, East 
Africa, West Africa and Malaysia. Zimbabwe beat Bermuda in 
the final at Leicester to qualify for the 1983 Prudential 
World Cup. 
Fifteen grounds were used for the 2 7 matches played 
from 9th June to 25 June. West Indies, who went on to 
record a hat-trick of wins and were in the group with 
India, Australia and Zimbabwe whilst England, New Zealand, 
Pakistan and Sri Lanka comprised the other group. Whilst 
group form indicated the likelihood of a West Indies -
England final with India 66 to 1 outsiders; at Lord's on 
the 25th of June, it was a West Indies-India final. "The 
competition was redesigned to reduce the chance of a freak 
result, yet it still produced one of the game's greatest 
upsets. 
RELIANCE WORLD CUP, 1987 
India and Pakistan bid jointly and successfully to 
host the 4th World Cup. RTL (Reliance Indian Ltd.) won for 
themselves the honour of having the World Cup named "The 
Reliance World Cup". A magnificent trophy designed by 
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Garrard of England and crafted by Jaipur's Arun Jewellers 
was at stake. 
India the 1983 winners were bracketed with 
Australia, Zimbabwe and New Zealand in Group A whilst West 
Indies, the 1983 runners up were in Group B alone with 
Pakistan, England and Sri Lanka. It was the most expensive 
World Cup-I.C.C. receiving Rs. 3.8 crores and each 
participating country (other than Zimbabwe who got a shade 
less) receiving Rs. 42 lacs each. The total estimated 
expenditure was Rs. 15 crores-India to share 2/3rd and 
Pakistan l/3rd of it. Matches were held at 14 centres in 
India and 7 in Pakistan. India hosted a total of 17 
matches and Pakistan 10. 
India and Pakistan were the favourites to contest 
the final at Calcutta and it is history that this 
sub-continental party was spoilt by Australia in 1983 but 
the West Indians, once the most feared opponents, went 
back with their reputation considerably tarnished. 
BENSON AND HEDGES WORLD CUP, 1992 
The 5th World Cup was jointly allotted to Australia 
and New Zealand on virtually the same lines as it was in 
the case in the 4th World Cup in India and Pakistan. The 
novelty of this tournament was that South Africa was 
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Just as had happened in 1983 when India had started 
the cricketing world to win the World Cup, the 5th World 
Cup saw Pakistan bouncing back from the brink of disaster 
to emerge winners beating England in the finals at 
Mealbourne. 
WILLS WORLD CUP, 1996 
The 6th World Cup to be staged jointly by India, 
Pakistan and Sri Lanka is unique in many ways- This is the 
first time that 3 neighbouring countries are joining hands 
to host the World Cup. As many as 12 teams are taking part 
- 9 test playing nations - India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, 
West Indies, England, Australia, New Zealand, South 
Africa, and Zimbabwe and 3 associate members of I.C.C. 
(International Cricket Committee) - UAE, Kenya and 
Holland. These twelve countries have been divided into two 
groups A and B. These twelve countries will pay a total of 
37 matches - 17 in India, 16 in Pakistan and 4 in Sri 
Lanka. Altogether 6 cities in Pakistan, 17 in India and 2 
in Sri Lanka will host these matches. 
The 6th World Cup is sponsored by Wills and there 
is a prize money of £ 2 lacs at stake for the 
participating teams. The Wills World Cup trophy has been 
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crafted in India by the same jewellers in Jaipur who did 
such a marvellous job in crafting the Reliance World Cup 
in 1987. 
The time : a clear two hours before the start of 
the India versus Zimbabwe match. The scene : a confused 
Kapil Dev standing by the pickets at the Nevill Ground in 
Tunbridge Wells. Should he bat or bowl if he won the toss, 
he wondered. Adding to the dilemma was the fact that his 
team had to look to improving its overall run rate in the 
event of a tie with Australia for second place behind the 
defending champion, the West Indies. 
"The pitch is a little wet", Kapil said when 
reminded on how his team had to bat first and put together 
a good total to get the run rate up. At that point I said 
the choice was his and his alone since he knew the 
condition of the pitch. He was to win the toss and bat 
first. In his confusion he thought the traditional way out 
was the best. Think, think but bat first. 
Another little drama was also going on Sunil 
Gavaskar was walking around the area at the back of the 
dressing room wondering whether he was wanted or not. He 
had been dropped from the side for the previous game 
against the West Indies, on form the tour committee said, 
and he was not sure he was in the XI. 
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It was my duty then to inform him of the XI his 
captain had just released. He was in the team. All this 
barely 15 minutes to the start. Confusion was really 
reigning that morning in the Indian camp. And as play 
began the wickets began to tumble. 
Kapil walked out at nine for four, a waon look on 
his face as he squinted up at the sun as is a batsman's 
wont while walking out to bat. Dicky Rutnagur and yours 
truly, the only occupants of the minuscule press box, 
could not bare to look at him as he walked into this 
crisis. And the total became even more anaemic at 17 for 
five when Yashpal fell. 
We were to see that day an extraordinary innings 
the likes of which may never be seen at all or, may be, 
seen once in a thousand one-day internationals. The men of 
BBC TV were on strike then and one or two cameramen who 
were there before the start also decided to wind up for 
the day. 
Hence there is no video record of what was easily 
the most astonishing one-day inning. Kapil barely hit the 
ball before lunch, placing it here and there with a 
straight bat, while the total started looking up just as 
the pitch too began losing its moisture. He had first 
Binny and then Madan Lai for some doughty company in 
stands of 60 and 62. 
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The deluge of runs began after lunch. The ball kept 
going over the hospitality marquees and into the 
rhododendrons which are a famous feature of the little 
ground in the garden county of Kent. The umpire Barry 
Meyer reminded him of the record score he had achieved in 
a World Cup match when he passeld Glenn Turner's 171 not 
out. This was also the highest score ever in a one-day 
match until it was surpassled by Viv Richards' 189 not out 
the next year. 
Only polite applause from a small crowd which was 
informed of the feat on the Tannoy. Six sixes, 17 fours in 
175 not out when he and Kiri ran out of overs in their 
stand of 126 for ninth wicket, the first ever century 
stand for this wicket in limited overs internationals. 
That wlas not all. There was work to be done in the 
afternoon, took. Kapil had to bowl his heart out on a 
pitch which had become a splendid batsman's track by late 
afternoon. 
Kevin Curran was blazing away and the threat of 
defeat was certainly there when Madan and Kapil returned 
for their second spells and just about managed to throttle 
the bid. Kapil was the most economical bowler that 
afternnon though Madan Lai was the most successful. A most 
remarkable win had been fashioned from the depths of 17 
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for five, almost singelhandedly by one player who thought 
the match was not quite over when he walked in to bat at 
18 minutes past 11-00 a.m. and batted till the innings 
closed at 2-2 0 that afternoon. 
All-rounders have historically played a great role 
in the game right from the days of William Bedle and 
Fuller Pilch. Kapil was just another in a great line of 
cricketers demonstrating the fine art of doing the double 
task, all in a summer's day, coincidentally in a part of 
England not far from where the men of Hambledon (in 
Hampshire) had made the game famous in the days of its 
infancy. But what would be the modern game be without the 
all-rounders? They have really captured the imagination of 
a vast global cricket audience in the last 25 years in 
which the one-day game has been played. 
The limite-overs international was first played 25 
years ago - January 5 of 1971. In these 25 years the game 
has been graced by some great all-rounders. Collis King, 
Tony Greig, Greg Chappell, Gary Gilmour, Lance Cairns, 
Jeremy Coney and Wasim Raja. Just a few names from the 
early chapters of a game which was still in its infancy 
although it had been played for eight years on the English 
country circuit as the Gillette Cup. 
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Then came the big men. Ian Botham, Richard Hadlee, 
Imran Khan and Kapil Dev. Men who could turn a game within 
a few overs, with bat or ball. And these are not the freak 
performers who are basically batsmen but find a day on 
which their bowling arm assumes a golden hue. They are 
specialist bowlers on whose precision and economy much of 
the early part of any match is shaped. 
They are the genuine all-rounders of the game who 
could make quick runs and take a crop of wickets in a 
burst. The bowling all-rounders are essentially greater 
men than their batsmen counterparts like Viv Richards and 
Carl Hooper who ha vis had bowling thrust on them simply 
because necessity is the mother of invention. They are not 
all rounders in the conventional sense since they are not 
serious frontline bowlers in Test cricket-
There is a buzz when the great all-rounders come on 
to bowl. And there is probably an even bigger buzz when 
they walk in to bat. The crowd anticipates the arrival of 
these men even more because they generally come to the 
crease in a situation. The innings is in a parlous state 
and they can swing things around with just a quick 30 
which can convert a seemingly ordinary total into a 
winning one. Or, they walk in when their team is doing 
well and they can place it beyond the pale of defeat with 
a few lusty hits. They are match turners. 
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Such is their impact on the game that they have 
captured the fancy of the public a lot more than the 
otherwise great performers with the bat. and if they are 
not having something directly to do with the match, when 
they are not batting or bowling, they are bringing off an 
athletic save or taking a marvellous catch. They are in 
the thick of the action all the time. 
Richards' swagger seemed to have settled the world 
cup final of 1983 when that short ball from Madan Lai 
brings on the imperfect pull. And off Kapil goes in a 
flash to complete the teah with his back to the batsman. 
It is a peice of athleticism which turns the final, gives 
India a glimmer of hope dkespite its paltry looking 1983. 
And then he takes the stinging drive by Clive Lloyd and 
suddenly the feeling gains ground that, may be, India can 
win this one. 
Look a>, the sheer weight of his performance - 3783 
runs and 25 3 wickets which was a record until Wasim Akram 
got past it - and the longevity of his career - 2 24 
appearances - and it becomes clear why Kapil should be 
rated the top one-day allrounder of history. Consider the 
dependence of his side on him as a bowler and how it 
looked up to him to inspire its performance and the 
enormity of his achievements sink in. And he did not 
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shrink away from the task. He missed very few matches and 
he never complained of the burden placed on him. 
There is no arguing against Imran Khan running him 
a close second. Another inspirational figure on whom his 
side depended totally for direction. Imran was as much of 
a match winner with bat and ball. He was easily the more 
penetrative bowler but was not necessarily the more 
economical. He was more technically sound as a batsman but 
did not necessarily hit the ball as well as Kapil did when 
runs were most needed by his side. Kapil is the only one 
so far to have achieved the double double of 2,0 00 runs 
and 200 wickets. 
Imran's record is almost as good - 3709 runs and 
182 wickets from 175 matches - and he also won a World Cup 
for his country. But what makes me give the vote to Kapil 
is there was no letup on the demands by his side. He had 
to be there every day for without him the side was not 
nearly half as good in the field of the one-day 
international. A young Kapil when at the peak of his 
career was an imposing allrounder who played the one-day 
game with a natural instinct that few could have managed 
in the last 25 years. 
Ian Botham was mercurial. He could be so moody as 
to be expensive with the ball and, if distracted which he 
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often was, he could throw away his wicket. Kapil could do 
none of this without his side being affected. Richard 
Hadlee was far more economical with the ball. He was a 
masterly hustler with the new ball and his side also 
depended on him to a very great extent. But he never made 
the same impression with his batting which came off only 
on occasion when the real pressure were on. He did give 
the impression that he was not a great lover of the 
one-day game. 
The list of all-rounders who qualify for the basic 
double of 1,000 runs and 100 wickets is long - Wasim Akram 
who leads on the wickets front is number one now although 
he has not played a major innings for long. Not since his 
burst of 33 from 19 balls in the last final of the World 
Cup had he really been firing with the bat. He has just 
over 17 00 runs against his name. But he is easily the most 
inventive of the current crop of bowlers and he will leave 
a wicket-mark which will be harld to erase. 
The two consecutive balls that bowled Allan Lamb 
with one that straightened and Chris lewis with one that 
cut in viciously, were marvels of art from a very 
accomplished bowler, and since he had earlier got rid of 
Botham with one that left him sharply, Akram was the only 
choice for player of the match in the last World Cup 
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final. Surely, he is the world's top ranker among all 
rounders today. At a pinch, he can make the runs when 
desperately needed, like the six he hit off Richards in 
the final over to win the Nehru Cup for Pakistan. 
Steve Waught is one of those cricketers who 
personifies this accent that one-day cricket has placed on 
all-rounders. He must rank just behind Akram since he has 
also played a role in a World Cup win for his side. Easily 
the most accomplished by way of batting since he has close 
to 4,000 runs, Waught does not always bowl now. But with 
his changes of pace he showed the world how best to tackle 
the matter of bowling the old ball effectively. 
Manoj Prabhakar is another who ranks high among his 
contemporaries. Ever since he has been asked to open the 
innings for the sake of team balance, Prabhakar's stock 
has risen. There are very few vrtio are cleverer than him 
with the new ball and he has shown often enough that he 
can face what his opponents can bowl at him with the same 
new ball. He is no slouch with the bat and he has proved 
on more than one occasion how useful his batting is in the 
one-day arena. 
Carl Hooper has the figures to be judged among the 
modern all-rounders. He has improved by leaps and bounds 
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as a bowler after copying the Richards style of slow 
medium spin with swerve for variation. 
He can bat like a dream when in form as he showed 
consistently on the tour of India although he will always 
leave the impression that he is an under-achiever simply 
because he is so very talented as a batsman who does not 
have the record yet to justify his rating. 
Of those not in the game now, Ravi Shastri (3108 
runs and 129 wickets), Simon O'Donnell (1242 runs and 108 
wickets) and Mudassar Nazar (2653 runs and 11 wickets) who 
was known as the man with the golden arm have a valid 
claim to genuine allrounder status. Shastri was probably 
the most talented of them and if not for making the 
cardinal mistake of returning to Australia for the World 
Cup with a not fully mended knee he would have ended up 
far higher in the public mind. 
There will be several additions to this list, the 
names of Brian McMillan and Chris Cairns immediately 
spring to mind in this regard, as the game swings into 
another busy period just after its silver jubilee. The 
Wills World Cup is another event in which the all-rounders 
will prove once again what their trade is all about as 
they take wickets, make runs against the ball count and 
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take catches and lift their sides. And what better stage 
for the all-rounders than a World Cup in which they can 
show to the world why they are the true treasures of 
cricket and why, like the diamonds, their glitter is 
forever. 
MEN WITH POTEtilTIAL TO WHIP UP EXCITEMENT 
The time has almost come for live World Cup action. 
The teams are already heaving for India and the colourful 
Opening Ceremony being planned for the launch of the event 
we have been waiting for. If there is high voltage 
exictement, and there is likely to be a lot of that, the 
quality of the players would have seen to it. 
The Sportstar presented in its Special - g wif^ ^^^ 
issue of January 27 a comprehensive picture of the 'Stars 
to Watch' from six of 12 nations. This week our writers 
take a look at the leading players of the other six sides 
though they will be from more than six nations if you take 
in the fact that about six different island entities make 
up the 'West Indies'. 
There will be a little left-hander from the pretty 
island of Trinidad who will make the World Cup a ground 
event in every sense, Brian Lara's anticipated return to 
the squad is the best thing that could have happened to 
him and, of course, to the event, too. The prodigal is 
back and, hopefully, he will not suffer any more pre-trip 
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yips of the type which saw him abandon Richie 
Richardson's team which went down under. 
The improverished West Indians need Lara like the 
children of Somalia need nutritious food. Without him, 
they are a mere shadow of what they were although 
Richardson tried to put up a brave front by claiming his 
team would win the WSC. But then as skipper he had to. 
Cricket is a team game which provides enormous scope for 
individual success but what use would Lara be to the game 
if he were not to play it at the highest level. 
The lesson the talented batsman from Santa Cruz may 
have learnt is the game is important and he has to be seen 
playing international cricket if he is to keep earning the 
mega bucks from it. The West Indians will be better off 
for his presence and since he is no natural dissident, 
even if he has not been the totally innocent party he has 
claimed to be, Lara might just fire up his side's 
campaign. 
There are many others on whom their sides too will 
be quite dependent. Take the chief home teams in the 
tournament, India will need Sachin Tendulkar's brilliance 
and his good form as much as the West Indians will need 
the mercurial Lara. And they will no doubt be looking at 
their main bowler, the gentle manly destroyer. Anil Kumble 
to provide the economy as well as the wickets. 
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Wasim Akram has done a grand job of almost Imran 
Khanish proportions in turning his side around at the very 
end of its trip to the Antipodes where two Test wins ha\e 
provided the proof, if it were needed, that there is 
enormoush talent in his team and that if it had been 
falling apart it was only because of non-cricketing 
considerations. Almost as vital to Pakistan's hopes of 
success will be the form of Inzamam-ul-Haq, the sleepy 
looking batsman who woke up Pakistan at the most vital 
time in its late charge on the last World Cup. 
The South Africans come here with their image 
restored. They have been loading their team with 
all-rounders which is quite the correct things to do. 
Among the bits and pieces men lies an all-rounder of true 
potential - Brian McMillan. This might be his Cup to show 
the world he is of the genuine variety and that he can win 
matches with bat and ball. Lending a shoulder to the wheel 
will be Allan Donald, easily the fastest bowler in the 
world today and who believes in bowling fast whether it be 
a Test match or a lone-day international. 
The Australians come as the Cup favourites. They 
have a lot to live up to. While their success rate in 
one-day cricket is not to be scoffed at, what matters is 
only certain men can help sustain it. Among them are the 
young players like Ricky Ponting who will probably make 
this World Cup his own given the fact that he plays 
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cricket with the same energy as Dean Jones and has already 
adapted to it well as he showed in a century. Another 
youngster who has come on tremendously in 1995 is Glenn 
McGrath, the pace bowler who has picked up a yard in pace 
and is looking more and more menacing. 
Their neighbours from across the Tasman were 
thee dark horses of the last World Cup. They achieved 
marvellous things on their momentum-filled run to the 
semi-final. They may be as unfancied a side now too but 
then cricketers like Chris Cairns, who is just about 
gaining the stature of an all-rounder at this level, 
Stephen Fleming, who played a couple of flashy innings in 
India only this season, and Lee Germon, their captain who 
has some understanding of the tactics needed to fire his 
side's campaign, might make all the difference even if 
they do finish up as also-rans. 
Mohammed Azaharuddin 
He will be playing his 200th one-day international 
on February 18 in Cuttack. That piece of statistics is 
very relevant when you consider how much India depended 
upon its skipper. With 5,401 runs he is by far the 
country's highest run-getter in one-day internationals. 
More than that, the nature of his batting is such that if 
he clicks, India fires simply because it is doubtful in 
Azhar knows how to get runs slowly. 
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Four years ago the World Cup was his worst 
nightmare. A poor tour of Australia had ruined his side 
even as it had undermined his captaincy. He did not know 
where to look for solace. What was revealing about his 
character was that admist the debris of that tour of 
Australia his bating was still a standout. 
India's chances sank effectively that evening at 
the 'Gabba when Allan Border took careful aim and threw 
down Azharuddin's stumps at the batsman's end when he was 
looking for an impossible run. He had made 93 already and 
a few more from his bat would have sealed the win and who 
knows where India might have gone on from there. Two close 
matches, both lost, and one washout meant the campaign was 
effectively over even before it began. 
This World Cup will be different because not too 
many Test teams are going to struggle to make that last 
eight cutof . Yet, India's form would depend very much on 
what its batsmen can do, especially on what Tendulkar does 
at the top of the order and how well Azharuddin anchors 
the rest of the innings. Often the skipper would say on a 
bady that : "I should have batted through to the end", and 
he means it very sincerely. 
Azhar has always been willing to shoulder the task 
of keeping the innings in order while also scoring quick 
runs. On his day he can be so destructive that he need not 
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think too deeply then about the need to bat to the end of 
the 50th over. There may be a blind spot or two in his 
career record^ as in his inability to make runs against 
Pakistan in Sharjah, but there is no arguing how valuable 
his record has been towards sustaining the team effort. 
The team might even be sick of hearing him go on 
and on about the deplorable fielding standards that many 
display- But few can rail against him because he sets such 
an example. He is one of the best all-round fielders in 
the game today and is mighty proud of it. He must rate up 
there with Jonty Rhodes when it comes to patrolling the 
vital point area in one-day cricket where runs are 
generally easily stolen. 
His 200th appearance may be a personal landmark to 
cherish since only one Indian has crossed that mark -
Kapil Dev. If there is one more area in which Azhar would 
like to emulate Kapil that is in leading India to a World 
Cup win. It is probably easier said that done but it is 
unlikely there is a better person to try and match that 
record. Azhar has been shining as a sincere, well meaning 
captain who has not only found some stability in his job 
now but is also far more aggressive as a cricketer than he 
ever was. 
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SACHIN TENDULKAR 
We are sick to the gills when we keep hearing the 
line parroted on how India wins if Tendulkar clicks and 
how India fails if he fails. The Richie Rich of Indian 
cricket, may we call him that since he is very much the 
poor little rich boy, is pressured hugely because of such 
surmises. 
While it is true that India has always taken off 
well if Tendulkar fires at the top as he has been since 
taking up the job permanently from that afternoon at the 
Eden park in Auckland in 1994, it is not necessarily true 
that India does not win if he fails. 
What Tendulkar has to come to terms with is the 
huge expectations and the psychological blow the team 
seems to suffer when he falls early. But that should not 
curb him unduly in doing what he does best and that is to 
go after the bowling early. 
Of course, he must learn to discipline himself from 
taking undue chances when he knows the ball is new and it 
becomes so easy for the batsman to make a minor error and 
perish as a consequence. He knows the odds well enough now 
since he has been opening for well over two seasons. 
Since volunteering to open in his 70th appearance, 
Tendulkar has opened in 30 innings in which he has made 
all his four one-day international hundreds. Only once in 
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that time did he bat down the order and that was against 
the West Indies in Madras in the Wills World Series when 
he was sent in at three in order to protect him against 
more failures against the quicks from the Caribbean-
The similarity between Azhar's and Sachin's one-day 
records only throws further light on how much the team is 
dependent on its two main batsmen. While Azhar averages 
3 6.24 an innings. Tendulkar comes in a fraction ahead at 
3 6.37, a position he owes very much to his promotion as 
opener. With 3201 runs from 101 appearances, Tendulkar is 
certainly happily placed to be India's top runmaker in the 
not too distant future. 
The remarkable feature of Tendulkar's career has 
been his ability to assimilate on the technical front. He 
is certain to iron out the faults that may have crept in 
and come back stronger. Some bowlers are certain to pay 
for the relatively poor home season he had since that 
superb century against Sri Lanka in Sharjah in which he 
seemed to demonstrate in how many different ways you can 
drive the ball past the bowler. 
As the strategist of the think tank, who cannot 
hide his enthusiasm for trying to make things go India's 
way on the field, his responsibilities are higher than 
just opening the innings. He knows it and his captain 
knows it. And now it is time for them to put their heads 
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together further and make it click. This World Cup 
campaign will very muh revolve around how the two marshal 
their team's resources. 
ANIL KDMBLE 
It is quite funny to see how all Indians put Anil 
Kumble in their World XIs while the foreigners prefer 
Shane Warne. The choice of the Indians does not stem only 
from patriotism, it is a valid point that Kumble would do 
better in limited overs cricket if only he receives the 
support in the field which Warne gets. 
An examination of their bowling figures is right 
now loaded in favour of Warne who has 87 wickets from 52 
matches while Kumble has the same number from 71 matches. 
While Warne has taken his wickets at less than 22 runs 
per wicket (21.49), Kumble, at 29.70, has been nearer the 
30-run mark. 
There is no question then that Warne's performance 
has been superior. But there is another point to be 
considered and that is that the Indian batsmen seem to 
play Warne, and for that matter all leg spinners including 
Abdul Qadir, very well. This is one reason why we get the 
impression that Warne is not that hot. 
They are so different in their approach to bowling 
in one-day international that it is not really right to 
compare them. Kumble bowls in the traditional limited 
overs mode to a standard line and length and builds 
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pressure on the batsmen with just that constancy. Warne is 
full of experiments. He is so willing to try anything if 
only to keep the batsmen guessing as to what is coming. He 
could bowl six different balls in an over and have the 
batsmen reading almost all of them wrong when the ball is 
in the air. 
The standard of Australian fielding may have helped 
keep Warne's economy up while Kumble has necessarily to 
bowl for a team which does not consider saving every run 
possible as their greatest priority. Still that cannot 
explain away the was 'difference of seven runs in the 
average cost per wicket. 
The role of spin in this World Cup is going to be 
greater than in the last. May be, it will not be so 
spectacular as a spinner taking up bowling with the new 
ball as Dipak Patel did. The new ball will be too precious 
a commodity to risk being given over to weakers. But 
spinners may have to be bowling later and later in the 
innings and for sure Kumble will be in the thick of the 
action in the countdown to many a finish. 
In a side of relatively light bowling resources, 
Kumble is by far the key figure through Manoj Prabhakar 
comes in first with 154 wickets and Srinath with 118. 
Kumble might have a central role to play on home pitches 
on which he once returned figures of six for 12, against 
the West Indies in a day-night match. And there will be 
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many more nights when Kumble might prove a very tricky 
proposition. 
GLENN McGRATH 
OH-AARCH, Gleen McGrah go the fans these days as 
their new hero bowls the new ball. Not bad for a young 
fast bowler who has been around for just around two years 
and is making waves already. 
McGrath is out of the apprenticeship stage., he's a 
full tradesman", says Bob simpson glowingly of the young 
tear-away who moved up from the New South Wales side into 
the Australian squad but who after one bad Test had to sit 
out for a while before he forced his way back in again. 
And then he became a man in a man's world when he took the 
load in the Caribbean. 
The mental toughness that an early setback may have 
brought about in him is seen in the way he bowls now wigth 
an extra yard of pace and a deadly reverse swinger which 
can be most helpful when he is in the subcontinent playing 
the World Cup. 
He can now reverse swing the ball almost as well as 
Waqar Younis, the recognised master of the trade who comes 
from the rich Pakistani tradition of Sarfraz Nawaz and 
Imran Khan. This particular ball should be handy in the 
World Cup which is expected to be played on bland and 
true, if slow wickets. And there is nothing quite like the 
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reverse swinger to rip through the later order with the 
yorker length stuff just when the batsmen are getting 
ready to step on the gas. 
With 62 wickets from 44 one-day appearances, he is 
very much a junior member of an attack in which McDermott 
(137 appearances) is the senior bowler with 202 wickets 
but he does not suffer all that much in comparison. But 
then this is only to be expected given that young bowlers 
have the energy to maintain their intensity through to the 
end overs while anyone over 30 must find it difficult to 
be as much of a force at the finish than he is with the 
shiny ball in his hand. 
The change in McGrath's character is also clealr 
now. He is that much more saggressive for a bowler who may 
havle thought making an appeal is like tendering an 
apology. Having learnt from the ways of fellow fast 
bowlers like McDermott in the art of making appeals, the 
New South Welshman has also seen how the rest of the world 
operates when it comes to intimidating batsmen with the 
look and the persistent style of the appeal and the small 
gesture in showing them the way back to the pavilion. 
He is a fully qualified member of the trade now and 
the only prediction to be made in his case is he might 
just outshine the subcontinent veteran McDermott in this 
World Cup. 
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BRIAN LARA 
West Indies has been knovm to produce entertaining 
batsmen whose approach to the game has been quite 
different than those from other parts of the world. From 
Frank Worrell to Garry Sobers to Clive Lloyd to Vivian 
Richards, each skipper had the resources in keeping with 
the team's reputation. 
The post-Richards era, however, brought to light 
the rapid decline in batting standards in the West Indies. 
The middle order wore a fragile look and there was a 
desperate search for a class batsman. The arrival of a 
21-year old, in 1990, provide West Indies hope. 
Brian Charles looked like filling the void. In the 
following threle years, he not only lived up to the 
expectations but his deeds ensured that he held a special 
place in the record books. 
Lara may be best remembered and revered for his two 
world record breaking feats in 1994 - the 375 against 
England in the Test at Antigua and the unconquered 501 he 
scored off Durham for Warwickshire. He has done nearly as 
well in the one-dayers too. There's no doubt that Lara's 
adaptability, temperament and consistency in both brands 
of cricket has madle him the most wanted batsman by the 
opposition. 
So dominating has been lara's performances that 
West Indies has come to reply too much on this 
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left-hander. That may not angur too well for the team 
which had the most feared batting line-up for more than a 
decade- Since the West Indians have not been having the 
best of times, Lara's efforts to single handedly take his 
team to victory, stand out when seen in perspecitve. 
Of the seven centuries Lara has struck in 
one-dayers the two match-winning knocks which come to mind 
are the 153 against Pakistan in 1993 and the 169 versus 
Sri Lanka last October, both at Sharjah. But Lara's 28 
half-centuries are testimony of his ability to collar the 
bowling on any kind of surface. 
Besides showing the natural ease of a left-hander, 
what makes Lara so watchable is his delectable stroke-play 
Unlike, Richards, who flourished and perished with an 
understandable exhibition of arrogance, Larla thrives in 
getting his runs with maximum economy of effort. His 
immaculate timing and intelligent placements ensure that 
the scoreboard keeps ticking. 
His recent scrap with the West Indians Board was a 
sad episode in the career of this charming batsman. It 
would have been a pity had he missed the World Cup. The 
other teams better watch out now, for Lara must be wanting 
to prove a point or two. And Lara will certainly not find 
a better stage to perform than the one set up for the 
World Cup. 
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COURTNEY WALSH 
Courtney Walsh may be as hostile as any other 
Caribbean speedster, but does not appear so. That itself 
is some consolation for the batsmen around the world. He 
seems to be the kind who wishes the rivals 'have a good 
day' by walking across to their dressing room, than saying 
it with a nasty bouncer, first thing in the morning. That 
again does not mean he is any less ruthless-
Yet, none can blame Walsh for letting the 
competitive emotions get the better of the spirit with 
which he plays the game. Who can forget Walsh's gesture in 
the World Cup match against Pakistan at Lahore in 1987. 
With Pakistan needing two runs of the final delivery and 
Abdul Qadir on strike, Walsh chose not to run out Salim 
jaffer and simply warned the batsman against backing up 
too far. Pakistan went on to win the crucial match by 
one-wicket and West Indies, which figured in the three 
previous Cup finals, failed to make even the semifinals. 
In hindsight, Walsh's sporting and well-
appreciated act proved too costly for his team. The genial 
Walsh, however, did not regret his decision and maintained 
that a prior warning to the batsman was essential. Hence 
the gesture fetched him a special award from the host. 
Unlike most of his predecessors, Walsh was a 
product of official coaching, coming from the secondary 
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school system. He always wanted to play the game as a pace 
bowler and that was the sole reason why he did not 
concentrate on his batting (he has scored just 253 runs). 
Ironical as it may sound, Walsh inspite of his single 
minded devotion to bowling, has not been able to sort out 
the recurring problem of no-balls. 
Walsh modelled his bowling after mentor Michael 
Holding. Whether it was the smoothness in the run up or 
the vicious movement, Walsh was quite similar to his 
Jamaican colleague. His strength lay in maintaining a 
nagging line and length - a major asset when bowling in 
limited-over matches. When it comes to speed, however, 
Walse falls short of matching Holding's skill. 
With the passage of time, Walsh, like Andy Roberts, 
developed a well-concealed bouncer as a potent weapon. A 
subtle twist of finger and use of wrist controls the 
bounce and often catches the batsman on the wrong foot. 
Walsh's emotionless face. 
"My philosophy of bowling is simple and straight 
forward". These words from Walsh reflect the man himself. 
"Give me the ball, and I will bowl as best as I can", says 
Walsh, admitting that he does not fight the nature of 
pitches and bowls according to them. 
Walsh's one-day international record (Before Benson 
and Hedges Series in Australia) : 7570 balls; 4779 runs; 
158 wickets. 
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ALLAN DONALD 
In the 10th year of his career Allan Anthony Donald 
has made it known to the cricketing world where exactly he 
stands amongst his ilk. As a 19 year old raw hand, Donald 
had his first class initiation at The Wanderers in 1985. 
Ten years later, at the peak of his prowess now, Donald is 
regarded as one of the best fast bowlers in the world. 
And why not? If consistent performance is an index 
to determine a cricketer's calibre then Donald has shown 
his wicket-taking ability on many occasions in the year 
1995. He was in devastating form in the latter half of the 
series against England. 
Evidently, Donald, who completed his 10 0 Test 
wickets at the Centurion Park, is having the finest time 
of his career now. The season began with a hostile spell 
in the second innings of the Harare Test in October. 
Donald finished with eight for 71 from 33 overs and helped 
South Africa win by 7 0 runs, after Zimbabwe offered stiff 
resistance at one stage. His match figures were 11 for 
113. 
It was Donald's 20th Test at the end of which he 
had dismissed 95 batsmen. South Africa continued to 
dominate the Zimbabweans in the two one-dayers at Harare. 
The result of all this was a wonderful season for 
Warwickshire for which he has been playing since 1987. 
Donald captured 89 wickets in 17 matches and was placed 
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fourth behind top wicket-takers like Anil Kumble and 
Mushtaq Ahmed in the 1995 English country cricket 
championship. With Donald in great bowling form, 
Warwickshire won the country title and the Nat West 
Trophy. 
It was billed as the series between the England 
batsmen versus the South African speed merchants with 
prominence given to left arm fast bowler Brett Schultz, 
who played against India in the winter of 199 2. But as the 
series advanced, cricket followers heard and saw more of 
the mysterious left-arm wrist spin of Paul Adams and the 
pace of the newcomer Shaun Pollock. Adams and Pollock 
impressed one and all, but in the end it wals Donald who 
was adjudged the 'Man of the Series'. 
Donald is 29 and has an impressive collection of 
over 10 0 Test wickets. Perhaps the figure could have been 
over 20 0 had he had the opportunity to play Tests from mid 
1980s. The grind in the English country championship has 
helped Donald hone his talents and become a hardened 
professional. The English called him the 'White 
Lightning'. No one has ever asked Donald if he liked the 
sobriquet in the days of apartheid South Africa. But four 
years after South Africa's readmission into mainstream 
cricket. Donald has shown the cricketing world that he 
belongs in the top bracket. 
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Perhaps his best is yet to come. The likes of the 
experienced Mike Procter, Clive Rice and Kepler Wessels 
shaped Donald's career in the early 90s. Now it's Bow 
Woolmer and Hansie Cronje. 
It's said, Donald has developed a slower ball as a 
contingency weapon for the future. But as of today Allan 
Donald is a tearaway fast bowler. He will be South 
Africa's spearhead in the Wills World Cup. 
WASIM AKRAM 
Ask Sachin Tendulkar, Brian Lara, Hansie Cronjie, 
Mark Waught, Mike Atherton, Roshan Mahanama, or for that 
matter any batsman in the world as to who is the most 
difficult bowler to read, and they will readily agreed 
that it is Wasim Akram. 
Wasim Akram is the man who has revolutionised the 
art of ast bowling. No batsman, if he is honest in his 
confession, can claim to have really understood this 
guileful Pakistani bowler. He cannot because Akram can 
produce six different deliveries in an over. 
Akram is a truly amazing strike bowler. A magician, 
one should say, since he can remove some of the batsmen at 
will. Here is an example. During a match at Sharjah, Akram 
was busy chatting with a few UAE cricketers when his 
skipper Moin Khan made an angry gesture. Akram dismissed 
it with a wave of his hand and when he walked up to bowl 
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his over after a couple of deliveries/ he showed why he is 
rated the best in the business. Akram, from two steps, 
bowled a crushing incutter which sent the stumps flying 
leaving the batsman in a heap of humiliation. Now that was 
arrogance which only a genius could demonstrate. 
If Pakistan emerged as a great force in limited 
overs cricket, Akram had a significant role to play. Imran 
Khan was the inspirational factor but it was Akram who 
time and again shattered the opposition with his 
exceptional performances. Not just with the ball, for he 
can chip in handsomely as a pinch hitter. 
Cricketers like Akram are a rarity. He was the 
best thing to happen to Pakistan cricket after Imran and 
Javed Miandad. To have consistently performed in the big 
league is a proof of Akram's tremendous abilities. As the 
highest wicket-taker in one-day internationals, Akram can 
proudly claim to have proved Imran right, who had, years 
ago, predicted that "Wasim Akram will emerge one of the 
most crafty bowlers of all time". 
True, Akram is the most craftybowler in 
international cricket today. He is an extraordinary fast-
medium, left-arm bowler, who revels in getting at the 
throat of the best batsmen in the game. "I enjoy my 
bowling only when I get the cream of the batsmen", Akram 
had said of his attitude. With such exacting standards, it 
is natural that he rose to be such a classy cricketer. 
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Akram, 29/ can be breathtakingly quick on 
favourable pitches and a very wicked in-swinger, which 
happens to be his wicket-taking ball, makes him a 
dangerous proposition. With the ball or the bat, Akram is 
an exceptionally gifted cricketer who has enriched the 
game with his brilliant play all over the world. 
It is to Akram's credit that he chose to forget 
some unfortunate happenings in his career for the sake of 
Pakistan cricket. He was stripped of captaincy following a 
coup by some of his mates but regained the job last year 
as cricket administrators made amends for their earlier 
folly. Akram, a rebel in the eyes of his Board, but a 
great sportsman in the eyes of his countrymen, accepted 
the responsibility to lead the side for the World Cup. He 
was the player of the match in the World Cup final which 
Pakistan won at Melbourne. His mates and countrymen would 
certainly be praying that Akram repeats the magic of that 
night during the World Cup campaign at home. 
WAQAR YOUNIS 
Would you believe this? With his tearing speed, he 
puts fear in the batsman's mind even in a one-day match. 
Waqar Younis is known to have sent shivers down the spine 
of a few batsmen with his furious pace in international 
cricket, but to command such respect even in limited overs 
cricket speaks of the bowler's fearsome abilities with the 
ball. 
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When he broke so many toes in the English country 
circuit a few seasons ba^V . Waqar was just displaying 
destructive power with the ball. That incoming yorker not 
only fetched his sides wickets but also left many 
oppositions with limping men. 
Waqar/ a discovery of Imran Khan, has modelled 
himself on his mentor. The speed factor was developed from 
watching Imran and later the reverse-swing was added to 
complete the woes of batsmen. 
The sight of Waqar thundering in, like a sprinter 
aiming for a record, can upset any batsman. Speed is the 
key factor in his armoury and the yorker, a deadly weapon, 
to be used" sparingly, but tellingly. It either crashes 
into the stumps or lands on your toe. It hurts either way. 
It's good, there is restriction on the number of 
voers a bowler can bowl in a one-day match. For, Waqar, at 
his peak, could destroy the best of teams if allowed 
unrestricted run at one end. 
What makes Waqar so effective is his positive 
approach. He does not mind being hit. "Even in one-day 
matches", my aim always is to take wickets. Restrictive 
bowling doesn't pay in the longer run", he says. 
There are time when Waqar, like any other bowler, 
struggles to find his rhythm. That can pose problems for 
his captain because Waqar essentially is a rhythm bowler. 
He tends to lose heart soon on such occasions. But once he 
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strikes his rhythm early, he presents a fascinating sight, 
making the batsmen duck or hop, or sending the stumps 
cartwheeling. 
Waqar missed the last World Cup due to injuries 
which have bothered him throughout his career. If he 
remains fit, Pakistan can hope for some exicting stuff 
from this fast bowler, who, in tandem with Wasim Akram, 
forms the deadliest pair of new-ball bowlers. 
CHRIS CAIRNS 
A sizzling knack by Chris Cairns at the Nehru 
Stadium in Pune in November '95 highlighted his aggressive 
bent of mind and his capability as a batsman. The Kiwis 
were disguested after the washed pi't match of the Pepsi 
one-day series at Goa and after a long journey to Pune via 
Bombay. And after being put into bat on a sunny day, the 
Kiwis were tottering at 85 for four wickets. The Indian 
bowlers were in complete command before Cairns tore them 
apart to score a dynamic century that reinstated the 
fourth one-day match to the level of a contest. 
It was Cairns' first century in 32 one-day 
internationals and fourth by a Kiwi batsman against India. 
The 25-year old-from Picton raced to 103 off 87 balls in 
87 minutes with four sixes and 10 fours and disfigured the 
Indian bowlers' analysis. Cairns' blitz put the Kiwis 
innings back on the rails. But the greater import from the 
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knock was Cairns had 'arrived' truly into the inter-
national scene-
Cairns was one of the most talented players in the 
Kiwi squad that toured India in the last quarter of 1995. 
Since the disastrous home series against England, 
preceding the 1992 World Cup, the New Zealand team had 
been striken by injuries and Cairns was one among the many 
forced to tend to body ailments. But after getting back to 
full fitness and playing a full season for Nottinghamshire 
in the English country championship. Cairns, like the rest 
of the Kiwis, was upbeat about his future in the 
international scene. 
The Indian tour provided Cairns an opportunity to 
est his strength and skill. The Test series was washed 
after India defeated New Zealand in Bangalore. But even in 
that defeat, one New Zealand bowler to make an impact was 
Cairns. Cairns score 15 and 23 batting at No. 7 behind 
Young, Greatbatch, Parore, Crowe, Fleming and Thomson in 
New Zealand's score of 145 and 23 3. 
In the one-day series which followed. Cairns did 
his role as a bowler and took eight wickets in four 
matches. But at Pune, Cairns revealed his batting pro'jress 
in front of a full house. He showed that he had good pair 
of eyes to spot the ball early, time his strokes to 
perfection, lift the ball beyond the fence and whenever he 
wanted. Azharuddin dropped a catch when Cairns had not 
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crossed 30, but many great knocks in cricket have come 
about after 'lemon cuts' and dropped catches- This was 
another instance and Cairns showed he has it in him to 
develop into a fine all-rounder. New Zealand lost the 
match/ but Cairns did manage to break the back of the 
Indian team, dismissing Prabhakar, Azaharuddin and Jadeja. 
When Cairns' latent talent surfaced in the late 
1980s, he was projected as a probable candidate to replace 
Richard hadlee. Cairns made quite an impact in the World 
Youth Cup in Australia in 1988 before making his first 
class debut for Notts in the country championship. The 
next season he donned the Northern District colours and 
notched his first class century against auckland. 
Thereafter he represented the Young New Zealand team in 
England. 
Cairns' outstanding performance against Young 
England was recognised he waS' asked to join the national 
team as a replacement for Gary Robertson. But during the 
Perth Test he suffered a stress fracture of his back and 
missed the entire 1989-90 season. Then before the 1992-93 
home season he underwent a kidney operation. 
Now the Cairns is back to full fitness and form, 
New Zealand and the cricketing world can count on him to 
be more form. Cairns' cricket is in his blood-line. His 
father Lance was an accomplished cricketer two decades 
ago. Now, it's Chris' time to excel. 
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LEE GERMON 
When Lee Germon took over from Ken Rutherford as 
captain of the New Zealand team, Gleen Turner's decisions 
was hailed. The reason was that the 30-year old Germon 
was a good wicket-keeper and also showed his proficiency 
as captain in the domestic cricket scene. And 
significantly Germon was from Canterbury. 
New Zealand cricket was on a down swing, save for 
that good run during the Benson & Hedges World cup. Coach 
Warren Lees and skipper Martin Crowe kindled the Kiwi 
spirit then. Since its loss to Pakistan at Eden Park in 
the semi-finals of the '92 World Cup, all is not well with 
the New Zealand cricket. 
In early 19 94 the Kiwis - without the injured 
Martin Crowe - faltered against Wasim Akram and Waqar 
Younis. It was during the India's tour of New Zealand 
(Pakistan followed later) that one heard of Germon as a 
probable for the wicket-keeper's slot for the tour of 
England. But Germon did not make that trip. 
After the Kiwis lost the final to Australia in the 
Centenary Cup, Ken Rutherford's days were numbered. 
Glenn Turner, after consulting seniors like Martin 
Crowe, Mark Greatbatch, Gavin Larsen and Danny Morrison 
handed over the captaincy to Germon, who after his return 
from South Africa was not sure of his place in the New 
Zealand team. 
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To Germon's advantage he had Turner, a new man, a 
pro at that, as coach of the team. And before he took over 
as captain, Germon made sure that senior players did not 
grudge his appointment. 'Assignment India' did not go well 
for Germon what with the Kiwis being drubbed in under 
three days at Bangalore and seeing the madras and Cuttack 
Tests marred by rain. But he had the satisfaction of 
winning the Jamshedpur and Nagpur one-dayers. Germon may 
have won the public's approval after New Zealand drew the 
one-day series against Pakistan after losing the one-off 
Test. Germon knows his position is secure. The World Cup 
and the series in the Caribbean will be a big test for 
him. 
As captain, Germon would have led against India, 
Pakistan, Zimbabwe, West Indies and in the World Cup in 
under 12 months. The Kiwis do not expect him to score many 
runs, but expect him to hold the catches and give New 
Zealand a proper direction. 
THE QUALIFIERS 
The 19 96 World Cup, for the first time in the 21 
years old history of World Cup, will have 3 associate 
member countries participating. They are the I.C.C. trophy 
winners UAE, runners-up Kenya and third placed Holland. In 
the previous World Cups, only one associate member country 
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used to qualify for the World Cup. In 1975 it was the 
I.C.C. trophy winners East Africa, in 1979 Canada and in 
1983, 1987 and 1992 Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe this year are 
participating as a Test playing nation and thus were not 
required to play the I.C.C. trophy. 
The I.C.C. trophy sponsored by ABN-AMRO was hosted 
in 1994 by Kenya - the first time the I.C.C. trophy was 
hosted outside Europe. 2 0 countries (Papua New Guinea, 
Gibraltar, Holland, Malaysia, Ireland, UAE, Bangladesh, 
USA, Argentina, East and Central Africa, Kenya, Canada, 
Namibia, Israel, Singapore, Bermuda, Hong Kong, Denmark, 
Fiji and Weslt Africa) participated. These were divided 
into 4 groups of 5 each. The semi-finals saw Kenya beat 
Bermuda and the UAE beat Holland. By beating Bermuda in 
the third place play off, Holland qualified for the 1996 
World Cup as the 12th team. In the final, the hosts Kenya 
took on UAE- Batting first after being put in, Kenya made 
281 in their allotted overs thanks in the main to Otieno 
(490), S.O,. Odumbe (87), S. Tikolo (54) and T. Tikolo (42 
n.o.), but a century partnership between UAE openers Riaz 
Poonawala (71) and Azhar Saeed (59) and useful 
contributions from Mohd. Ishaq (51) and V. Mehra (34 n.o.) 
saw UAE reach their target with 5 balls to spare. UAE on 
their debut thus won the 1994 I.C.C. trophy to qualify as 
the first team from associate' member countries with Kenya 
and Holland joining them. 
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The UAE team, not surprisingly/ had only one player 
who is an indigenous member - his country's national, the 
rest of the 15 members squad comprises Pakistanis, Indians 
and Sri Lankans- The exception is the Captain, Sultan 
Zarawani. The immigrants qualified to play for their 
adopted country as they fulfil the obligations of the four 
years residential qualification rule of the I.C.C. but 
this caused a lot of heartburn, particularly to the 
Kenyans. 
THE TEAMS 
Kenya 
19 94 I.C.C. Trophy runners-up 
Earlier took part as part of East African team in the 
1975 World Cup. 
Earlier most of the players were of Asian origin, now 
mostly locals - Africans. The three Tikolo brothers, 
Maurice Odumbe and D. Chudasamma are players to watch. 
Free stroking batsmen but bowling attack might pose 
problems. 
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UAE 
199 4 I.C.C. Trophy winners 
Debut in World Cup 
Essentially a team of India, Pakistani and Sri Lankan 
immigrants. 
Most experienced of the I.C.C. member countries in terms 
of preparations, coaching and match play with teams in 
this part of the continent, hence more familiar with local 
conditions. 
HOLLAND 
1994 I.C.C. Trophy - 3rd Place 
Debut in World Cup 
Twice runners - up in I.C.C. Trophy - 1986 and 19 90 
Most experienced players Nolan Clarke, Flavian Aponso and 
Steve Lubbers over 40 years of age. 
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INDIA 
1983 World Cup Winners 
1987 World Cup Semi-finalists 
Unpredictable team, capable of scaling great heights and 
sinking to abysmal lows. Strong batting line up, poor 
fielding side- In the tougher group but home advantage is 
a big bonus. 
Won Lost Drawn Total 
vs Australia 2 4 - 6 
vs East Africa 1 - - 1 
vs England 1 3 - 4 
vs New Zealand 2 3 - 5 
vs Pakistan 2 - - 2 
vs South Africa - 1 - 1 
vs Sri Lanka - 3 1 4 
vs West Indies 3 3 - 6 
vs Zimbabwe 6 - - 6 
vs Kenya 1 - - 1 
Total 18 17 - 25 
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PAKISTAN 
1992 World Cup winners 
1983 & 1987 semi-finalists 
In the easier group and with home advantage. A team 
capable of springing up surprises even at the crucial 
stage of a match with its excellent bowling attack. It can 
be ill-disciplined and moody as its recent record 
indicates. The key will be strong leadership and 
management skills of the cricket manager, Intikhab Alam 
who was the manager when Pakistan won in 19 92. 
vs Australia 
vs Canada 
vs England 
vs India 
vs New Zealand 
vs South Africa 
vs Sri Lanka 
vs West Indies 
vs Zimbabwe 
vs UAE 
vs Holland 
won 
2 
2 
4 
Lost Drawn 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
Total 
4 
2 
8 
2 
5 
2 
6 
6 
1 
1 
1 
Total 23 15 28 
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SRI LANKA 
Have never reach the semi-finals. 
The third host country/ Sri Lanka are the dark horse of 
the championship. Sir Richard Haddle considers them the 
favourites. A very talented batting side, their bowling, 
hitherto their weak link, has improved by leaps and bounds 
with Vaas and Murlidharan lending it the cutting edge. 
They will be playing four of their league matches at home 
- three at Colombo and one at Kandy and this has tipped 
the balanced in their favour as also the fact that their 
confidence is high following victories in Pakistan and 
Sharjah in 1995. 
Won Lost Drawn Total 
vs Australia - 3 - 3 
vs England 1 5 - 6 
vs India 3 - 1 4 
vs New Zealand 1 3 - 4 
vs Pakistan - 6 - 6 
vs South Africa - 1 - 1 
vs West Indies - 4 - 4 
vs Zimbabwe 2 - - 2 
vs Kenya 1 - - 1 
Total 9 21 - 31 
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ENGLAND 
Semi-finalists in 1975/ 1983 
Finalists in 1979, 1987, 1992 
The most experienced one day cricketers in the world for 
the simple reason that they play more limited overs 
cricket than others. This always gives them an edge which 
is proved by their excellent track record. The fact that 
they haven't actually won rankles them and their 
followers. Undelr Atherton the team appears more 
determined and cohesive and the general feeling is that 
England's time to reap the harvest may have arrived. The 
team appears better balanced with a few all-rounders like 
Dominic Cork and Mike Watkinson adding sting to the tail 
not to speak of providing variety to the bowling attack. 
Won Lost Dravm Total 
vs Australia 
vs Canada 
vs East Africa 
vs India 
vs New Zealand 
vs Pakistan 
vs South Africa 
vs Sri Lanka 
vs West Indies 
vs Zimbabwe 
vs Holland 
vs UAE 
Total 27 12 1 40 
2 2 — 4 
1 - - 1 
1 - - 1 
3 1 - 4 
4 2 - 6 
3 4 1 8 
3 - - 3 
5 1 - 6 
3 1 - 4 
- 1 - 1 
1 - - 1 
1 — — 1 
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NEW ZEALAND 
Semi-finalists 1975, 1979, 1992 
A team in the process of rebuilding under a new captain 
and an experience cricket manager. 
Most vividly remembered for their exploits at home in 1992 
when they started the cricketing world by their 
confidence, the unorthodox tactics and the panache with 
which they carried out their job. It required a 
superlative effort by the likes of Miandad and Inzamam to 
puncture their drive to Melbouurne for the final. 
Although not the favoured ones to make it to the last 
four, their experience of playing on Indian soil in end 
1995 will stand them in good stead and anything is 
possible in one day cricket. 
Won Lost Drawn Total 
vs Australia 1 3 - 4 
vs East Africa 1 - - 1 
vs England 3 3 - 6 
vs India 3 2 - 5 
vs Pakistan 1 4 - 5 
vs South Africa 1 1 - 2 
vs Sri Lanka 3 1 - 4 
vs West Indies 1 2 - 3 
vs Zimbabwe 3 - - 3 
vs Holland 1 - - 1 
vs UAE 1 - - 1 
Total 19 16 - 3 5 
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WEST INDIES 
Winners 1975, 1979 
Losing finalists 1983 
The decline and fall of the West Indies is a topic of 
debate in cricketing circles today as their hegemony of 
the seventies and early eighties has dissipated even in 
Test cricket. As far as the World Cup is concerned. West 
Indies weren't even the semi-finalists in the last two 
championships. Despite having the brilliant Lara in their 
midst. West Indies will be hard pressed to win this time 
around. That the mighty West Indians are struggling in 
both batting and bowling is a well known fact. How well 
they do and where they end up will depend on Brian lara. 
Lara firing on all cylinders is a proposition which every 
opponent dreads as he has the capacity to pull off a match 
in the quickest possible time. 
vs Australia 
vs England 
vs India 
vs New Zealand 
vs Pakistan 
vs South Africa 
vs Sri Lanka 
vs Zimbabwe 
Kenya 
Total 24 12 - 37 
Won Lost Drawn Tota l 
4 3 - 7 
1 3 - 4 
3 3 - 6 
2 1 - 3 
5 1 - 6 
- 2 - 2 
4 - - 4 
4 - - .4 
1 — — 1 
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AUSTRALIA 
World Cup Winner 1987 
Losing finalists 1975 
Undoubtedly a very balanced and tough team this time under 
Mark Taylor. Both in the Tests and the limited overs 
variety of the game, will be tough to beat. 
In 1987, on the Indian subcontinent, blazed a trial to win 
under the captaincy of Allan Border. As favourites in 
1992, fared disastrously and couldn't even qualify for the 
semi-finals at home. 
On form, certainly high up on the punters list to win this 
time. 
Won Lost Dravm Total 
vs Canada 1 - - 1 
vs England 2 2 - 4 
vs India 4 2 - 6 
vs New Zealand 3 1 - 4 
vs Pakistan 2 2 - 4 
vs South Africa - 1 - 1 
vs Sri Lanka 3 1 - 4 
vs West Indies 3 4 - 7 
vs Zimbabwe 5 1 - 6 
vs Kenya 1 - - 1 
Total 2 4 14 - 37 
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SOUTH AFRICA 
Semi-finalists in 1992 (on debut) 
South Africa were last minute entrants in the 19 92 World 
Cup and not expected to do too well. Their tough, never 
say die approach saw them through to the semi-finals where 
many believe a silly rule resulted in their loss to 
England. 
They will not find the Indian sub-continent's pitches 
suiting their bowlers and their spinners are not world 
class. This may be a dampener but they are tremendously 
dedicated team and like the Australians, hate losing. A 
dangerous team when on song, opponents can take them 
lightly only at considerable cost. 
Not expected to win but could cause a cardiac tremor or 
two. 
Won Lost Drawn Total 
vs Australia 1 - - 1 
vs England 1 2 - 3 
vs India 1 - - 1 
vs New Zealand 1 1 - 2 
vs Pakistan 2 - - 2 
vs Sri Lanka - 1 - 1 
vs West Indies 1 1 - 2 
vs Zimbabwe 1 - - 1 
vs Holland 1 - - 1 
vs UAE 1- - - 1 
Total 10 5 - 15 
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ZIMBABWE 
Have never reached the semi-finals 
Have beaten almost all the top teams at one or the other 
time but their overall record suggests that they still 
have some way to go. 
Improvement in vef.tually all departments of the game is 
becoming visible now but appear incapable of strining a 
couple of victories to send into a tizzy others in their 
group. 
As before, this World Cup will be a learning experience 
for them. 
Won Lost Drawn Total 
vs Australia 1 5 - 6 
vs England 1 - - 1 
vs India - 6 - 6 
vs New Zealand - 3 - 3 
vs Pakistan - 1 - 1 
vs South Africa - 1 - 1 
vs Sri Lanka - 2 - 2 
vs West Indies - 4 - 4 
vs Kenya 1 - - 1 
Total 3 2 2 - 25 
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WORLD COP STATISTICS 
Higher Team Totals in World Cup 
360/4 off 50 by 
West Indies vs Sri Lanka at Karachi/ 13.10.1987 
338/5 off 60 by 
Pakistan vs Sri lanka at Swansea, 09.06.1983 
334/4 off 60 overs by 
England vs India at Lord's, 07.06.1975 
328/5 off 60 overs by 
Australia vs Sri Lanka at the Oval, 11.06.1975 
313/7 off 4 9.2 over by 
Sri Lanka vs Zimbabwe at New Plymouth 23.02.1992 
312/4 off 50 over by 
Zimbabwe vs Sri Lanka at New Plymouth, 23.02.1992 
309/5 off 60 over by 
New Zealand vs East Africa at Birmingham 07.0 6.1975 
289/6 off 50 over by 
India vs Australia at Delhi, 22.10.1987 
236/4 off 50 over by 
South Africa vs England at Melbourne 12.03.1992 
139/9 off 60 overs by 
Canada vs Pakistan at Leeds, 09.06.1979 
128/8 off 60 overs by 
East Africa at Birmingham, 07.06.1975 
6V 
Lowest Totals in World Cup Cricket 
45 off 40.3 overs by 
Canada vs England at Manchester 14.06.197 9 
74 off 40.2 overs by 
Pakistan vs England at Adelaide 01.03.1992 
86 off 37.2 overs by 
Sri Lanka vs West Indies at Manchester 07.06.1975 
9 3 off 36.2 overs by 
England vs Australia at Leeds 18.06.1975 
129 off 38.2 overs by 
Australia vs India at Chelmsford 20.06.1983 
134 off 46.1 overs by 
Zimbabwe vs England at Alabury 18.03.1992 
140 off 52 overs by 
West Indies vs India at Lord's 25.06.1983 
158 off 52.2 overs by 
New Zealand vs West Indies at the Oval 18.06.1975 
158 off 37.5 overs by 
India vs australia at Nottingham 13.06.1983 
195 off 50 overs by 
South Africa vs Sri Lanka at Wellington, 02.03.1992 
Victory by the Highest Margin in World Cup Cricket 
BY 10 WICKETS 
by India over East Africa at Leeds 11.06.1975 
by West Indies over Zimbabwe at Birmingham, 20.06.1983 
by West Indies over Pakistan at Melbourne, 23.0 2.1992 
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BY 10 0 OR MORE RUNS 
by 202 runs by 
England over India at Lord'S/ 07.06.1975 
by 196 runs by 
England over East Africa at Birmingham, 14.06.1975 
by 19 2 runs by 
Pakistan over Sri Lanka at Nottingham 14.06.1975 
by 191 runs by 
West Indies over Sri Lanka at Karachi 3.10.1987 
by 181 runs by 
New Zealand over East Africa at Birmingham, 07.06.1975 
by 162 runs by 
Australia over India at Nottingham, 13.06.1983 
by 128 runs by 
Australia over Zimbabwe at Hobert, 14.03.1992 
by 118 runs by 
India over Australia at Chelmsford 20.06.1983 
by 113 runs by 
Pakistan over Sri Lanka at Faisalabad 25.10.1987 
by 10 9 runs by 
England over Sri Lanka at Peshawar 17.10.1987 
by 106 runs by 
England over New Zealand at the Oval 09.06.1983 
by 106 runs by 
England over Sri Lanka at Ballarrat 03.03.1992 
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by 101 runs by 
West Indies over Australia at Leeds, 11.12.06.1983 
Victory by the Narrowest Margin in World Cap 
by 1 wicket by 
West Indjgs over Pakistan at Birmingham 11.06.1975 
by 1 wicket by 
Pakistan over west Indies at Lahore 16.10.1987 
(Off the last ball) 
by 2 wickets by 
West Indies over England at Gujarawala 09.10.1987 
(With one ball to spare)  
BY RONS ONLY 
by 1 runs 
Australia over India at Madras, 09.10.1987 
by 3 runs 
by New Zealand over Zimbabwe at Hyderabad, (India) 
by 3 runs 
by Australia over New Zealand at Indore 18/19.10.1987 
by 3 runs 
by Australia over India at Brisbane, 01.03.1982 
Most 6's by An Individual in An Innings in World Cup Cricket 
6 by Kapil Dev 
(India) vs Zimbabwe at Tunbridge Wells, 18.06.1983 
6 by I.V.A. Richards 
(West Indies) vs Sri Lanka at Karachi, 13.10.1987 
7.) 
Highest Individual Scores for each country 
in World Cup Cricket 
181 
IVA Richards 
(West Indies) vs Sri Lanka at Karachi, 13.10.1987 
* 
175 
Kapil Dev 
(India) vs. Zimbabwe at Tunbride Wells, 18.07.1983 
* 
171 
G.M. Turner 
(New Zealand) vs East Africa at Birmingham/ 07.06.1975 
141 
D.L. Houghton 
(Zimbabwe) vs New Zealand at Hyderabad (India) 10.10.1987 
131 
D.L. Amiss 
(England) vs India at the Lord's, 07.06.1975 
* 
126 
G.R. Marsh 
(Australia) vs New Zealand at Chandigarh, 27.10.1987 
114 Aamer Sohail 
(Pakistan) vs. Zimbabwe at Hobart, 27.02.1992 
90 
P.N. Kristen 
(South Africa) vs New Zealand at Auckland, 2 9.0 2.19 92 
89 
R.S. Mahanama 
(Sri Lanka) vs Pakistan at Hyderabad (Pakistan), 8.10.1987 
45 
Frasat Ali 
(South Africa) vs New Zealand at Birmingham, 07.06.1975 
45 
G.R. Sealy 
(Canada) vs Pakistan at Leeds, 09.06.1979 
Century on Debut in World Cup Cricket 
137 
D.L. Amiss 
(England) vs India at Lord's 07.06.1975 
* 
171 
G.M. Turrtet 
(New Zealand) vs East Afr ica a t Bifmingham, 0 7.06.1975 
*not out 
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Best Bowling for Each Country in World Cup Cricket 
7/51 
W.W. Davis 
(West Indies) vs Australia at Leeds, 11/12/06.1983 
6/14 
G.J. Gilmour 
(Australia) vs Eagland at Leeds, 18.06.1983 
5/25 
R.J. Jadlee 
(New Zealand) vs Sri lanka at Brisol 13.06.1983 
5/32 
A.L.F. DeMel 
(Sri Lanka) vs New Zealand at Derby, 16.06.1983 
5/32 
A.L.F. DeMel 
(Sri Lanka) vs Pakistan at Leeds, 18.06.1983 
5/39 
V.J. Marks 
(England) vs Sri Lanka at Taunton, 11.06-1983 
5/43 Kapil Dev 
(India) vs Australia at Nottingham, 13.06.1983 
5/44 
Abdul Qadir 
(Pakistan) vs Sri Lanka at Leeds, 16.06.1983 
4/11 
M.W. Pringle 
(South Africa) vs West Indies at Christchurch, 05.03.19 92 
4/21 E.A. Brandes 
(Zimbabwe) vs England at Albury, 18.0 3.19 92 
3/63 Zulfiqr Ali 
(East Africa) vs England at Birmingham, 14.06.1975 
2/2 7 C.C. Henry 
(Canada) vs Australia at Birmingham, 16.06.19 79 
Hat Tricks in World Cup Cricket 
Chetan Sharma 
(India) vs New Zealand at Nagpur, 31.10.1987 
Dismissed K.R. Rutherford, I.D.S. Smith and E.J. Chatfield 
with his 4th, 5th and 6th balls of his 6th over (maiden 
over) and 32nd over of the innings. All victims were 
clean-bowled by him. Sharma's bowling figures 10-2-51-3. 
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CRICKET, WORLD CUP, 1975, PLANNINIG. 
1. CHU(Daniel). Cricket World Cup. Newsweek. 135,26;1975, 
June, 30;42-3. 
For the traditionlists on the sport the eight-team 
international cricket competion that began three weeks 
ago in England was not well, it just was not cricket. 
And fitlengly enough, for the finals last week end 
a capacity crowd was on hand at London's hollowed 
Lord's Cricket Ground to watch the West Indians down 
Austratia and capture the noble sport's first World 
Cup. Cricket's first World Cup probably won't be 
its last, this week the International Cricket 
Conference is meeting to discuss plans for carrying 
on with the competition in the future. England and 
Australia are stated to have an other go at each other 
in a full-scale Test series starting next month. 
, , ,PERFORMANCE, ENGLAND, BOYCOTT(Geoff). 
2. MENON (P V R);, Perverted genius or ill-triated maistro? 
Patriot. 13,63; 1975,June,1;6. 
A perverted genius or ill-treated maestro? The 
cricketing World, especially the Fourth Estate, will 
be sharply divided as they dwell on Geoff Boycott, 
7'J 
be sharply divided as they dwell on Geoff Boycott, 
one of the best opening batsman cricket has produced. 
Boycott has again boycotted the England team and in 
the process seems to have missed the bus of donning 
the flannels for his country ever,unless, of course 
Alex Bedser and Co brings back this monumental run 
gettig machine as captain. Now the only interesting 
point is' that whether Boycot would have played had 
gring been the captalLn Grieg is cosedered a certainty 
to lead to side against the Australia in the series 
after the World Cup is over. 
, , , , ,SNOW (John). 
3. MENON (P V R). Return of the prodegal .Patriot. 13,69? 1975, 
Ju,nei 8/6«-
John Snow's comeback to the England side for the 
prudential World Cup will remaind many a cricket fan 
of the story of the 'Return of the prodigal' .Snow 
rose in world cricket like a meteor. Snow was the 
eyanasure in the down under not only for his 
wicket-taking propensities but for his brushes with 
the umpires and the crowds. Returning home as a hero 
Snow soon become a headache for his own establishment. 
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Snow is on back in the firing line. Attaining more 
maturity as a batsman now, he should pose problems 
to batsman in the Word Cup competition. 
, , , , INDIA,BEDI (Bishan Singh). 
4. FRISKIN(Sydney) . Bedi India main weapon against New 
Zealand. Statesman. 125,2839;1975,June,14;10. 
India take the field against New Zealand at Old 
Trafford tomorrow deeply conscious of the gravity 
of their position in the World Cup Cricket Championship 
for the Prudential Trophy. It should be some relief 
to India that Congdon, a conspicuously successful 
one day cricketer, is not in ' against East Africa on 
Wednesday, he is likely to be India main weapon against 
a side fairly will endowed with batting talent. Both 
sides seem to like the opposition to bat first and 
to have in consequence a reasonable target to chase 
and the match could, if it gets off to the right start 
exceed expectations. 
, , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
5. FRISKIN(Sydney).'Beat the pace' is India's aim. 
Statesman. 125, 2833; 1975, June,7;8. 
Brejesh Patel unbeaten century against 
77 
klorcestershire could not have come at a better time 
than the eve of the first World Cup Cricket series 
for the Prudential Cup which starts tomorrow .India 
are fortunate to be in aneasier group along with 
England,New Zealand and East Africa.About their match 
against England at Lord's tomorrow,India have no 
illusions.They lost both one-day matches 
unceremoniously last year by four and six wickets 
and seemed no match for a side well geased to this 
type of cricket. On the basis of from and experience 
India would surprise every one if they beat England 
but the must have a chance of reaching the semi-final 
round . 
, , , ,WIN, ENGLAND AGAINST INDIA. 
6. FRISKIN (Sydney). India not cut out for one day play. 
Statesman.125, 2834; 1975, June, 9; 10. 
That India were not properly geared to one day 
cricket machinery was evident form their performance 
against England in World Cup series at the Lord's. 
Admelledly they were set on almost impossible target 
by England who scored a record 334 for four in 60 
overs to which total Amiss contributed a brilliant 
137.Every thing seemed to have gone wrong 
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for India from the bigining of the day when Bedi 
was dropped. His gentle art could have helped India 
to mop up a few wickets when England's batsman were 
flinging their bats at the ball.Their position would 
have looked less prosperous. 
7. MENON(P V R). Indian batsman in stagnant mood. Patriot. 
13,77;1975,June,14;6. 
The Davids stood no nonsense against the Goliathe 
as India made a mockery of their opening World Cup 
Cricket tie against England .It was semply beyond 
the purview of the feather - weight Indians to overhaul 
the astronomical England total .But alas ! our batsman 
especially the celeberated super star stroke-maker 
Sunil Gavaskar were in a funer-l mood and suceeded 
only in inviting the wrath of the goodly Indian 
crowd.It was a deplorable story of bangling from the 
world 'go'.England having amassed an unsurpassable 
total especeally consedering the lack of shoulder 
power of the Indian batsman. 
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, , , , , INDIA AGAINST 
EAST AFRICA. 
8. FRISKIN (Sydney). Victory that was needed. Statesman. 
125,2838;1975,June,13;10. 
India hopes in the Prudential Cup were kept afloat 
by this expectedly easy 10 wicket victory over East 
Africa. Victory was the tonic India needed after 
the defeat they suffered against England at the 
chastening of Gavasker for slow batting. After their 
tentative groping to the mild terrors of India seam 
bowler,East Africa collaped within an hour of the 
afternoon and were all out for 120. Gavasker and 
Engineer terminated a match that had become too one 
sided to have much appeal. If Gavasker was in need 
of practice as he said he was, he had the right 
occasion for it. He will need to be at his best against 
New Zealand. 
, , , , ,NEW ZEALAND AGAINST 
INDIA,PERFORMANCE, ABID ALL 
9. FRISKIN (Sydney). India lose but Abid wins.Statesman. 
123,2411;1975,June,15; 10. 
A courageous knock of 70 by Abid Ali and his 
involvement in two substantial partnership helped 
Indi^ to a total of 230 against New Zealand in their 
8J 
World Cup Cricket Tournament match here today. Abid 
Ali seemed to have had nerves of steel in a crisis. 
He came in when the score was 94 for five and put 
on 55 runs for the seventh wicket with Madan Lai and 
60 for the ninth with Venkataraghavan; These figures 
hardly discribe the fortitude behind the climb to 
a total which at one stage seemed unapproachable. 
I was not particularly impressed with the New Zealand 
fielding,particularly when Abid Ali was in full flow. 
, , , , ,WEST INDIES AGAINST 
AUSTRALIA. 
10.FRISKIN (Sydney).One-day cricket won't ever have it 
so good.Statesman. 125,2848;1975, June,21; 8. 
The West Indies understandably are the favouritis 
for World Cup final against Australis at lord's. They 
beat Australia at seven wickets in their group match 
at the Oval. This has been and incredible competition 
in many ways. A cursory glance at the result do not 
reveal the fact that both Australia and the West Indies 
narrowly escaped elimenation. Few would believe that 
the West Indies were with in a single ball of being 
beaten by Pakistan; and if Pakistan had won, their 
overall scoring rate would have been enough to take 
them into the semi-final round. The Australians are 
8 
great opportunists and they will not miss a chance 
to erode thier opponents confidence. 
, , , , ,WEST INDIES AGAINST 
AUSTRALIA. 
11. MENON ( P V R ) . Damp-squib finale.Patriot. 13,85; 1975, 
June, 22; 8. . 
Cricket wise it is a pity that the West Indies 
and Australia met in the World Cup final. After the 
murdearoul onslaugnt by Alvin Kallicharran and Roy 
Fredericks on the match celebrated Aussie pace attack 
in thier group 'B' game, in which sunshine cricketers 
from the Carebbean. Australia on the other had, after 
the merciless lashing they received at the hand of 
the nondescript Sri Lanka and the West Indies. With 
England packed off for such an insignificant total 
it looked like a cake walk for the Aussies. But the 
West Indies almost met their Waterloo before Pakistan 
in their league tie. With defect staring at them after 
the cream of the batting back i the pavilion. 
, ,1979, INDIA, TEAM SELECTIONS. 
12. NIGAM (P C). No prudent selection for Prudential Cup. 
Hindustan Times. 56,138;1979,June, 3; 12. 
With the second Prudential Workd Cup Cricket 
tounament,the centrepiece of this year's English 
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season,round the corner, followers of the game all 
over the World are deeply engaged in assessing the 
prospects of the participants. India performing the 
Cup and this itself ansance in the inaugural year 
was indeed sickening. Since then, the Indians have 
gained mach experience in technique and strategy to 
be adopted in limited over cricket. With this 
background they had a good opportunity of making the 
semi-final grade this time. A long term planning and 
systematic approach to build up a second line of 
defence is the need of the hour. Alas our selectors 
have never given a thought to it ! 
, , , PERFORMANCE, INDIA. 
13. NIGAM (P C).Disgraceful performance in Prudential 
Cup. Hindustan times . 56, 159; 1979, June, 24;10. 
Congratulations to our boys for keeping harmony 
in losing all group A matches i the Prudential World 
Cup Cricket. Keep it up. There is a lot of true and 
easy over India not salvaging anypoint in the World 
Cup. Some suspect dissensions in the team, While 
others assert that the Indian cricket are not suited 
for one day st -ff. whatever may be the post-mortem 
observation, the Prudential Cup disaster has made 
every Indian hang his head down in shame. To cap 
it all, the Indian skipper did not take defeats 
8'a 
gracefully and tried to cover them up by critcising 
the umpire. 
, , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
14.RUTNAGUR (Dicky).Exciting fortnight of cricket ahead. 
Indian Express. 67, 187; 1979, June,,9; 12. 
The great international carninval of overs limit 
cricket, the Prudential Cup competition starts tomorrow 
which the 1975 winners West Indies, playing India 
at Edgbaston and the ancient foes, England and 
Australia, clashing at Lords in the two main matches. 
Whether India qualify for the same semi final or 
not depends on the out come of their encounter with 
New Zealand at Headingley in the second round of group 
matches, on Wednesday. It is hard to think of India 
as serious contenders. However the middle one of 
those encounter with Pakistan, at Sialkot showed 
up India weakness as emphatically as the last World 
Cup competition. 
, , , ,WIN, NEW ZEALAND AGAINST INDIA. 
15. RUTNAGUR (Dicky). India face an uphill task.Indian 
Express. 67,194; 1979,June, 18; 12. 
In a match that the weather has caused to be split 
up over two days, India tomorrow will have to make 
their highest score of the current Prudential World 
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Cup competition to beat Sri Lanka, who completed their 
innings yesterday at 238 for five. India rued their 
luck with the toss in the two previous matches which 
condemned them to bat first on pitches that were 
lively. After losing their first wicket at 31, half-way 
through the 16th over, the Sri Lankans went from 
strength and the only wicket that India got cheaply 
was that Ranjan Madugalle, a schoolboy, who was 
standing in their injured captain Anura Tenekoon. 
, NEW ZEALAND AGAINST INDIA. 
16. FRISKIN (Sydney). New Zealand put India out of the 
race. Statesman. 124,2927; 1979, June, 15; 10. 
India challenge in the World Cup Cricket ended 
at Headengley in Leeds yesterday when New Zealand 
beat them by eight wicket in their group 'A' match. 
To Indian's total which at one time seemed 
unapproachable they had lost of three wicket for 53 
runs-Gavasker contributed 55 with patience and 
fortitude. Troupe bowling lift arm over the wicket 
with plenty of fire profited by a change of end and 
took two quick wicket. By the time play was due to 
be resumed the skies had darkened and after some delay 
Gavasker and Kapil Dav set up a greasy run rate. 
Gavasker reaching 51 before rain drove the players 
into the pavilion. 
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17. RUTNAGUR (Dicky). Headingley condition arere 
treacherous.Indian Express. 87, 192; 1979,June,15;12. 
India challenge for the Prudential World Cup came 
to anignominous end yesterday with another crushing 
defeat by eight wickets at the hands of New Zealand 
at Headingley. India on the other hand had to contend 
with Headingley conditions at their most treacherous. 
They had to bat in cloudy weather in which the ball 
wobbled about and also bounced and seamed. But the 
fact is that again the batsman did make enough runs. 
It was encouraging also to see Kapil Dev go about 
his baseness purposefully showing no signs that his 
confidence in himself had waned after having had a 
bad month against the West Indies four days earlier. 
, , , , ,WEST INDIES AGAINST ENGLAND. 
18. BALAKRISHNAN (K). Sticky wicket.India Today. 5, 10; 
1979,May ,31; 95. 
Memories of Clive Lloyd's blilzkriego century 
at Lords in 1975, the thunderbolts from Jeff Thomson, 
Dennis Lillee and Andy Roberts and the panther-like 
athlecisn of Vevian Richards will be revivejd in England 
this summer when the World Prudeential Cup gets under 
way on June 9. Several super stars of 1975 will be 
missed this year, either because of retirement or Kerry 
Packer. World Cup 1979 will be the poorer for the 
S4J 
absence of Lillee, Thomson and the Chappell brothers 
Ian and Greg. This is definitely a tall order for 
India but a fluke victory can not altogether be ruled 
out. Either way the Indian cricketers are in for a 
difficult time. 
y 
19. FRISKIN (Sydney). Explosive innings by Vivian Richards. 
Statesman. 124, 2935; 1979,June,25; 12. 
The West Indies defeated England by 92 runs to 
retain the World Cricket Cup at the Lord's here today. 
A explosive fifth-wicket stand of 139 in 76 minuts 
by Vivian Richards and Collies King had put the West 
Indies in a virtually unassailable position at tea. 
so it was left to Lloyd and Richards to add more 
substance to score which Richards did by swinging. 
Boycott for an enormous six. Richards and King took 
just 21 overs to advance the score form 99 to 238, 
the point at which King was caught in the deep by 
Derk Randall off Phil Edmonds. Three 6s and 4s speak 
for the severity of King's assault. 
20. GHULATI (Anupam). Windies strike again. India today. 
4,13; 1979, July, 15; 72-3. 
The Prudential Cup is over. As expected, the West 
Indies retained the title defeating England with 
out much opposetion. And India, finished at the bottom 
%'i 
of their half with out a point. Whatever may be the 
post-mortem observations, the Prudential Cup disaster 
has made every Indian head hang down in shame. 
England, no doubt has the advantage with the weather 
being used to wet and cloudy conditions. If India 
batting as brittle and brittle, and fragile, the 
bowling stingless, the fielding was never up to World 
Class, true to expectation the West Indies captain 
Clive Lloyd lifted the Prudential Cup for the second 
successive time. 
, , , , , , INDIA. 
21. FRISKIN(Sydney). West Indies were too good for India. 
Statesman. 124, 2924; 1979, June,12;10. 
He was besieged by a crowd of admirers who had 
almost smothered him out of existence when he reached 
his century in this World Cup match. West Indies were 
altogether too good for India who must now beat New 
Zealand at Leeds on Wednesday and Sri Lanka at Old 
Trafford Manchester on June 16 to qualify for the 
semi-final round. Gavasker on whom so much depended 
played on overambelious hook and was caught on the 
long leg boundary be Holding who then ripped through 
the Indian batting with two wicket for 12 runs in 
five overs and India were 29 for 3. 
H3 
22. RAO(M Venugopala). World Cup white-wash. Link. 21,46; 
1979,June, 24; 40. 
India meserable performance in the secod Prudintial 
Cup Tournament is even below the pridictious made 
by rabid Indian pessimists. The Indians were expected 
to lose agaist the might West Indies, but the 
resounding nine wicket loss was not the expected 
margin. We are post-masters in excusemongring in 
sports, particularly when on the losing side. It is 
being asked in Indian circles whether this World Cup 
white-wash will effect the Indians morale in the 
forthcoming series agains England a vastly improved 
young team under very capable captaincy of Mike 
Brearley. 
23. RUTNAGUR (Dicky). Better batting vital for India to 
succeed. Indian Express. 67,188; 1979,June, 11; 12. 
In common with all the sedes that batted first 
in the opening series of matches in the Prudential 
World Cup yesterday , India were beaten, the margin 
of their loss to holders, the West Indies at Edgbaston 
being nine wickets. India total of 190 was 
incednetally, the highest losing tally in the four 
matches but it was hardly enough to put West indies 
under such strain as would compel risky shots.To be 
candid this Indian attack is not going to win a match. 
ga 
If India are to achive any success in this 
competition,the batsman are going to have to give 
them a big score to bowlat. 
, ,1983,PERFORMANCE,AUSTRALIA, LILLEE (Denis). 
24. FIELD( Michael). Back seat driver with turn of speed. 
Statesman.124,3134; 1983, June, 10; 10. 
The pundits have been seculating again, he said 
with one of those wickets grins, and the pundits have 
got it wrong again. Whoever said I would be retiring 
after the World Cup did not talk me. Lillee burst 
on the cricket scene some 15 years ago. Raw, ferociouly 
fast, he was heralded as the new Ray Lindwall. I had 
no intentions of bowing out on a low note. I got back 
into the team for the one day internationals and I 
as determined to make the World Cup squard. It's very 
importent for us to do well in the World Cup. 
, , , , INDIA. 
25. SHARMA (Yashpal). Nostalgia 83: The tears and the 
joys Nostalgia 83. Hindustan Times. 64,280; 1987, 
October,8; 10-11. 
So many memories come to me whenever I think 
about the '83 World Cup. We betted first in the opening 
game of the World Cup. That wish of mine was fulfilled 
9J 
in the very first game of the World Cup. When I got 
89 runs. From the experience of winning the World 
Cup in 1983. I personally feel that if the players 
incourege each other, if every player cooperates and 
there is under standing and the right sperit, we can 
repeat history in 1987 and prove that we can still 
be champions. 
, , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
26. GAUNDALKAR(Anant). Inglorious innings. Indian Experss. 
51,212; 1983,June,5;7. 
Nothing succeds like success and nothings fails 
like failure. At the movement it is the latter half 
of statiment that is most appropreate to the Indian 
cricket. As for Indian bowling, the less said about 
it the better. Indian fielding is not at all up to 
lest match standards. Grounds fieding too, is for 
from good and this will be a serious drow back when 
we meet the West Indies and Australia in the group 
outings of the third Prudential World Cup to be held 
in England on June 5. No side, however strong it may 
be, can expect to win a five-day match by dropping 
vital catches. 
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27. GUL-FRAAZ and EZEKIEL(M). Cricket at fever-pitch. 
Indian Express. 51, 212; 1983,June, 5;7. 
The showpiece of limited over cricket the 
Prudential World Cop Championship . in England-begins 
today. With eight of the world's best cricket team 
battling for suprimacy, the Indian team faces an up 
hill task. Despite occasionally showing signs of 
staleness in their latest series against India, the 
West Indies once again start as red-hot favouretes 
to complete a historical hat-trick by winning the 
Cup again. Two weeks of fabulous cricket is in store 
for lovers of the game all over the world who will 
have their share of unlimited thrills when this cricket 
bananza culminates with the finals at Lords on June 
25. 
, , , , , AMARNATH (Mohinder). 
28. SRIMAN (R). Great team-effort. Times of India .166,173; 
1983, June, 24; 10. 
The decision to adjudge Mohinder Amarnath the 
man of the match on Wednesday gripping World Cup semi 
final must have been a pretty close one, for well 
as Mohinder diserved the distinction, there were at 
least two others who were as hot contenders. In 
retrospect, one cannot help feeling that a raw deal 
had been meted out to the aggressive allrouder, who 
a-4 
is as hard a streker of the ball as Kapil Devand Sandip 
Patil. His queckish off breaks, besides,are an 
additional advantage.Everyone will be hoping for a 
characteristic, lusly innings from him in the final. 
Now diserved it better this stirring day than the 
debovair swashbuckler. 
, , , , ,DEV (Kapil) 
29. BHARATAN (Raju). When the World was a Cup. Times of 
India. 66,175; 1983,June, 26; 7. 
The man who made the dreame a reality was Kapil 
Dev. All along, he led the side from the front. 
Batting,bowling and fielding, he was the great 
competitor. His panache pulled India back from the 
brink as our batting folded up like an accordion 
to regester that traumatic 17 for 5 against Australia. 
That as the moment of reckoning for India in this 
World Cup. On such ifs and buts rested the fate of 
every other game, which is what made this our World 
Cup of joy. To rank naxt only to the West Indies in 
a competition in which we did not seem to have the 
ghost of a chance must surely rate as a achivimet 
without prallel in the annals of Indian cricket. 
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30. PRABHU (K N) . Incredible knock by Kapil Dev. Times 
of India. 166,168; 1983, June, 19;14. 
It was magnificent but not was said a French 
general as he watched the light brigade in action 
during the Crimean was at Balaclave. That phrase 
expresses what one felt as news on Kapil Dev glorious 
innings against Zimbabwe at Tunbridge wells was 
conveyed to us in the Lord press box. At five down 
for a merely 17 India were beaten to their Kness,beaten 
to all the world. But not Kapil Dev, who was not out 
175 in a score of 266 when the innings ended, it was 
the highest score in the World Cup and undoubtedly 
the finest inning ever played in the competition. 
, , , , ,GAVASKAR (Sunil). 
31. PARAYATH (Prakash). Sunny days are over.Indian- Express. 
55,233; 1983, June, 26; 7. 
Sunil Gavaskar was a great batsman But that as 
in the 70s. What man fail to recognise and others 
stubbornly refuse to accept is the fast that the 
run machine of the 70s has dropped from his earliar 
position as the world best opener to the humdrum status 
of just another opening batsman. Sunil Gavaskar's 
carrier seems to have reached its nadir :on June 
14, he was replaced by Dilip Vengsarkar in the India 
vs Australia Prudential World Cup match. Through 
9^ 
the excuse was that he had injured himself, there 
is little doubt that it as a face -saving device to 
preseve the degnity of once-great batsman. 
, , , ,WIN INDIA AGAINST ENGLAND. 
32. ANSARI (Khalid). We are the keing of the day crickeet 
Sports Weeke. 767;1983, June, 12;7 
By winning the Prudential Cup Cricket touranment 
in England against all odds you have proved to the 
World that Indian cricket has come of age.You have 
proved to the cricketing universe that you can conguer 
the very best in the world.And this you have proved 
beyond a shadow of * doubt right from the first day 
of the tournament when you upset all calculatios by 
humbling the mighty West Indians twice winners of 
the prestigious tournament. So bring out the crackegs. 
Strike up the band and let the dacing in the streets 
continue unabated. We are the king of one-day cricket. 
, , , , , WEST INDIES. 
33. RAJ SINGH. Determination key to India's success. Indian 
Express. 51, 237; 1983,June, 30; 12. 
The day following India's triumph in the World 
Cup, Kapil Dev sat at the break fast table in his 
hotal, unspoded by the success but obviously in the 
grip of elation. When asked hat was the one single 
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factor, of India's fantastic success, he replied, 
in one word, determenation. What about his bowling 
He broke into! laughter and replied "Nothing at all.It 
is just the same. Leaving him to his egges and becon 
I turned to Kapil Dev. Kapil Dev handled the attack 
marvelously." Graveney said while adding that he West 
Indian batsman played loose. They tooke it easy and 
it is never an easy game. This is the proudest moment 
for Indian cricket. 
34. WADHWANEY (K R ). Victory not a flash in the pan: 
World Cup. Indian Express. 51, 234; 1983, June, 27; 
12. 
India wrote history at Lord's on Saturday when 
they become new World champion dethroning mighty and 
favouretes West Indies from making a hat-trick of 
triumphs. I cuw historic achievement, which has done 
proud to all team members a well-kenit combenation 
of defovair Kapil Dev the imposing Cup may semain 
permanently with the Boad of Control for Cricket in 
India sence the Prudential Insurancy Company has with 
drown its sponsorship. The Indians, dismessed for 
a velnerable total for 183, bowled ad fielded 
speretidly to prove the West Indians display is 
"suspect when under pressure". This will conclusevely 
establist that our performace in the World Cup was 
not a flash in the pan. 
9ii 
35. KAREKATTE (Vikram). Short into the future. Times of 
India. 150, 276; 1987, October, 4; 7. 
The Reliance Cup is about to become a reality. 
Some of the cricket stars have sought shelter from 
the sub-continental version of the cup for the one 
reason or the other. The World Cup will miss Gower, 
Botham, Greenidge, Marshall, Garner and Hadlee. Cricket 
start tend to fade away with time. A new era heralds 
the arrival of newer heroes. Who, then, are likely 
to emerge from the Reliance Cup as the idols of 
tomorrow? Although he has his limitations as a stroke 
player he is technically correct and of course, has 
the ability to clear the fence quite regularly. 
36. SRIMAN (R). Upsets on the cards. Link.30,11;1987, 
October, 18; 40. 
Tjierefore, who but oafs would not have .give their 
eyetieth to have been at Hydrabad (Pakistan) on the 
opening day of the Reliance World Cup and 
simultaneously at Madras and Gujranwala in Pakistan, 
the following day back to Hydrabad (India), the next. 
It was a crazy see-saw, these thrillers as though 
it had been ordained that as both India and Pakistan 
were the joint hosts. The way in which Kapil Dev has 
faild Indian most nervously in more one match-winning 
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situation is now history. All in all, this World Cup 
is going to be a great competition and may any amount 
of upsets are on the cards. 
, , ,FACILITIES,POOR, STADIUM, KOTLA,DELHI. 
37. SRIMAN(R). Poor facilities at the Kotla.Link.30,13; 
1987, October,7; 40. 
The Reliance World Cup match at the Ferozeshah 
Kotla depressed me after so many years there is still 
no worth while stadium in the capital city of India. 
A series of managemets have bangled at Delhi, which 
should indeed have been the cricketing headguarters 
in the country. Except perhaps Indore and Jaipur, 
nowhere else among the big cricket centre in the 
country, is these such a poorly imaginative stadium 
as at the Kotla. The lack of facilities at these centre 
is so appalling that the Indian cricket team preparing 
for this World Cup, had to practice out side the 
Nationalstadium. 
, , , ORGANISATION, PROBLEMS, TELECAST. 
38. SRIMAN (R). Official ham-handedness and Reliance Cup 
telecast. Link. 30,9;1987, October, 4; 7. 
Cricket had the last laugh at the establishment 
last week. With the arrogance of their money power. 
9S 
the Cricket Board truely humbled Doordarshan will 
an ultimatum that if royalty was not paid there would 
be no telecast of the forthcoming Reliace Cup matches. 
Actually, this official had originally planned to 
exclude the veterans match from being tetecast.The 
senior players had already made up their minds to 
be in Delhi for a fortnight for commercial reasons: 
they had all planned to get into some sort of a 
arrangemet with the sports firms, power for carrying 
the terms's logo on their shirts. 
, , ,PERFORMANCE, AUSTRALIA, EXPECTATIONS. 
39. BORDER (Allan). Aussies fully tuned up.Hindustan Times. 
64,281; 1987,October,9; 18. 
Our tune in to tomorrow match has really been 
fantastic. We have had good wickets to play our 
practice matches and reasonably good opposition to 
play our 'friedlies' amidst some superb hospitality 
and facilities. All this has got each one of us in 
the right frame for the opening match. I hate to make 
predictions on the eve of a one-day game. Every body 
knows smooth-saying is the most hazardous business 
in limited over cricket. We have got the material 
for it and like I said earlier, we have got to put 
it together. But in a one day competition any thing 
can happen. And I am naming on favourities to win 
this time. 
, , , , ,CHAPPELL(Ian). 
40. SRIMAN (R). Genteel art of blamesmanship. Link. 30,8; 
1987, Sebtember,27; 39, 
Ian Chappell,grandson of Victor Richardson, brother 
of the even greater Greg and rated as one of the game 
gratest captains, was no small squealer himself during 
his defence today of the umpires makes fascinating 
reading.Says Ian: "officials from India and Pakistan 
have the responsibility of organising a Cricket World 
Cup in October, but judging by recent comments 
emanating from some of the administrators, as a 
spectacle. The only time an umpire should be querried 
by a player is on a point of law, never on a matter 
of judgement. When it comes to cheating, there has 
never been a place in the game for if and there never 
will be. 
, , , ENGLAND, CAPTAINS. 
41. GAVASKAR (Sunil).Portraits of captains.Hindustan Times. 
64, 273; 1987, October, 1; 18. 
Every since Mike Brearley signalled his 
unavailability to play and tour for England, the 
English selectors have stuggled to find a captain 
who can fill Brearley's boots effectively. The first 
try and fail was Ian Botham. Keith Fletcher was the 
next. He had been out of the England side for almost 
four years and thus to come back as captian was a 
l O l l 
bit too much. Now David Gower is one of the nicestguys 
going in cricket. Gatting rise to the top spot in 
England cricket has been not as smooth as Gower or 
Botham. He brings to the Reliance Cup a team with 
out two experienced players,Gower and Ian Bothom. 
, , , , INDIA and AUSTRALIA. 
42. MENON (K N K).Holders India Begin their compaign today. 
Hidustan Times. 64, 281; 1987, October, 9; 18. 
Champion India start thier campaing in the Reliance 
Cup tomorrow against a confedent Australia who wasted 
little time in announcing thier final line-up after 
a net session in the morning. Though Border is the 
only player in the Australian squad who has figuered 
in the previous World Cup, he rated this side's chances 
against the Indians as 50-50. As defending champions, 
the pressure is on us. But sence other have been termed 
as favourites for the cup, it is good for us to start 
as underdogs, the Idian captain felt. 
, , , ,ENGLAND, EXPECTATIONS. 
43. LEWIS (Tony). England can go a long way. Times of 
India. 150, 276; 1987, October, 4; 12, 
It is easy to see why England will be unable to 
Win the Reliance Cup. Negative thinking, but there 
is no better base for optimism than realism. David 
lOi 
Cover and Ian Botham will not be theree. So now let 
me tell how England might will win. In short, the 
set up is better. Let me now add the other assets. 
Firstly,the return of Graham Gooch. In the bicentenary 
match at Lord's he was back to his best. The prospect 
of the Reliance Cupis mouthwatering. I shall my vigil 
in Gujranwala where England meet the West Indies. 
I think I shall have a bit of 4-1, because I believe 
England will go a long way. 
44. AMARNATH(Mahinder). Teams,trials and tactics. Hindustan 
Times. 64, 280; 1987,October,8; 1-2. 
Like milios of Indians I would like my country 
to win the World Cup again Although I am not there 
in the side I still feel that we have a very good 
side and we must do well in the World Cup. The Cup 
is going to be basecally, a game for the batsman 
because of the ature of the wickets. Battig is 
defenitily going to doraeriate this World Cup. If we compare 
this World Cup side with the side of 1983, I feel 
that this side is not as strong as the last one, 
for the semple reason that we had more all rounders 
in 1983 than there are the present side. 
45. BAIG (Abbas Ali). India is no ordinary team. Times 
of India. 150,274; 1987, October,2;10. 
Ordinarily, it would se.&n reasonable and logical 
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to assume that a team's chances of definding a title 
would improve if the venue orf':the engagment happens to 
be their • home groud: a familiar ambience-the ground 
the pitc^, the crowds, the light-should contribute 
to the success of the venture. But India is no ordenary 
team. Champions to underdogs then champions again: such 
has been the degree of fluctuation. In many respects 
there points are irterconected. They will need lucke 
and the wishes of thier millions of country to get to 
the final. 
46. CHAUHAN (Chetan) . One day war .Hindustan Times. 64,280; 
1987, October, 8;1-4. 
In India one-day cricket has been played for long 
time. I remember that back in 1965 and 1966 we used 
to ha/e these 40 overs games which used to be played 
on a one day basis. Since we did not have any 
experience of one day cricket': at the intarnational 
level, the result was that when we played the 1975 
World Cup, it was a desaster. For India and Pakistan 
it will be a tremendous acheemant to have this World 
Cup here. I am sure that the tournamet will go through 
well and people will remember this cup for a long, 
long time. 
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47. JAISIMHA (M L) . India old errent way. Statesman. 
127, 8429; 1987, October, 11; 10. 
What a fall my countryman.just when you appeared 
to have shed the selfimosed shackles of your undoubted 
talent with an imprissive win against Pakistan in 
the day night one day international in Delhi, our 
faltered once again to gtide to a one run defeat to 
australia in a ailbiting finish. This ghastly situation 
was created entirel by ourselves, your old ucertainties 
and errant ways coming to the surface when they all 
but seemed to have disappeared. You kept your cool and 
were alwas in the thick of it. But, who, woeful India 
once again your own uncertainties and unonaginative 
approach has let you down. 
48. MADAN LAL. Charisma of its own. Hindustan Times. 64, 
280;1987, October, 8; 3-5. 
The World C;up has a different sort of a charisma, 
there is a special atmosphere to each match, as 
distinct from other one d^y iriternatioal. .When the World 
Cup comes alog, players do tend to get particularly 
geared up. We went the 1983 World Cup with a very 
poor record, having won oly one game in the previous 
two World Cups. I am definitely a bit sore about not 
being inchided in the Idian team for the World Cup. 
So long as I am playing first class cricket, I am 
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difenetily going to 'try to regain my place. I was very 
pleased at the end of the day because we had both 
the game and the World Cup. 
49. MAGAZl!3E(Pradeep). Why not again ? India/?Express. 55, 331; 
19.87/DctobexT 8; 1 . .. 
The manywho acheeved the 'imposseble' Kapil Dev, 
once again leads the country in her campaing to defind 
the title of World Champions. The captain assess his 
team's chance bile reflectingo India sensational 
show in the '83 World Cup. where are the bowlers ? 
We and a coupt of big hitters in the middl; fielding . 
standard has to be raised to the '83 level. Kapil taks 
pride'being the fact that the '83 leam was one of the 
best fielding sides India had produced and he kept 
the boys always on their toes. The one day victory 
at bubice was the I'urnihg point. It raesed our morale 
and when we ar ieved in England for the World Cup I 
as confident we would do well. 
50. WADEKEAR (Ajit). All India need is application. 
Statesman. 67, 8616; 1987, October, 1; 10. 
However, India proved every body wrong. Theybatted 
exceedingly will after the early setbackes. they could 
have scored more had the outfield, which was sleppery, 
slow and sloppy, been faster. However, the Kiwi bowers 
lOi) 
did not more the ball much not spin it on this 
respansinve wicket. As it is our average which should 
have been at four runs per over at the end of 30 overs 
was not that bad considering the early wickets which 
Indian lost. However, we proved to be the holders 
of the World Cup with our excellent bowling, batting 
and fielding. If only our bowling is not as keen as 
it was today, perhaps it would be easy to predict 
to keep the cup in India. 
, , , , ,DEV(Kapil). 
51. BALA (Rajan). Captain's seat. Indian Express. 55, 
327; 1987,October, 4; 7. 
Kapil Dev Nekhanj must be now sick of hearing 
that he is on trial as the Indian captain. He has 
been under acute pressure before and this short of 
pressuse is not new to him. Yet, the Reliance Cup 
(formerly Prudential Cup) which he will be difending 
must see him at his inspired best both as captain 
and as cricketer. The chances are that if Kapil fails 
his days as captain are numbered. But it would be 
best if for now he just concentratied on the pusent 
the Reliance Cup specifecally. Against India and Kapil 
stand the team's dismal reords at home in limited 
over cricket. Kapil is capable of doing so, and anyway, 
he has to, ifanything, for his survival as the captain. 
l O G 
, , , , ,GAVASKAR (Sunil). 
52. BHARATAN (Raju). India's 'Mr Reliance' Times of India. 
150, 286, 1987, October, 14; 3. 
As he launched him self, and India in the World 
Cup in June 1975, he started, in a style that earned 
him the sobriquet of 'Snail' Gavaskear. Had Sunil 
hit a hundred that day, may be he would be now have 
also opted out of the one day game that he set to 
play today. It is just the elusive ambition of a hundred 
in a one day interational that has Kept Sunil Gavaskar 
going as India 'Mr. Reliance' in this style of cricket, 
too. the fun, therefore, is really going to begin 
only whenthe end of this Reliance tournament reveals 
the true extent of the vac.cam created by Sunil 
Gavaskear in playing out his last act of ' Gone with 
the World Cup.' 
53. NATARAJAN (H). Gavaskar's goal: One more time. Indian 
Express. 55, 331,-1987, October, 8; 3-8. 
The chief goal is to try and make sure that India 
keeps her title as the World Champion. That to me 
is the greatest motivation. But no other personal 
motivation because I have passed that stage. India 
most prolific run.getter Sunil Gavaskear is still 
lookeing for his maiden century in one day cricket . 
But that hardly constitutes a motivating factor Says 
l O V 
the maestro. Gavaskeer main objective in the Reliance 
World Cup in to ensure that India remain World 
cahmpions But, for now, all I am say is: your have 
come a long way. Sunny! 
, , , , INDIA and PAKESTAN, IMRAN KHAN 
and GAVASKAR (Sunil). 
54. BALA (Rajan).Devalued ? What nonsense ! Indian Express. 
55, 331; 1987, October, 8; 1. 
The common view is that the Reliance World Cup 
hasbe indevalued by the withdrawals of some prominent 
players.What people tend to forget is that the presince 
of superstars is no guarante for bright, exciting 
and competitive cricket . Remember the World Clip final 
in 1983 when the cocky west Indies outfit went about 
trying to retain the title with batsmanship of utter 
mediocrit? OKay, some great players are mi'ssing. 
Two of the greatest players of all time, Imaran Khan 
ad Sunil Gavasker will be saying farewell and both 
have chosen the Reliance World Cup as the su table 
occasion. 
, , , , ,SIDHU (Navjyot Singh). 
55. SRIMAN (R). 'Sheri' SidhU: anathema to bowlers. Link. 
30^ 12; 1987, October, 25; 40. 
Much as what I say now will all be old hat by 
l l i ^ 
the time this appears in prints. But I just can't 
help dwelling onthe Reliance World cup cricket the 
me, foremost in mind is of couse the spectacular second 
wind acqiuttal of that sple'hdid Patiala youngstar, 
Navjyot Singh Sidhu of whom I never tire of writing. 
Sidhu may not always succeed but we must exercise 
patience with this land and not condemn him, even in 
the event of a string of failures. He should be 
persested with, as England did many,many^ decades ago, 
with Denis compton and Cyril Washbrook. And we with 
the peerless G.R. Veshi/anath. 
, , , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
56. K ULDIP LAL. Men to watch in Reliance Cup. Times of 
India. 150, 28:6; 1987, October, 14; 5. 
Each World Cup has produced it share of young 
stars. Men, who by spectacular desplay of thier talents 
suddenly hit a new high. unkiown faces became instant 
celebrities. Later some of them ful filled the promises 
theirs faded into oblivion, still, thier cotributioTL 
to the spectacle that the World Cup cannot be over 
look. Till a month back, who could have imagined that 
Navjyot Singh sidhu, whould be in India squad for 
the World Cup. Andif the performances in the day night 
• i«ternational against Pakistan and the practice matches 
are any pointer Sidhu could be the man towatch from' 
the Indianside. 
m 
, , ,TACTICS, INDIAN, SPIN, BOWLERS. 
57. MENON (Suresh). We didn't spin and win. Indian Express. 
55, 331; 1987, October, 8; 4. 
It is tempting to view India 1983 World Cup triumph 
in .-.isolation. India have come a long way since thier 
uninspiring Idebieutin the World Cup cricket in 1975. 
S. Venekataragavan, the former Indian :skipper, looks 
back on Indian performance in the premier cricket 
tournament in the world. By 1979, we were reasonobly 
well equepped. still, our batsman tended to get out 
when set. That as our worst year. But there were solid 
gains, too. Kapil Dev,as a bowler,was already in the 
world class. But that, I guess, only made the fruit 
that mach sweeter. suddenly, we are defending 
champions. 
, , , , , KIRMANI{Syed), WICKETKEEPER. 
58. JAISHANKAR (Vedam). Working hand in glove with the 
bowler. Indian Express. 55,331; 1987, October, 8;6. 
Limited overs cricket is all about instant death. 
There is no room for error and the team that plays 
better on the day wins. Keeping in one day games is 
for more taxing than doing duty in tests. If one gives 
100 percent in the longer games, then in the limitd 
over varity, on ought to gave 150 per cent. Ace stumper 
Syed ' K^irmani has been many ups and downs in his 
austrious ciricket carier. Over the year "Kiri" as 
he is affectionally called has set a high standard 
by which his sucssors would be judged. 
I I U 
•, — ; , , NEW ZEALAND, HADI.EE (Richard) 
59. LLOYD (Clive). Don't write off the kiwis. Times of 
India. 150, 280; 1987, October, 8; 10. 
If there is one player who is going to be 
sorely missed in the Reliance Cup it is richard Hadlee. 
By the lovers of cricket, but even more by his side. 
New Zealand. Although almost everybody is in a tearing 
hurry to write off New Zealand, I don't see anything 
worong with them. Hadlee could have made all the 
difference, both in batting and in bowling. I don't 
exactly know why he has decided to stay away from 
the Reliance Cup. The Kiwis batting could be the key 
to their success. In my opinion, the India-Kiwis and 
Aussies-Kiwis games would be well contexted ones. 
, , , , PAKISTAN EXPECTATIONS. 
60. ASIF IQBAL. Pakistan riding a crest. Times of India. 
150, 275; 1987, October, 3; 10. 
Pakistan cricket is at the movement on a crest 
and has been there for about a year. They started the 
year amazingly well by trouncing India five matches 
to one in India; to beat the world Cup holders and 
winners of the world Championship of cricket by such 
lU 
a convencing margin on their own home-grounds must be 
quite an achievement. Some of their bowlers a few 
loose overs and the match slipped away from them. It 
would be a great finals to a great career if Imran 
could win the world Cup for Pakistan or if Pakistan 
could win the world Cup for Imran. 
61. JMRAN KHAN. I believe in winning. Indian Express. 55, 
332; 1987, October, 9; 16. 
One of the factors which worries me in this 
World Cup is the undue pressure imposed on the Pakistan 
team by the national media and the home supporters. 
I am sure and even happy that every Pakistai wants 
us to win. With out good wishes and support of the 
followers it would no be possible for us to do well. 
Sure, we have fared well in the last season and hope 
to do well again in this tournaments. It is one of 
my ardent desires to win this Cup before quitting the 
scene. Everything else will depend on how we fare in 
the opening game. 
62. MIANDAD (Javed). Pakistan are very confident. Hindustan 
Times. 64, 281; 1987, October, 9; 18. 
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Winning the Reliance Cup is now my most 
cherished objective. I am not concieted when I say the 
Pakistan have deserved to win the World Cup in the 
past. But for various seasons never made it befond the 
semi-final stage. But this time we will make a 
determined bid to ensure that we bring our countrymen 
some joy. I do not want to go into details of the 
problems I have recently. All that is in the past and 
now my only presogative is to score many runs and help 
Pakistan win the little. At the same time/ the 
responsibility also rests in the spectators to 
participate constructively in the successful conduct 
of the Cup. 
63. RAO (C S). Curtain goes up on cricket extravaganza. 
Hindustan Times. 64, 280; 1987, October, 8; 14. 
The Reliance Cup cricket tournament, symbol 
of supremacy in one day international als, comes to 
this sub-continent for the first time since its 
unception in England 12 year ago. Predictions in one 
day cricket have proved the pundits of the game wrong 
as anything can happen in this game where the strategy, 
planning and execution changes the fortuners of the 
ir^ 
match with every over and every ballcricket experts 
feel that Pakistan's chances of going into final are 
bright provided they qualify for the knock out stage. 
ABDUL QADIR. 
64. IMRAN KHAN. Qadir can do wonders. Indian Express. 55; 
337; 1987, October, 14; 14. 
Frankly I have not been too happy with sides 
performance so for. Though we won the first game 
against Sri Lanka, that match showed that are were 
unprepared in the fielding department for a tournament 
of this important and our bowling too was below par. 
I was greatly impressed by Qadir performance at 
Hyderabad. This has been one of the great developments 
as far as Pakistan is concerned in this tournament. 
I am hopeful that the rains will not mar the other 
matches. Stranbgically this is the right moment for 
us to take dicesive lead. 
, IHRAN KHAN. 
65. ABBAS (Zaheer). Charisma Imran trump card. Statesman. 
127, 8605; 1987, October, 2; 10. 
Strictly on paper, the Pakistan team for the 
Reliance Cup does not look impressive Imran and his 
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men certainly do not look like potential world 
champions in the limited over game. I think the first 
thing to bear in mind is that while the youngsters 
are not experienced in number of matches played/ they 
have been travelling around with the team a long time. 
Imran Khan leads by example. This is easier said than 
done. The allrounder captian of Pakistan bowls his 
heart out bats with application and is fair on the 
field. Imran has dignity and commands respect from the 
opposition as well from his own men. In the Reliance 
Cup he certainly will be the outstanding captain 
leading a highly motivated team/ hoping to justify 
favouritism. 
66. BHARATAN (Rajii).. Will we see their like again. Times 
of India. 150/ 283; 1987, October/ 11; 5. 
At first a great solo performer/ Imran Khan 
now is eually effective where it comes to conducting 
the orchestra/ while Sunil Gavasker for India has been 
the conductor and the orchestra rolled into one. With 
this Reliance Cup, both hav^ the scene. The Imran 
charisma may derive from tl""; fact that any cry of 
"How's that?" by him is but his sex appeal. In truth/ 
however/ Imran (like Sunil) has sustained his world 
reputation by sheer performance. Those 300 Test wickets 
have been earned only by the sweat of his virile brow. 
Well bowled, Imran. Well batted; Sunil. 
/ MALIK (Saleem) 
67. MIANDAD (Javed). - Malik - the find for Pak. Hindustan 
Times. 64, 300; 1987, October, 30; 14. 
Tomorrow's game offers batsmen like me to make 
a big score and regain some form. After the hundred 
against Sri Lanka, I have not had a particularly long 
inning and a good stint is the middle would be of 
great help in removing the ' sustiness and rough edges 
which may developed through inactivity. I think Malik 
is one of the finds of Pakistan cricket and has a long 
and extend career ahead of him. In my thinking it is 
only just that the cricket lovers of these countries 
should benifit by a tournament of this nature. We have 
proved that logistic are not the out ot be : provided 
of course there is a will to achieve objectives. 
, , , , WEST INDIES. 
68. CHATURVEDr{Ravi). . West Indian question mark. Hindustan 
Times. 64, 280; 1987, October, 8; 9. 
The short event full history of instant .cricket 
will never be complete without paying a tribute to 
liti 
the daredevil deeds of the .Caribbean cricketers. The 
fail of the Calypso cricketers is the their 
prudential Cup to Kapil devils also became of epic 
event in the history of the Cup. The period between 
the third prudential World Cup tournament and the 
Reliance World Cup competition is a period of 
recokning. During this period Caribbean cricket has 
seen many troughs and very few crests. The Windies 
fall from the Prudential World Cup. 
, EXPECTATIONS, 
69. LLOYD (Clive) . Our boys will mature in India.Times of 
^ndia. 150, 300; 1987, October, 30; 10. 
I felt sad not only myself but also for the 
boys when the West Indies went down to England at 
Jaipur and for all practical purposes bowed out of the 
World Cup. My disappointment is understandable as I 
led the West Indies in the first three World Cup. We 
won the first two and were unlucky to lose the third. 
Viv must be feeling a bit let down. It was his first 
World Cup a captain. But then it was not really his 
fault. West Indies could again be back at the top after 
these three rounds. 
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70. RICHARDS (Vivian). 'It' not easy to regain tittle. 
Hindustan Times. 64, 282; 1987, October,10; 18. 
I have been asked umptie times since my 
arrival in Delhi for the World Cup about the West 
Indian prospects in this championship. I believe that 
the West Indies have as good a chance as any other team 
to win the little this time. At times I am amazed at 
the various theories propagated by critics about the 
recent failures for them that is. This tournament is 
important for us. Sure we will miss the senior 
experienced players who are not here for one season 
or the other. It is not goingto be easy. It was not 
easy being the world champions in two tournaments. It 
was not easy digesting the defeat in 1983 and it 
certainly is not going to be easy to regain the tittle. 
, REACTIONS. 
71. RICHARDS (Vivian)!- No excuses for failure. Hindustan 
Times. 64, 301; 1987, October, 31; 22. 
This talk of total inexperience and nervousness 
is all hogwash a far as I am concerned. I make no 
excuses for the defeats of the West Indies side. I 
I f t) 
think we have played better cricket. There is no 
greater reason why we are not in the running for a semi-
final place in this World Cup. I have been passed of 
the team which won two World Cups and lost another 
final. A victory here has rainforced the self 
confidence of the younger players who have a long/ hard 
tour of India ahead of them. A win here has also 
restored the pride of the players. that for the 
present is the most important consideration and not 
whether Viv Richards is good captain or not. 
, LLOYD (Clive) 
72. WOODCOCK (John). Day when Lloyd ruled London. 
Statesman. 127, 8431; 1987, October,'25; 15. 
As much as a cricket match, the final of the 
world Cup for the Prudential Trophy, won by West Indies 
by 17 runs, had been a piece of theatre, of drama, 
tragedy, carnival and force all rolled into one. But 
this is for enough to have gone without mentioning an 
innings of 102 by Clive Lloyd, which will always be 
talked about by those who watched it. To dwarf so many 
of the world leading batsman, a Lloyd did was of itself 
the mark of greatness. For 40 minutes the thousands 
of West Indians ringed the boundary, rocking, rolling, 
shouting, changing, as the waited their victory to 
proclaim. 
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, , , , WIN/ PAKISTAN AGAINST WEST INDIES. 
73. INTTKAB A'LAM. Moral factor did it . Times of India. 
150, 289; 1987, October, 17; 10. 
Pakistan batting, bowling and its team moral 
combined to beat West Indies in Lahore today. The win 
came off the very last ball. The game today finished 
off the last ball and the very fact that this is the 
first times this has hapened in a world Cup match 
proves that this tournament is turning out to be 
something very, very special. Qadir had only three 
balls in which to get ten runs. It is always a make 
or break situation at this stage. Qadir is bowling his 
best in years. In today match his fault was that he 
was 
we / trying too many things at the same time. 
, , , , , WEST INDIES AGAINS SRI 
LANKA. 
74. LLOYD (Clive). Bowling, fielding baled Windies out. 
Times of India. 150, 294; 1987, October, 22; 10. 
It was a make or break situation for the West -
Indies at the Green Park today. There were no two ways 
about it they had to win the match against Sri Lanka 
at any cost if they were to stay in the race for 
qualification in the semi-finals. Frankly, at one stage 
UJ 
of their innings, it did not look as if Viv Rechrds 
boy were going to be able to put up a score they could 
defead i - ' hop^d that Richrds boys would have used 
thi^ gme to iniprove their' runrate If it came to a cruch 
situtiowwith a tie for the second spot. But they were 
lucky to wihs as itworked out. 
, , , PREPARATION OF WICKETS. 
75. SRIMAN (R). Queering up the pitches. Link. 30, 15;1987, 
November, 15; 40. 
One of the most important achievements as a result 
of the series of World Cup cricket matches at various 
centres in India is the technical know how to the 
pripration of wickets the India cricket board with it 
hugeresources has not thought fit to payattetion to 
research and development. They have not bothered to 
get curatores form other parts of theworld to come 
and study the natue of our s@il and the proper method 
of tendig turf wicket. It is inthis cotext OAe hands 
out due praise to all curtres in India for offerig 
excellet wicket conditios for the current World Cup. 
, , ,REALATIONS, INDO-PAK. 
76. JOSHI (V T).Delightful enigma. Times of India. 150,286; 
1987,October,14;1. 
Indo-Pak cricket and Indo-Pak relations are the 
I2i 
two sides of the same coin In many ways both are 
delightfully enigmatic-that is when one or the other 
is not exactly tragic It is most heart nig that the 
two crecketing giants cogenital adereses is almost 
everything and not only in sports are now jointly 
hosting the World Cup cricket series. The houroQlory 
and the agony defeat are the obuerse . reverse the 
same, m'^menon. They however, seen^ to have ceased 
to make good blent of grce adspbrtsmanship in a game. 
77. SUNDER RAJAN. Somethig to be proud of. Times of India. 
150, 286; 1987, October,14; 1. 
Never mind who emerges triumhant, the conduct 
of the Reliance Cup is a great victory for Indo-Pak 
joint relation They bid for the World Cup together 
and have steadfastly stood by each other ever since. 
Incotrast, India and Pakistaa have ceasessly worked 
together, sowig on excamplary spirit of a- commodetion 
and setting a fine example, not so much because they 
share a common, bpndand culture as due to their tremendous 
enthusiasm for the game. The Reliance Cup is thus 
a victory for cricket. 
, , ,TRAICOS(John), SOUTH AFRICA. 
78 BENJAMIN (Paul). We aspire for test status: Traicos. 
Indian Express. 55, 334; 987, October, 11; 16. 
So much has been read and herd about the greats 
1 0 *' Li-* 
of south Africa cricket that many of us would art 
with a fortune if proiniL:sed a mes^ dzing with te likes 
of Barry Rechards, Grame Pollackk a<ttd Mike Proctor. 
But thanks to thB Reliance Cup, we have in India a 
cricketer who not only matched ttese greats but also 
played salogside them It was a terrific expBrie nee a-rid 
a privila:ge playing with them,a excited Tricos told 
tis corres'^ondent at his ftotel. After passing out of 
untvepspty,Traicos took up ateachig assignment in 
Rhodesia before qualifying as a lawyer in 1978. 
, , , TACTICS, BOWLERS. 
79. ABBAS (Zaheer). Wickets not suitable for bowlers. 
stategmao.67, 8615,-1987,October,14;10. 
In England it is enough to make 220 or say 230 
in 50 overs match and you are right on top. But here 
even 270 is not a safe margin because of the slow 
wickets suitable niether for seem bowlersnor forsplners 
returnig to our own team I find no justification 
whatsoever in making Mudssar Nazar but lower down in 
order.I admit tht Ejaz Ahmed is a taleted batsman and 
ha^ a lot of potoitiar but I don't think it is faLr to 
him or to the team to make him open the innings. It 
could be because before the World Cup they gonethrough 
very strenous programme whch could ot be justified 
kee'ping ±n the mind the duration of the camp. 
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, , , , , INDIAN. 
80. RAVINDRA KUMAR. Missing right turn. Statesman. 127, 
8622; 1987, October, 22;2. 
Strange but true the Indian squard for the fourth 
World Cup does^ not have an off-spinner. There are 
two left-arm spinner and yes, a right arm leg-break 
and googly bowler but not one bowler to turn the ball 
into the right hander. In 1975 and 1979 the India team 
was led by an off-spinner, S. Vektarghavan. In 1983, 
India only played an off-spinner, Kirti Azad, in the 
final league match against Australia. At the same time 
an off-spinner with enough variatios in spin and fligt 
can be destructive force in the slog overs whan aright 
hand bastsman maybeavttempted to chance his arm, hittig 
with the spin on the leg side. 
, , , TELECAST. 
81. MALIK (Amita). Not really cricket. Indian Express. 
55, 334; 1987, October, 11; 2. 
At the time of writing have only had a test run of 
DooordrshavN formedable new equipment, technical and 
other wise for coverage of sjorts and morespecifically, 
the World Cup cricket. Ths is being writtenthe morning 
after the India vs. Pakiste curtin-raising match in^  
the cause of drought relief. I wish to make it clear 
at the strt that I am not cricket expert-nor are 
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many new" viewers One may chicking with the Cotroller 
of Sports at Mandi house, I was give a over atranoLe 
explanation Since the commitators were not "on vision" 
it would have bee ^  wrong to give their names on the 
screen. 
, , ,UMPIRE,ENGLAND, BIRD(Dickie). 
82. MENON (K N K) . Years of transition. Hindustan Times. 
64,280; 1987, October, 8; 3. 
Cotemposry cricket chroniclers cosddered 1963 
as the years of transition as regards the game and 
the men who played it. Many famous p3rsoalities passed 
away, a crop of. yougester hit the scene and cricket 
it self had introduction to a new competition the 
limited over variety. Lucestershire ended upon the 
loosingside. Deckie Bird, who opened the innigs for 
Leicestershire in that match,sinec has become a renowned 
umpire and is in the panel for the Reliance Cup. It 
is limeted over cricket that attracts people by the 
thounsads and that is some thing good for the game. 
, ,1992,ORGANISATION, PROBLEMS. 
83. MENON (Suresh). admenistrators make a hash of Cup. 
' /^ .i^ l^ Express. 60,141; 1992, March, 24; 20. 
Just as the Austrlian players did on the field, 
thier admiestrators of it have made quit a hash of 
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the World Cup. The Indernational cricket coucil would 
do well to revert to whites and red ball to maintain 
the character of the World Cup. But it is TJ-jt in the 
rules-and ricently there has been much discussion 
on them-that the tournament falls flat. In no other 
country would a manager ofthe cricket team also double 
as the media manager. And that has been the failurgs 
of this World Cup. 
, , ,PERFORMANCE, AUSTRALIA,EXPECTATIONS. 
84. KAUSHIK (Kewal). Showplaces for showpiece. Statesman. 
131, 7; 1992, February, 16; 11. 
The World Cup, to be played at various venues 
on voried tracks, in sunshine and uder floodlights 
will iest the Sklls of cricketers drawn from poles 
apart. There will be freshers, hopefuls, as well as 
tried and trusted stalwrdsout to steel honoure. A 
lot of effort has bee made to offer the erformers 
best prossible plying facilities. The showpieci is the 
Melbourn groud were the climax will be reached on 
March 25. one of the oldest layfield's in* Australia, 
It will offer nrearly a lakh of fans the ultimate 
excitement. At home we have a rival in Eden Grdens. 
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, , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
85. BHARATAN (Raju). World is a Cup. Illustrated Weekly 
of India. 112, 8; 1992, February, 28; 3-8. 
Cricket, tale cricket ! As te idiot- boxing seenr^  
shifts from Tyson and rope to Sachi and hype, the game 
is goir^ to be won or lost inyour drowig room. Australia, 
England and Pakistan look set to reach the last 
to reatch the last four. Can Azhar's India rose out 
West Indies yet again to rise isions of doing 1983? 
*'akista« needs Javed Miandadcon summate^resece at number 
three to anchor the innings, say Iraran Khan. Ian Botham 
has to prove that he remains as excitig a striker of 
the ball as Kapil Dev Sachin Tedulakar, Says Allan 
Border," is going to be the dominate batsman in 
interatioal cricket." So does India in this World 
Cup in which it is the Ability to peak at the right 
time that is going to s^arate the best from the r-est. 
, , , , INDIA. 
86. GHOSH (Shyam Sunder). Debacle and after. Statesman. 
126, 12; 1992, March, 22; 15-6. 
When, on March 25 the battle for the ultimate 
hon-ours in international cricket show.placeevent, the 
World Cup, comes off, we Indians will be hard Put to 
choose whom to support. Great expectations were beliced 
wen we lost to England in the semi-final in Bombay 
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on that occasion. This time, even though we hadn't 
won the Besnsonand Hedges Cup, the hope of millions 
of Indian for at least a semi-finalbest has been dashed. 
As in soccer, the World Cup is a quadrennial of fair. 
Which is a good reason why the teams goig into it 
do thier homework really well If India had dcne'itheeri^, 
qualifying for the last four stage sould not have 
been all that deffecult. 
, , , , ,DEV(Kapil). 
87. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Kapil holds key to India success. 
Times of India. 155,45; 1992, February, 21; 15. 
As te fifth World Cup begistis in a coupleof days 
time the qeustion n every body's lips is who will raise 
the cup on March 25th ? The one-day game is the most 
uTipredictable one in cricket for in a few overs the 
course of the game can be turned an"d practically every 
teamparticitingin the World Cup has one or twoplayers 
capble of turining the match upside down with, the bet. 
or the ball or "as a fielder. Fortunately the one man 
who can turn match Kapil Dev, has had a break after 
the perth Test and will be the better for it and if 
he perform even half of what he did vrh&i India won , 
the 1983 and 1985. 
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, , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
88. BANERJI (Rahul). Time for the upswing. Statesman. 
131,7; 1992, February, 16; 11. 
Will the World cup see an improvement in India 
fertunes? If current form is the yardstick, it is 
unlikely. Bete fair and sqvare in both the test and 
the Beison & Hedges Cup finals by Australia, India's 
chances for a better show in the show-case of 
international one-day cricket appear, on the face of 
things, to be a remote possibility. India may not win" 
the World Cup, in the gace of the over whelming 
superiority the fa/ourites Australia have displayed 
this "season and a Gripping inability to transform 
performence into ' ositive result. But there is no 
gainsaying the fast that this team has the class to 
give the top,contendersgood run for thier money. 
89 BHIMANI (Kishore). Countdown to the World Cup. ^tk.£i^--
\*\^-ri. 131, 45; 1992, February, 21; 13. 
It is one day to countdown and the World Cupexlodes 
into li fe with India in the ring for the opening round. 
It is a intergivingcontest on the fastest wicket in 
Australia,and incidentally in the whole wide world 
of top strikers, Ian Botham, Graeme Hick and Robin 
Smith have been among the runs. India have neither 
peacked too early nor really at all. The have beenshowing 
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what they are capableof but never getting their act 
together.Thus the caribbeane have to swallow their 
pride and accept that they are dangerous floaters in 
the World Cup rather than the unchallenge as they were 
in '75 then '79 and surely also in '83 before going 
down rather surprisggly to India. 
90. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Never change a winning eleven. Times 
of India. 155, 61;1992, March, 11; 14. 
Wellington is possibly the ' widest city inwhich 
internatinol cricket is played. The weather here is 
more uncertain than in England and so when the crucial 
game against West Indies was slotted there, I was 
more tharta bit worried for our team. There is a saying 
in sort: "Never change a winning combination" unless 
of course there is a injury. The Indian chose to ignore 
it by including Amre who was taken it place of Vinod 
Kambli. The west Indians looked taken a very determined 
side ad their approach was most attacking from the 
first ball. 
91. GHOSH (Shyam Sundar). Will India make it ? Statesman. 
131, 45; 1992, February, 21;14. 
The first three World Cups were staged in England 
and played 60 overs each way. The fourth one, played 
in India and Pakistaj> reduced quotas for each side 
I3ii 
to 50 overs. It also maintained the provious system 
of groupings. Now a round robin League has been 
introduced for the first time in the World Cup, along 
with day night game and white balls._ The Benson Hedges 
formall will be followed in the coming World Cup. And, 
If that Happens India have been in Australia for such 
a length of time that the problem of acclimatization 
does not arise any more. At least, there is more than 
a fair chance of India makingit. 
92. MARLAR ( Robin).Folly of putting self before team. 
Times of India. 155, 62; 1992, March,12; 14. 
One of the enduring dilemmas of cricket concerns 
the promotio#)of self. Too much, and the layerconcerned 
become such a pain he has to spend his time in the 
opposing dressing room because he no longer has an 
audieinclin his own. w ith too tittle self-esteem, 
a cricket can descend into insibstaritial anonymity, 
a star in the making perhaps but apparetly reluctant 
or uable to shine- especially in such a sustained 
sportli^be this World Cup. The Indians have develop: ed 
a revolving wheel exercise, in which a player throws 
at the stumps from one side of the rim and a colleague 
gathers and throws back from the other. 
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, , , , , FITNESS, SRIKKANTH. 
93. SHASTRI (Ravi). Fitness, state of mind will matter 
a lot. Statesman. 131, 45; 1992, February, 21; 14. 
As for opening the innings, he madea great splash 
at Adelaide a few yearg ago in the Benson & Hedges 
engagement against Australia. He likes to thump the 
ball and 'his rather unorthodox approach foxes the 
opposition bowlers some thing like our own Cheeka 
(Srikanth). All in all,it could be qiute a tounrament. 
Fitness ad state of mind will matter a lot and I hope 
that while I have been away the boys have had a fill 
of both. It is true that in the heat of the moment 
you do tend to porget the painand keep going, but when 
I returned to the pavilion, I know it was going to 
be a series matter. 
, , , , , LEFT-ARM SPIN, BOWLERS, 
EXPECTATIONS. 
94. DOSHI (Dilip). There will be left-arm spin in India's 
challenge. Statesman. 131, 45; 1992, February, 21; 
15. 
From where I look at the World Cup o,head of us, 
it is really down under. And yet in the Indian team 
are my ex-juniors in my time like kiran More Manoj 
Prbhakar and Mohammed Azharuddin. PerhqpS, I have a 
special interest in the tournament because India will 
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carry two left-arm spin bowlers in the squad Shastri 
and Venktapathy Raju, and. no other spinners, at all. 
After all, this is a tradetion being carriedon. I will 
miss be with the Indian team if^ what could be the vital 
match of the tournament for India. 
, , , , , REACTIONS. 
95. BEDI (Bishen Singh). Royal meddling. Indian Express. 
60, 139; 1992, March,22;7. 
Despite India's pathetic performance in Austrlia 
the president of the BCCI remains obtinistic. I like 
Mr Scindia positive thinking expect that his self 
cofxvsion that he has hun out of steam to churn out 
excuses for every Indian detacle was not very 
encouraging We are at the moment trying invainto digest 
the ouster of the India team form the vital last. Even 
if the Kiwis don't lift the fifth World cup, they 
have already done their country pro'und I given new 
dimension to one day game plan and stratetes.Iam 
backing the Ausies to confirm my crliar belief that 
a'nall white last four is very much on. 
96. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Learn from the season's experience. 
Times of India. 155, 65;1992, March, 15; 14. 
India's last match of the world cup was of no 
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consequence. them exceptingto regain the prestige they 
lost by some idifferet lay in the erlier matches the 
runs.- thus must have come as a big di sappoint.Tient to 
them though, perhaps, the Indians may have been happy 
just sittig in the dressing room and watchingithe rain 
fall at the Adelaide oval: .. Not that his form in the 
World Cup has made a big deferece to India's luck 
for they have looked a beaten side even as they have 
takefi the field. What is needed is a strong will to do 
good to Indian cricket. 
, , , ,NEW ZEALAND, EXPECTATIONS, 
CROW (Martin). 
97. BHIMANI (Kishore). New Zealand charged with throwing 
tie. Statesman. 131,70; 1992,March, 21;12. 
In search of any issue of excus1 thier abysmal 
perform anel in the World Cup, the Australians to a 
may are turig the heat on to the New Zealanders for 
"throwing thier concluding pool match against pakistan. 
On the eve; of the match, Martin Crowe had been 
questioned on wh.ether he would consider"taking it 
easy"againstP3kistan. Crowe faced a hostile press after 
the defeat. Crowe is quietly confident let it be know 
that there is no harm if a sequence of unpressJ-ve 
Ui 
wins is interruited, so that the team can go back to 
its winnin^ways in the final stages that really matter. 
, , , , PAKISTAN, EXPECTATIONS. 
98. ABBAS(Zaheer). Pakistan side is'experimental'. 
Statesman. 131, 45; 1992, February,21;16. 
The only way to look at the curreritPakistan side 
cotesting the World Cup is that it is a exerimetal 
one and while it is sure to perform well, there are 
K^either settled slots. For example Inzaman-ul-Haq is 
not really opening batsma. Wasim sadly had not been 
making xuns::onsistelntly. The day he comes good, there 
will be the eceaseiry batting to supplement the bowling 
Australia have the advantage of being the bome side, 
fully form and having their pick of the players who 
are performing well at the moment. It could be, ai^ 
interesting World Cup. 
, , , , , ,IMRAN KHAN. 
99. CHAPPELL(Ian). Imran was like a tiger. Indian Express. 
60,130; 1992, March, 12; 18. 
Alacklustre Australia side wet down with out 
a whimper against Pakistan'. thier days as the reigning 
World Cup champians numbered. Pakistan gave it all 
they had and Imran was like a tiger ready to pounce. 
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He explained that he wanted his team to play like a 
cornered tig-er- in what was a vital match for both 
teams. Typically Imran led from the front, with his 
bowling and his captainey playing a large part in the 
victory. For their part the Australianshave had the 
World Cup jitters right; the start of the competition 
and this game was another example of nerves getting 
the better of them. 
, , , , SOUTH AFRICA, BOWLERS. 
1OO.GAVASKAR(Sunil). South African bowlers must share the 
blame. Times of India. 155, 70;1992, March, 23; 14. 
Those who framed the rules of the World Cup ones 
on explanatiojo not just to the South Africans, but 
to the cricketing world. Thier rediculous rule of 
the highest scoring over completely overlooks the 
efforts of the bowleres and in one-day cricket where 
good bowlers usually get clobbered by ordinary batsman. 
I none day cricket where umpires are fairly strict, 
it is imperative to get the line right first, and 
then, add toyour speed. The players should not suffer 
because of the ignorance of the administrators like 
they have in this World Cup. 
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, , , , WEST INDIES. 
101. ENGINEER (Farokh). Caribbeans will be a floating team. 
Stateman. 131, 45; 1992 February, 21; 16. 
It is perhaps a coincidence that I have spent 
such a large portion of my pre-World Cup time in the 
Caribbeans. My garment export business takes me to 
Barbados quite a lot and that is where I have been 
while India have been fighting a losing battle down 
under. I have also had the West Indies the elimination 
of that team from the triangular Benson & Hedges 
series. I don't think business commitments will permit 
me to be around for all the action in the World Cup, 
but who knows what crops up. I will be very different 
from the Prudential Cup in England where travel is 
secondary. The team that wins will have to be very fit 
and very, very tough. 
, , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
102. RICHARDSON (Richie). We are in with a fair chance. 
Indian Express. 60, 111; 1992, February, 22; 16. 
As I look ahead to the 19 92 World Cup, it is 
very difficult for me to say who I think will be the 
winners of this tournament. Every team has it's 
strengths and weaknesses and I would not like to 
comment on who I think will be out of or definitely 
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into the final rounds. People constantly ask me 
whether I will miss the presence of Viv Richards in 
the World Cup. As I said earlier, this is a tricky 
tournament and you never know who might emerge. But I 
do know that we are capable of getting there and look 
forward to taking the Cup back on the plane with us to 
the Carribean! 
, , , , , RICHARDS (Vivian). 
103. BARNES (Simon). Richards happy to retire unhurt. 
Statesman. 126, 12; 1992, February, 22; 11. 
Odd how the world changes. Imagine, a few 
years ago having a bear with Viv Richards, talking-
laughing about South Africa's chance of beating West 
Indies in one day cricket. Now preparing to start a 
new season with, of all teams, Glamorgan, while the 
World Cup contemus with out him a world away. Richards 
is not going to be a mimble-footed type of 
politicians. Richards has always seen himself as a 
representative : of country, of region and the race. 
He has always found the greatest strength in this 
wider sense of self. His country, his region and his 
race-many people have found strength and inspirations 
in what he has done. 
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104. MARLAR (Robin). Richards did not help his own cause. 
Times of India. 15, 48; 1992, February, 25; 14. 
Whether you believe that cricket's World Cup 
is the bee's knees or an attractive quadrennial 
been fight, there is a theatricalitv about the oven 
which demands that all the best actors should be on 
stage. The absence of Vivian Richards seems, 
therefore, a pervarsely damaging decision on the part 
of the West Indian Selectors, Hendrick, Holford and 
Shillingford. Richards made it abundantly clear that 
he wanted to bow out at the World Cup, and many may 
agree that the immensity of his talent. 
k 
, , , , WIN, ENGLAND AGAINST INDIA. 
105. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Who's responsible - Shastri or 
Srikkanth? Times of India. 2, 21; 1992, February, 23; 
22. 
The fifth World Cup began in a sensational 
manner when lowley rated New Zealand defeated 
defending champions Australia at Auckland. Skipper 
Martin Crowe led the way with a brilliantly - crafted 
century which came off the penultimate ball of the 
innings. The India - England match started just when 
New Zealand were finishing the final rites and that 
must have give the Indians the much needed 
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moralebooster as they look the field against a 
resurgent England side. India were given a brilliant 
start by Shastri and Srikkanth and just when it looked 
comfortable Srikkanth once more got carried away and 
in trying for a third successive boundary got out to a 
harrible shot. 
, , , , , ENGIiAND AGAINST 
SOUTH AFRICA. 
106. LEWIS (Tony). Match was a farce. Indian Express. 20, 
140; 1992, March, 23; 20. 
England's win over South Africa was in some 
ways what they deserved, but in the last analysis the 
match was an absolute force. The rain rule which hit 
India so badly in their match against Australia, this, 
time struck its crippling blow on South Africa. Just 
imagine wanting 25 run to win off 18 balls with four 
wickets standing as South Africa did. Then the rain 
comes; then it stops, the umpire in their room count 
up the minutes lost and read the relevant playing 
condition. South Africa saw their 25 off 18 balls 
reduced to one ball to score 22 runs. It will be 
recalled as a collosal disappointment plus a bit of a 
cheat. 
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107. NATHUR (Amrit). England enter final as match ends on a 
farcical note. Hindustan Times. 519, 82; 1992, March, 
23; 22. 
England cript into the World Cup cricket final 
beating a persistent South Africa by 19 runs. The 
semi-final produced engrossing cricket but the game 
will perhaps be remembered for the strange drama that 
unforded in the last 10 minutes. What followed was 
extraordinary South Africa rain a victory lap. England 
too emerged from the dressing room, but acknowledged 
only their supporters populating the hill, may be they 
onced this to their supporters, but given the abrupt 
end. Then the rain came bringing the game to an early 
and sad end. 
, , , , , ENGLAND AGAINST 
ZIMBABWE. 
108. LEE (Alan). Sign of the terrace times. Statesman. 131, 
70; 1992, March, 21; 12. 
Where England played their final World Cup 
group match against Zimbabwe has been treated to 
ritual of the Pommie envasion. Where they all came 
from nobody seems sure, but upwords of 5,000 English 
supporters have gathered in Australia for the World 
Cup and they have not exactly disguised their 
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affinity. The uniform of the travelling army is the 
team shirt, the marketing triumph of the World Cup. 
The originality of the terraces have come from the 
banners. One of the biggest and most bullish of the 
past few days had a swing message. Terrace watching 
has been a fascination of this World Cup even if some 
of the behaviour has been familiarly moronic. 
, , , , , INDIA AGAINST 
PAKISTAN. 
109. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Indian bowlers did a great job. 
Times of India. 155, 56; 1992, March, 5; 14. 
India and Pakistan played a cracker of a game. 
An India - Pakistan encounter is always a nailbiting 
affair though Pakistan in recent times has made the 
contests look almost one-sided. This has been mainly 
due to the Pakistan bowling attack which has strangled 
the Indian batting especially in the early and last 
overs. But then if the batsman have not always perform 
this season you can't say the same about the Indian 
bowlers and especially the doughty. Prabhakar and the 
indefatigable Kapil Dev. In the meanwhile well done, 
India, congratulations Azhar and the team. Keep it 
going 1 
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110. MOHAMMAD AZHARUDDIN. Timing of the rain came to our 
hel^:^'Indian Express. 60, 126; 1992, March, 8, 18. 
When we reached the ground on Saturday 
morning, I was convinced that the rains had taken our 
World Cup with them. It looked really murky and I did 
not think the ground would get dry because I was 
unsure of the facilities at such a small town. In 
addition, looked like it would rain even more. Two 
wins in successive games makes our position in the 
points table look much healthier. But like I said 
after the match against Pakistan, there is still a 
long way to go. We will be through and that will be a 
fair indication of how we have played so far. 
, , , , , INDIA AGAINST 
SRI LANKA. 
111. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Bowlers a much maligned lot. Times 
of India. 155, 52; 1992, February, 29; 18. 
India and Sri Lanka shared points after their 
match was abandoned with barely a couple of overs 
bowled. So who was lucky, India or Sri Lanka? Time 
will no doubt tell us which team will finish above the 
other in the points table. The Indian bowlers having 
been in Australia and playing with the white ball, the 
skipper and the manager would have done well to have 
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spoken about their disappointment at the batting 
performance. But with the skipper himself struggling 
to hit the middle of the bat he obviously could not 
point a finger at the batting without several fingers 
being pointed back at him. 
, , , , , INDIA AGAINST 
ZIMBABWE. 
112. GAVASKAR (Sunil). India's cricket shows confidence. 
Times of India. 11, 23; 1992, March, 8; 22. 
The Indian team continued their progress 
towards a spot in the semi-finals by outplaying 
Zimbabwe in a rain-shortened game. Kapil Dev was 
promoted to open the innings which was a brilliant 
move, for even if Kapil were to plunder runs, he would 
still have time to rest before he came on to bowl. The 
Indian team also is pretty keen now and all fered up. 
The Indian fielding has improved. All in all, the 
Indian cricket team is showing great signs of 
improvement but they should not relax. 
, , , , , NEW ZE/y^ND AGAINST 
INDIA. 
113. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Disinterested approach caused 
elemination. Times of India. 155, 63; 1992, March 13; 
13. 
New Zealand followed the wise words and did to 
i 
India what India did to them in the Reliance world cup 
at Nagpur. India's misfortunes started in the second 
over itself which was bowled by the off-spinner Dipak 
Patel. Fortunately for India, it has in Mohammad 
Azharuddin one of the calmist and level headed of 
captain and he did not let the manner of the dismissal 
of his predicissor as captain bother him as he took 
guard. The Indian team lost sight of the fact that you 
have to make the opponents earn a victory and it is 
this kind of disinterested approach that has caused 
India's elimination. 
, , , , , PAKISTAN AGAINST 
ENGLAND. 
114. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Mental toughness sees Pak through. 
Times of India. 155, 37; 1992, March, 26; 14. 
Pakistan are the new world champions. Their 
flair beat the professionalism of England in what 
eventually turned out to be a team final. The Pakistan 
started slowly in this competition, but began, to get 
their act together when it mattered and where 
deserving champs. And to think that he almost did not 
make it to the World Cup. All Pakistan need to do was 
to keep their cool and this they did. They fielded 
like tigers. Attacked the ball on the field were not 
once afraid to engage in a verbal with the English. 
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115. KAMARDEEN (Ihethishan). Pakistan beat England to take 
Cup. Island. 12, 74; 1992, March, 26; 43. 
Waseem Akram with a stupendous all round 
performance fushioneal Pakistan's memorable and 
historic World Cup victory at the Melbourne Cricket 
Ground yesterday as they confounded all critics by 
beating England by 22 runs in the Benson and Hedges 
nine nations World Cup final. The World Cup victory 
for Pakistan was a true tribute to the charismatic 
skipper Javed Miandad, the pillors of Pakistan 
cricket, the only surviving play from the inaugural 
Cup tournament in 1975. 
116. LEWIS (Tony). Pakistan's greater talent won the day. 
Indian Express. 60, 143; 1992, March, 26; 16. 
Pakistan proved that talent allied to 
concentration can beat a sound system. England had 
done their best to arrange their batting and bowling 
to suit the fifty over game, but Pakistan's greater 
talent stretched and eventually exploded in England's 
face with bursts of virtuosity from Waseem Akram, 
Mushtaq Ahmad, Aaqib Javed, three bowlers who 
outclassed the opposition. England ended up 23 runs 
short of victory, worthy runners-up, but definitely 
the inferior side on the night. Imran has played in 
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all five World Cups, so has Javed. They both played a 
strong part and won deservingly. 
117. MENON (Suresh). Pakistan at the top of the world. 
Indian Express. 60, 143; 1992, March, 26; 16. 
Pakistan are the new World Cup Cricket 
Champions. In front of the largest crowd to watch a 
one day game anywhere in the world except possibly 
Calcutta. Imran Khan led Pakistan a 22 run victory 
over England in the final here and then said the 
motivation had been his magnificient obsession. The 
construction of a cancer hospital in Lahore. That was 
the Pakistan approach. Their battle plan was clearly 
being made up as the game progressed. England have 
lost all three finals now, and each time they were 
beaten by the better team. 
, , , , , PAKISTAN AGAIIB T 
NEW ZEALAND. 
118. CAMERON (Don). Pak Steal the Kiwi thunder to enter 
final. Indian Express. 60, 139; 1992, March, 22; 18. 
Imran Khan's faith in himself, his team, and 
especially in his untried 22 year-old batsman Inzamam-
ul-Haq were repaid a thousand fold as Pakistan won a 
brilliant 263 run chase to beat New Zealand in the 
w 
World Cup semi-final at Eden Park on Saturday, and to 
be on target to win the title for the first time at 
Melbourne on Wednesday. For three quarters of a match 
bathed in sunshine Imran Khan's faith did not rest on 
solid fact. The man who turned the game and repaid 
Imran's faith was Inzamam. On this basis, he may be 
every bit as good as Imran insists he is. 
119. HADLEE (Richard). Kiwis wilted under pressure. Indian 
Express. 60, 139; 1992, March, 22; 18. 
It was a very important match for both the 
teams. Pakistan began the match as favourities since 
they had given the co hosts such a convincing drubbing 
at Christchurch just four days before on the final day 
of the preliminary stage of the competition. Winning 
the loss Martin crowe elected to bat. There were two 
reasons for such decision : one there was a threat of 
rain and two, the wicket would have been a little more 
helpful for bat ting. The crowd had their money's worth 
and it was a great day's cricket. Pakistan lived up to 
their billing of being a dangerous team. 
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, , , , , WEST INDIES AGAINST 
AUSTRALIA. 
120. MATHUR (Amrit). Windiesdefeat propels Pak into semi-
finals. Hindustan Times. 519, 79; 1992, March, 19; 18. 
To win this crunch game to qualify for the 
World Cup Cricket semi-finals, the West Indies one 
thought would play professionally. Instead they batted 
badly inviting defeat through strockeplay. In a 
hopelessly one-sided encounter they lost to Australia 
by 57 runs. After the defeat Richards searched for 
word to express his feeling. "I can't believe it 
mean" was all he manager shaking in disbelief. It was 
some consolation for Australia after they had seen 
their chances of a semi-final berth disappear earlier 
in the day with Pakistan win over New Zealand in 
Christchurch. 
, , , , , WEST INDIES AGAINST 
ZIMBABWE. 
121. RICHARDSON (Richie). Bowling - Zimbabwe's Achille's 
heel. Indian Express. 60, 119; 1992, March, 1; 20. 
A look at the wicket in the morning convinced 
all of us that it would be a scanner's wicket. There 
was moisture and little bit of grass around and the 
ua 
conditions were overcast. It would help the seamer was 
my thought when I went to loss. It hardly turned out 
to be so. The ball did not seam and here was no pace 
off the wicket. We won the match by 75 runs and now 
have two wins from three games. Our batting is good, 
bowling was always so and with a little bit of luck we 
should still make it to the semi-finals. 
, , , ROLE, INDIAN/ CAPTAIN. 
122. FLORY (Keith). Ignoring the art of captaincy. 
Statesman. 131, 7; 1992, February, 16; 11. 
As the Indian cricketers lick their wounds and 
hope for a meracle to revive their fortunes for the 
World Cup many a theory is being advanced about their 
poor performance Down Under. Yet somewhere along the 
way has been overlooked a key factor in cricketing 
success-captaincy. Indeed, so fickle have been the 
cricketing authorities in this country about captaincy 
that it might appear as though the selection process 
is conducted by tossing a coin. Even much closer home 
there is an outstanding example of captaincy being 
more than playing ability. 
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, , , TECTICS, BATTING and BOWLING. 
123. MENON (Suresh). Glance at cricketing history. Indian 
Express. 60, 112; 1992, February, 23; 1. 
On the occasion of the fifth world cup, that 
threatens to be the glitziest of them all, the above 
might appear like the lament of a former player who 
was forced to retire just before one day cricket had 
established itself. From the curved bats and under-
arm bowling beneath the shodow of church spices, 
cricket has come a long was. With the giant grounds, 
the untiring gaze of the stump camera, cricket is a 
transformed game today. Yet, the game has many 
ingredients from the past like the white balls and 
even the night game. A few decades from too late to 
save either, if the old order is not respected. 
, , , TELECAST 
124. MELLOR (Bill). Making a new pitch. Time. 139, 11; 
1992, March, 16; 36-;?. 
As cricket finds a wider following with its 
furiously paced one-day matches, the World Cup draws a 
T.V. audience of 1.5 billion people in 40 countries. 
Although first introduced in 1975 and help every four 
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since, the World Cup has in 1992 adopted a still more 
radical and egalitarian form. The current 39 match, 
five-week championship is being televised to sex 
continents. The competing nations-Australia, New 
Zealand, England, West Indies, South Africa, India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Zimbabwe are receiving 
saturation TV coverage each week. But by the far 
biggest audience is on the Indian subcontinent, where 
many of the 1 billion-plus population are avid fans 
of the game. 
, , , TECTICS, INDIA. 
125. PRABHU (K N ) . Batting through the golden oldies. 
Times of India. 2, 21; 1992, February, 23; 1-2. 
It was a parking cocktail of razor-sharp 
fielding, superlative spin bowling and stylish batting 
by India's cricket aces. They won laurels for the 
country thrice over-at the Kennigton Oval, Trinidad 
Queenspark Oval and at cricket Mecca, Lord's, where 
they bagged the coveted World Cup. These games showed 
Indian cricketers at their best. They provided 
worthy examples of supperb bowling, attractive batting 
and exciting exploits in the field. 
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, , 1996, CROWD BEHAVIOUR, CALCUTTA. 
126. CHAKRAVARTTY (Nikhil). Reflections from Eden Gardens. 
Mainstream. 34, 96; 1996, March, 30; 7-8. 
There is much to learn for ourselves from the 
stormy experiences of the World Cup cricket that we 
all have been watching excitedly in the last two 
weeks, particularly from what happened at Bangalore on 
March 9 and what followed four days later in Calcutta 
on March 13. The Eden Gardens incident has a great 
lesson to impart for us all. In a flash, it has shown 
up the rot in our public life today. Not only is the 
goonda on the prowl, it is time our leaders braced up 
to themselves take up the fight and root out the anti-
social, whether it is the hawalaman in the parlour or 
the goonda at the Eden Gardens cricket ground. 
127. CHATTERJEE (Saibal). Fall from Eden. Outlook. 11, 13; 
1996, march, 27; 66-' 9. 
Calcutta struggles to come to terms with a 
nightmare that has mauled its reputation. The India -
Sri Lanka encounter, a game of cricket that got 
charred beyond recognition under the powerful Eden 
Gardens floodlights last week, is now history as is 
the controversy ridden Wills World Cup, but Calcutta 
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grim battle with itself is for from over. True lovers 
of cricket in the city are squirming as uncomfortable 
question fly thick and fast. As the spirit of the game 
changes fan frenzy is fast assuming dangerous 
proportions. That would be a defeat infinitely worse 
than the one India suffered of Eden. 
128. GANGADHAR (V). Unsporting media. Sunday. 23, 12; 1996, 
March, 30; 78-'9. 
Reporters should share part of the blame for 
the crowd behaviour during the Wills World Cup 
matches. India underdogs in Cricket War, India Forces 
Pakistan to surrender blazed the huge headlines. War, 
surrender bloodshed is this how the media describe the 
Wills World Cup? The heading and blurbs in most of the 
papers would suggest not matches but actual war. The 
spectalars were only keen to take it up and go one 
step further as they did at the Eden Gardens on 13 
March. To me, one of the high-lights of the World Cup 
media coverage. The better appreciated the great 
cricket played by both India and Pakistan. 
12 9. RAJARAMAN (G). Few gains for India in hour of desmay. 
Pioneer. 6, 72; 1996, March, 15; 17. 
Hope, the wise tell us, is eternally young. 
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And, it was no surprise to see banners spring up all 
ovewr the capital within hours of India crashing out 
of the World Cup on Wednesday. It reflects the 
typically forgiving nature of the Indian cricket 
lover, always dreaming of victory, always optimistia. 
Yet, several mystifying questions have dominated the 
post mortems that cricket supports have been reduced 
to in the time since Clive Lloyd abandoned the semi-
final because of reotous crowd behaviour and awarded 
it to Sri Lanka, Kather than make the semi-final 
defeat a grim tombstone, it will serve greater purpose 
if everyone treats it as a milestone in the country's 
cricket history : a land mark event that served to 
chance the approach to the game. 
130. SABANAYAKAN (S). Real shame. Sportstar. 19, 11; 1996. 
March, 23; 16-21. 
It is a shame Calcutta has to live with known 
for the sporting attitude the 1-lakh strong gathering 
shockingly reacted in a most unsporting manner to 
stall what could have been a deserving victory for Sri 
Lanka over India at the Eden Gardens in the first 
semi-final of the Wills World Cup. The game went on 
smoothly until India, chasing a target of 252 set by 
Sri Lanka, lost the wicket of Aasish Kapoor. It was at 
I5ri 
this point that the crowd gave went to its pent up at 
the pathetic batting. When it was clear that the home 
team would not come out a winner, plastic water 
bottles and soft drink containers were hurled into the 
playing area. With the situation turning dangerous 
for the Lankan players to field near the ropes, the 
match was rightly abandoned and awarded to Sri Lanka. 
131. ZIYA US SALAM. Calcutta puts India to shame. Nation 
and the World. 108; 1996, April, 15; 37. 
It rankles. It hurts. Defeat invariably does. 
However, in the larger vistas of sports, every defeat, 
as indeed every treumph, is basically ephemeral in 
nature. There is no shame in defeat, however 
comprehensive; as the saying goes, only one team can 
win. What we witnessed at the Eden Gardens, Calcutta 
on Wednesday March 13, 1996 mockes at the fierce 
Bengali pride, puts every Indian to shame. It is time 
for collective introspection and dispassionate 
analysis to answer a few uneasy questions. The 
unconquered but shattered, tears streaming down his 
eyes, agony written large on his youthful face. What a 
pity! 
\S'i 
, , , EXPECTATIONS, HOSTS. 
13^. SENEVIRATNE (Kalinga) and BOUVERIE (Jasper Pleydell). 
Challengers. Week. 14, 8; 1996, February, 11; 33-'7. 
Australia and South Africa are in ominous 
form, but the others hate to be taken lightly. He 
averages more than 50 in Test matches, yet Michael 
Slater was not at all sure about making it to the 
World Cup. More than the home crowd's suppots, Sri 
Lankan captain Arjuna Ranatunga is banking on a solid 
performance from his team. The other host team, 
defending champions Pakistan, have always exhibited a 
fighting spirit no matter if they are plagued by 
dissension, injury and allegations. Pakistan is now 
the most talented team in the World. Pakistan make 
them the favourites to reach the final. 
, , , OPENING CEREMONY, CALCUTTA. 
133. BRIJNATH (Rohit). Drama and discord. India Today. 21, 
4; 1996, February, 29; 148-153. 
Now then, among that bimused crowd of 100,000 
at the opening ceremony, was there a man called Murphy 
sitting there with an I-told-you-so smile on his face? 
You know which Murphy this is, don't you? The fellow 
who told us that "Just when you think things are bad, 
they get worse.' Yup, he must be here at the Wills 
w 
World Cup. That some Western conspiracy exists sounds 
paranoid. Yet the Australian no show and the 
reluctance to grant the cup to the subcontinent 
courses uncase. The vocabulary of the World Cup has 
come to include several words without a ball being 
bowled : Retribution Compensation, damages, ban, foux 
pas. 
, , , PERFORMANCE, AUSTRALIA, WARNE 
(Shane). 
134. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Warne's promotion was a master-
stroke. Times of India. 159, 61; 1996, March, 13; 23. 
An Australia Vs. New Zealand encounter is a 
mine version of an Indo-Pak game. It is probably as 
intense as an India-Sri Lanka game, but not as tension 
filled as an Indo-Pak match in any sport. The way the 
first three wickets fill to prelly ordinary, shots, it 
looked as if once again the New Zealanders temperament 
was going to let them down. Skipper Taylor then made a 
master move by sending in Warne ahead of Steve Waugh 
with instructions to get after the New Zealand off 
spinners. Warne did just that and his quick fire 24 
put the New Zealand plans under pressure. 
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, , , , , WAUGH (Steve) and 
WAUGH (Mark). 
135. LAWSON (Geoff). Fitness, form and the Waugh brothers. 
Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 60. 
With twice champions West Indies and holders 
Pakistan in the throes of transition and strife, the 
one team in the Wills World Cup that both form and 
fitness at this stage of Australia. Mark Taylor has 
now has 18 months as captain and he looks very 
comfortable and composed in his role. The opening pair 
V 
often give Australia a good start before the Veteran 
Waugh twins come in at three and four to consolidate. 
They started out as medium pace all rounders but of 
late Mark has taken on off-spinners with very good 
result. Shane Warne will naturally be a vital cog in 
the green and gold machine. 
, , , , INDIA, EXPECTATIONS. 
136. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Indian players should give cricket 
top priority. Times of India. 159, 68; 1996, February, 
21; 22. 
In 1975, when Sri Lanka played in the first 
ever World Cup, they were on a hiding to nothing. If 
the scars were there, it only served to remind them of 
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what they needed to do to get into the higher echelons 
of the game. What about India? They had their best 
ever chance for the simple reason that they were 
playing at home. They knew the conditions the pitches 
and so had little acclematising to do. What they 
needed was total focus and unfortunately, that was not 
there. One is not advocating wholesale changes in the 
team but the selectors caught to talk to a few players 
and tell them that if Indian cricket is not a priority 
for them, then they better make way for some one else. 
137. MOHAN (R). Neither a cinch, nor a write-off. Sportstar. 
19, 6; 1996, February, 10; 37-9. 
Mid odds, which means they do not rate India 
too highly nor at the same time are they discounting 
the chances of an Indian win altogether. It is a fair 
representation of the middle of the road position the 
country is in when going into another world cup. The 
W-orld cup season has been the lightest for Indian team 
in many years. India's chances are as good as those 
of any of the other teams who are expected to complete 
the quarter-final line-up with the host very much in 
it. Three good days from there and the cup is the 
team's. This World Cup will demand five specialist 
bowlers, three medium paces and two spinners, in the 
13J 
side which means the batting will be the bit shorter. 
India was one of the least fancied sides when it won 
the World Cup in 1983. Much as I would love to have a 
flutter, I would not put to much on an Indian win in 
the World Cup. 
138. BRIJNATH (Rohit). Hope and glory. India Today. 21, 3; 
1996, February, 15; 82-, 8. 
Nothing stire the collective consciousness of 
the subcontinent like cricket. India fought to host 
the cup. But is the team ready to win it? The 1983 
World Cup win meant that Indian sport would now walk 
with a much brisker step. All countries need one great 
leap-India's had happened. If winning is about 
embracing fantasy and taking pride, about claiming an 
identity and enjoying a collective euphoria, then 
India close to 36 year old then-knew little of all 
this. When the subcontinent successfully hosted the 
World Cup in 1987 there being consternation over the 
fact that not a piece of baggage was lost and Pakistan 
won the World Cup in 1992, that resentment grew. 
139. SEN (Arijit). On the wrong foot. Sunday. 23, 10; 1996, 
March, 16; 66. 
Both the India organisers and the team were 
severely mauled in the very first round of the sixth 
I6i 
World Cup cricket competition being held in the sub-
continent. The extent of damage and the severity of 
beating will, however, be known only in the day to 
come. It has been a bad start to the World Cup for 
both India and PILCOM. The Indian team was severely, 
maubed in the very first round of the Wills World 
Cup. All hype surrounding the 'World beaters' turned 
into acute embarassment as first Australia and then 
Sri Lanka pulveresed the Indians playing at home. 
Unless India effects a complete change in its 
presently toothless bowling attack, it seems unlikely 
that the local heroes would feature in the 
semi-finals, leave alone the 17 March final in Lahore. 
140. SHAH IMRAN AHMAD. High on expectations. Rashtriya 
Sahara. 3, 10; 1996, February', 124 
Now with berely a fortnight remaining for the 
Wills World Cup, all eyes are focussed on the Indian 
team. For India, the month-long championship holds 
special significance on many accounts, even though 11 
other teams are participating in the cup. To beginning 
with, India is co-hosting the event with Sri Lanka and 
the defending champions, Pakistan. For skipper 
Azharuddin a lot more is at stake in the forthcoming 
cup. For vice captain Sachin Tendulkar, the World Cup 
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is going to be equally crucial. With determination and 
grit and a bit of luck, the Indians could will be the 
champions again! 
141. SRIKKANTH (K). Too many specialists, but no all-
rounders. Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 64. 
The Wills World Cup is the most open 
tournament since the quadrennial limited overs world 
championship begun in 1975. For the first time, there 
can be no clear favourites. There are plus and minus 
points of playing at home. On balance I would rate 
India's chances as good; nothing more and nothing 
less. This was proved by our victories both in the 
Prudential World Cup in England in 1983 and at the 
World Championship of Cricket Down under two years 
later. I really don't want to stick my neck out. 
Obviously, I hope India does lift the trophy at Lahore 
on March 17. But as I said at the start: it not going 
to be easy. Good luck, boys! 
142. TEJPAL (Taruh)and BAHAL (Amiruddha). Oriental magic. 
Outlook. 11, 12; 1996, March, 20; 66-70. 
With flair and originality, subcontinental 
cricket infuses the game with a new spirit and logic. 
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But at seeing them do so playing the highly original, 
flamboyant brand of cricket that was his hallmark. 
This is the exciting new breed, the insociant young, 
turks of Indian cricket. When Tendulkar, Kambli and 
Jadeja - the first generation of specialist one-day 
players bite the bit, the opposition goes to pieces. 
In India's reposte to percentage cricket, Kumble is a 
much about continuity as change. With him, Indian spin 
is back where it belongs in the frontlines, where a 
match can turn on the one that goes straight. And the 
magic flows not merely from the blade. Oriental magic 
has been revived. 
143. THOMAS (Stanley). Raring to go. Week. 14, 8; 1996, 
February, 11; 28-33. 
Cricket-crazy Indians favour the home side. 
But Azharuddin's team has to overcome plenty of 
problems. Cricket often makes Indians to strange 
things. For the next one month the game will once 
again command the minds and actions of a sizeable 
chunk of 93 crore people making them cheerful and 
quarrel-some, wacky and worried for reasons totally 
beyond their control. With batting having always 
played the key role in the success at the World CUp, 
1S4 
many argue that India would benefit immensely by its 
solid line-up . Our chances very good. India's chances 
are very bright. 
, , , , , AZHARUDDIN, 
EXPECTATIONS. 
144. ZIYA US SALAM. Greatest show on the earth. Nation and 
the World. 106; 1996, March,15; 21. 
Cricket biggest show on earth is here. Also 
here are the biggest stars exuding charisma and class, 
promising to win matches and moolah. Some teams will 
start the tournament as favourites : the three hosts, 
India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka as also South Africa and 
Australia who dropped a bomb shell a few days before 
the tournament by refusing to play their opening match 
in the island. Who will it be at Lahore with the 
exclusive Wills World Cup on March 17, 1996? Will "God 
gift to Indian cricket" as Gavaskar described Azhar, 
provide on to the cricket crazy public? Or, will be 
boys from the war drop island bring smiles to their 
fans faces. 
!S'J 
, , , , , JADEJA (Ajay) . 
145. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Jadeja played an unforgettable 
innings. Times of India. 159, 59; 1996, March, 11; 19. 
The tension that had built up on the eve of 
the India-Pakistan quarter-final transferred itself to 
the ground long before the game started. Indian at 
that stage looked as if they would struggle to get to 
250, but Ajay Jadeja played an unforgettable innings 
where he hammered Waqar for two glorious sixes apart 
from playing some five shorts for boundaries. It was 
his enterprising innings that not only electrified the 
ground but lifted the Indian score to 287 and the 
morale, much higher than that. After all cricket is a 
game played by humans is not it? 
, , , , , TENDU|;fKAR(Sachin) . 
146. RAJESH KUMAR. Super Stars. Competition success review. 
32, 10; 1996, April; 59-65. 
Sachin Tendulkar like wine is getting better 
with the years. Unlike in the formative years, today 
he knows when to start hitting. India's performance in 
the Wills World Cup, depends to a large extent on his 
batting in the knock out matches. Gary kirsten, the 
left-hander from South Africa has already hit the 
ISd 
headlines by scoring an unbeaten 188 off 159 balls 
against United Arab Emirates. Aamir Sohail is a 
compact left-hander, who is an instinctive stroke 
maker/ especially strong on the cut and the off drive. 
, , , , KENYA. 
147. RHODES (William). African safari. Sport World. 17, 11; 
1996, March, 26; 16-;.8. 
They came out of Africa to play a little bit 
of cricket and have a lot of fun. They did manage to 
have a lot of bitter, but they also went home with a 
distinction .. They created the greatest upset in the 
history of the World Cup! A commentary on the Kenyans. 
They were bold. And at this World Cup, they were also 
beautiful. Kenyan cricket team in their preparation 
for the World Cup, throws some light on the sudden 
improvement of Kenyan cricket, if Kenya really got 
themselves organised. For the moment, however, let us 
just appland them for providing the Wills World Cup 
with a breath of fresh air. 
, , , , NEW ZEALAND. 
148. HADLEE (Sir Richard). High on potential lo^ w on-
confidence. Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 65. 
Confidence will be the key. During the 1980s, 
New Zealand cricket wilnessed a 'golden era'. We 
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maintained an unbeaten record at home in Test cricket. 
As a lead-up to the 1992 World Cup, New Zealand played 
England in a test and one-day series at home.However, 
in the 1992 World Cup, New z'ealand won their opening 
game against Australia, with crowe scoring 100. This 
good form continued and New Zealand won seven of their 
eight preliminary matches. But one bad day against 
Pakistan in the semi-final did us in. With Turn 
guiding the team. New Zealand could cause many an 
upset during the next few weeks. 
, , , , PAKISTAN, EXPECTATIONS. 
149. BRIEN (Andy 0). Flattering to deceive. Sport World. 
17, 11; 1996, March, 26; 4-8. 
The Pakistan leg of the Wills World Cup was an 
exercise in boredom. Then, once Id was over, and 
Pakistan launched their campaign to retain the World 
Cup, a more eight thousand turned up at Gujranwala to 
winters that occasion. Of course, with Pakistan firmly 
on their way to the later stages of the tournament, 
the crowds did increase, for, as they say in Pakistan, 
people are only interested in seeing Pakistan win. The 
entire World Cup may end up seen in Pakistan as a 
disgrace, especially because the event has been such a 
success in the other two host countries. Pity really. 
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sence, these folks out here truly have a sense of 
passion in every thing they do and believe in. 
150. MAJID KHAN. Six captains and a slow-starting team. 
Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 62. 
From the knockout stage onwords, it is a 
virtual lottery, with the team performing well on the 
day getting through. New Zealand in the previous World 
Cup is one such example. Riding the crist of a wave, 
the 1992 co-hosts crashed out form Pakistan, who went 
on to record their maiden triumph. That's one-day 
cricket for you. Skipper Wasim Akram is the best fast 
bowler in the World today. The rules of the 1996 
tournament give Pakistan supporters course for hope. 
The final is a long was off admittedly. But if the 
Pakistan make it that for, they must be favoured no 
matter which country they come up against, with the 
crowd the wicket and the weather all in their favour. 
, , , , SOUTH AFRICA. 
151. BACKER (Ali). Balance, brilliance, and an upbeat mood. 
Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 63. 
The whole of South Africa will be watching the 
fortunes of its team.. It has undergone considerable 
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change since the last cup in Australia with new 
captain in Hansig Cronje and a new coach in Bob 
Woolmer. Cronje has brought a positive approach to the 
team. All rounders and spinners tend to do well in 
one-day cricket on the subcontinent and the South 
African team will be built around this promise. Most 
of all, our players want to be world champions and 
they believe they can realise their ambition now. I 
have a sneaking suspicion, through that those wanting 
to win the World Cup might have to contend with the 
formidable challenge of facing South Africa first. 
, , , , SRI LANKA,EXPECTATIONS. 
152. MENDIS (Duleep). Ready and Raring to take on the 
world. Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 56. 
Sri Lanka are the team of the movement. Even 
through Australia start as the favourites for the 
Wills World Cup, I feel we are peaking at just the 
right time and, as joint hosts, we have an out 
standing chance of turning the tables on more fancied 
opponents. Now the Sri Lankan team has both solidity 
and flair : Cricketers of the calibre of Aravinda de 
Selva, Arjuna Ranatunga, Roshan Maihanama, Asanka 
Gurusinha and Chaminda Vass have added lustre of the 
team. Sri Lanka's eyes are trained on the Wills World 
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Cup, make no mistake about it. And we are now ready to 
take on the rest of the World. On its own terms. 
, , , , , JAYSURIYA (Sanath). 
153. UGRA (Sharda). Big league : Men who made the 
difference. Frontline. 13, 6; 1996, April, 5; 15- "'. 
The television commentators for the second 
semi-final of the Wills World Cup had a hot potato in 
their hands. The match between Australia and West 
Indies was veering and heading for a close finish and 
they, Tony Greig, Ravi Shastri and Michael Holding, 
had to pich the Most Valuable Player of the 
tournament. Sanath Teran Jayasuriya, Sri Lanka last 
hand opening bat and slow left-arm bowler was named 
the Most Valuable Player. The prize : a Swish Audi 
sports car and others Most Valuable Players Sachin 
Tendulkar, Mark Waugh and Brain Lara. This, the 
seventh World Cup and by far the biggest, was largely 
played and won in the minds of men. 
, , , , , DESILVA (Aravinda). 
154. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Aravinda scored on temperament. 
Times of India. 159, 66; 1996, March, 1; 19. 
The history of the previous world cups show 
that the team that bats first in the final has gone on 
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on to win the cup. One does not know whether Arjuna 
Ranatunga the Sri Lankan Skipper, is a student of 
cricket history or not, but he ignored it when he 
asked Australia to bat after winning the toss. The 
Jayasuriya -Kaluwitharan duo failed once against to 
click and perhaps that must have spurred Arvinda even 
more. Arvindra century was one of the finest seen in 
limited over cricket. He one again showed that you 
can score a century without laking risks and by 
playing normal cricketing strokes. His skill we were 
all aware of but it was his temperament that impressed 
today. 
, , , , , MAN OF THE SERIES, 
JAYSURIYA (Sanath). 
155. MOHAN (R). They kept the adrenalin flowing. Sport star 
19, 11; 1996, March, 23; 7-9. 
There was an Audi car for Sanath Jayasuriya. 
Nothing quite so fancy for shane Warne but, perhaps, 
something greater in the sheer delight of taking his 
team to the final in his maiden World Cup. It was an 
unusual plot for Jayasuriya, too. The shift in 
strategy in the limited overs game is best represented 
in the success of Jayasuriya and Warne in the Wills 
World Cup. The same for Jayasuriya, now a proud owner 
of a powerful car he deserves to put into top gear for 
llu 
that is exactly what he has done to the Sri Lankan 
team which has virtually been at top gear right 
through the World Cup. 
, , , , WEST INDIES, LARA (Brian). 
156. KALLICHARAN (Alvin). Leaning on Lara and too weak in 
the tail. Outlook. 11, 8; 1996, February, 21; 61. 
The West Indies team has been in the process 
of rebuilding during the past s«ix or seven years, and 
this has been very visible in the last two years. It 
was disastar not making it to the finals of the World 
Series Cup. Brian Lara return to the team should make 
a big difference, but the team shouldn't depend 
excessively on him. You can't expect Lara to score all 
the time. He has set himself high standards and can't 
avoid the pressure. At the s,ime time, considering we 
have won the cup twice and in style, we hope we go 
into the tournament with high hopes and so perform 
better. 
, , , , WIN, AUSTRALIA AGAINST 
INDIA. 
157. GAVASKAR (Sunil). India were not disgraced in this 
defeat. Times of India. 159, 52; 1996, March, 1; 23. 
What a splendid sight the Wankeda stadium 
made. The ground has never looked as good as it did 
in 
during the India-Australia match and the flood lights 
only added to the beauty and to the electrifying 
atmosphere. There is no doubt that the Indian team's 
fielding has improved as the Wills World Cup has 
progressed, but it still has some fielders who can be 
taken on even by the slowest of runners between the 
wickets. The Indian reply was almost like an action 
replay of their start against the West Indies in 
Gwalior. But let there be no mistake. There was no 
disgrace in this defeat, for those who were watching 
the game got to seem a superb game of cricket in an 
electric atmosphere. 
, , , , , AUSTRALIA AGAINST 
WEST INDIES. 
158. ARUMUGAN (K). Windies loose a cliff hanger. National 
Herald. 28, 11; 1996, March, 16; 6. 
One can not but sympathise with West Indies. 
Their semi-final fiasco at picturesque Mohali is one 
match the former kings of one dayers would not forget 
for long time. In the last over when only 9 runs were 
needed for a victory and after a boundary was hit in 
the very first ball, what was the necessity for 
Richardson to go in for a single and there by loose 
the striker's end? He had no chance to return as 
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wickets fell like nine pins thereafter. Only trump at 
that point of time was spinner Shane Warne. Warne 
proved so. His second spell is deadly. The guide spins 
spun around. 
159. GAVASKAR (Sunil). West Indies lacked tactical 
awareness. Times of India. 159, 64; 1996, March, 16, 
22. 
This Wills World Cup has been most matches go 
according to expectations in the group stage with the 
expectations of the kenya won by a thumping margin. 
Just before the next game against Australia Richie 
Richardson, stepped down as captain and the management 
also was changed. Chanderpaul has got a fine 
temperament and he makes the ideal foil to Brain Lara. 
He is not only prepared to give more strike to Lara 
but also run the singles. That allows Lara to take 
strike for a fresh over and when Lara's concentration 
gets a bit loose, it is Chanderpaul's constant egging 
that helps bring the focus back. 
160. RICHARDS (Vivian). West Indies panicked made a 
tactical blunder. Times of India. 159, 64; 1996, 
March, 16; 23. 
It was that proverbial slip between the cup 
and the lip which deprived the West Indian an entry 
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into the final World Cup. They made a tactical blunder 
in sending Roger Harper and Ottis Gibson ahead of 
Jimmy. Adams or kdeth Arthurton. I think that was the 
turning point of the match. People might say that Lara 
dismissal was the key and that it was a psychological 
blow. But I don't think Lara's wicket was the turning 
point. Australia or the other hand held on to their 
nerves much better and showed their instinct of 
fighting to the very end. Now that the West Indies is 
out of the fray, my sympathies will be with Sri Lanka 
in the final. 
161. SRINIVASAN (Kamesh). Miracle in Mohali. Sportstar. 19, 
11; 1996, March, 23; 10-15. 
When country Walsh's almighty-heave failed to 
make contact with the sharp in dipper from Damien 
Fleming and the ball knocked the bails off, it 
signalled a hard-to-believe victory for the 
Australians at Mohali. For the fighting qualities and 
never say-die spirit, Australia fully deserved its 
sensational five run victory that was brought about 
with three balls to spare. Richardson could not find 
fault with his bowlers, for they had done a splendid 
job in the afternoon, by reducing Australia to 15 for 
four. Mark Waugh, Mark Taylor, Reeky Pouting and Steve 
Wough were back in the pavilion after having had a 
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quick taste of the liveliness of the pitch. This 
despite Lara dropping Taylor in the slip off Ian 
Bishop. It was a yreat match for the 40,000 odd 
spectators who made for an excellent atmosphere and 
enjoyed every movement of the game. Nobody who was 
witness to the intense drama will forget the match in 
a hurry. 
, , , , , AUSTRALIA, EXPECTA-
TIONS . 
162. COWARD (Mike). Form points to the Aussies. Sportstar. 
19, 6; 1996, February, 10; 41-43. 
If they are as mentally strong as Allan 
Border's team of 1987, Australia have a priceless 
opportunity to win the crown for the second time . 
Almost without exception, Australia are alone on the 
top line as clear favourites for the one event which 
legitimises the limited over game. Ironically, when 
Australia won the fourth World Cup in India and 
Pakistan in 1987, they were quoted at 16-1 by the 
English book making firm of landbrokes having failed 
in their previous five limited over international. But 
in the period between the 1987 and 1992 World Cups the 
Australians dramatically refined their limited over 
cricket and played it with such sophistication and 
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confidence they enjoy a 62-18 win-loss ratio. 
Certainly he will need to be at this peak if Australia 
are to reach the final at Lahore this time. A least as 
far as Australia is concerned this world cup will be 
decided in the mind. 
, , , , , EXPECTATIONS. 
163. ROEBUCK (Piter). Catching the fiver. India Today. 21, 
4; 1996, February, 29; 156-159. 
Crickets have flown in from near and far eager 
to take back with them the cup of the world. Twelve 
teams are playing, some expecting to win, some hoping 
to win and a few along for the journey. The 
Australians do not bring along duticians and 
psychologists. The captain is incharge of a team which 
plays hard and respects opponents who are resitent. 
Not long ago Sri Lanka or Zimbabwe could not hope to 
trouble a strong team. But now anyone can beat anyone 
more so in a tournament's early stages. It should be 
quite a party, provided the fools and the terrorists 
do not spoil it. 
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, , , , , INDIA AGAINST 
PAKISTAN. 
164. BRIJNATH (Rohit). Life or dP th. India Today. 21, 6; 
1996, March, 16-31; 128-33. 
There is a time in sport, when a champion 
looks into the mirror and it tells him someone else is 
the fairest of them all. The India-Pakistan encounter 
will be remembered long after as having been more than 
a cricket match. But this was still a sporting event. 
Certainly not a war or a country's pride on the line. 
Across India newspaper headlines exchanged hawala for 
cricket while the prime minister was moved to send a 
message and two died of a heart attack. Most experts 
predicted a Pakistan win based on their talent and 
their reputation as competitors. But on the day India 
competed better and won. Not a war, not a country's 
pride on the line, not as it was for some, a case of 
life or death. 
165. MENON (K N K ) . Transcending predictability. Hindustan 
Times. 72, 75; 1996, March, 17; 1, 5. 
Cricket's Sixth World Cup is all set to bring 
out new figures who could carve a place in history. 
And to augment the final stages of the 12-national 
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tournament, two famous victories at Bangalore and 
Faisalabad have produced starting results. The matches 
attracted large crowds in India while the turnout in 
Pakistan was very small. Perhaps, because people felt 
that the real drama will commence only at the 
quarter-final stage. There is always the danger of 
coming up against a pitch that is lively at the start 
or getting a bad decision at a crucial stage, said 
S 
Simpson, an astute pragmatist under whom the 
Australian team have become a force to reckon with in 
the World Cup. Despite all individual prowess, one 
other ingredient will be crucial in the last three 
important matches-team work. 
166. SEN (Arijit). How's that! Sunday. 23, 11; 1996, March, 
23; 64. 
The euphoria may not quite last the length of 
the sixth World Cup cricket competition, but the 
victory over Pakistan in the quarter final at 
Bangalore will certainly go down as one of the 
headiest ever for a country which had lost twice as 
many encounters as it had won. Sports has long been 
associated with national pride but never more so than 
in matches involving India and Pakistan. India's 
victory over Pakistan in the quarter-finals at 
Bangalore. In essence it was a battle of nerves which 
m 
Pakistan lost to the 50,000 Indians at Chinnaswamy 
Stadium, in the absence of their best bowler and 
utility batsman who also happened to be their captain. 
India strikes from to knock Pakistan out of the World 
Cup. 
167. THOMAS (Stanley). Feverish pitch. Week. 14, 14; 1996, 
March, 24; 30-32. 
Arthur C. Clarke could hardly care. Millions 
around him may be on cloud nine and adrenalin may gush 
through each pulsating pore, but the science fiction 
writer has better things to do on planet earth. The 
crowds packing the Indian stadia, in particular have 
over the past three seasons been treated to an 
embarrassingly rich run by Azharuddin's men. On 
wickets tailormade for the home team. The win over 
Pakistan made the fans certain that nothing could stop 
the Indian's juggernaut. Their eyeball to eyeball 
confrontation captured the essence of one day cricket 
a noholds barred fight till the finish. 
168. THOMAS (Stanley). Inconsistent performance. Week. 14, 
14; 1996, March, 24; 32- 3. 
As Pakistan's opening batsman pulverised the 
Indian bowling, there was only one prayer on every 
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Indian tip from Manhattan to Mumbai : This one they 
had to win. The better team on the day had won the 
contest. All the same, the Indian display was 
unbelievable. More surprising was his decision to go 
in with four seamers in the league match against Lanka 
on slow track in Delhi. The Indian had arrived at Eden 
Gardens with a readymade plan to tackle the Lankan run 
matchiness and the most important part of their 
strategy was to deny the visitors the chance of 
occupying the crease first. By reaching the last four 
stage they did better than most people has expected 
them to do in the World Cup. 
169. VISWANATHAN (P R ) . Feast for cricket fens. Sportstar. 
19, 11; 1996, March, 23; 33-'7. 
March 9, 1996: Chinnaswamy Stadium, Bangalore 
(India). Wills World Cup 1996 quarter-final match : 
India beat Pakistan by 39 run._ The above piece of 
statistics,like those of other international matches, 
will remain forever in the record books of world 
cricket. For the millions of people in India and 
Pakistan it is not a mere fact or data for the files. 
It is a significant events. Irrespective of the 
result, there is a sense of feeling that a revival of 
sporting ties between these two national is certainly 
possible. Chasing such a big score in a knock-out 
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match of the World Cup, that too against India in 
India was certainly an unenveable task. India had 
never come up with such an all-round display in this 
World Cup thus for. Azharuddin told the mediamen on 
the eve of the match, "the very fact that the pressure 
would be more should make us give our best on the 
morrow." He and his men did that in style. 
170. ZIYAUS SALAM. Azhar's angels exercise Sohail devils. 
Nation and the World. 108; 1996, April, 15; 36-40. 
As the sun set on the Garden City of India and 
early evening cast its young shadows on Chinnaswamy 
Stadium India's cricketing star continued to shine 
brightly, enthusing in its uncandescence, earthy in 
the lessons it imparted to those discerning enough to 
understand. There were many heroes of the epic. Yet, 
there was now to match the bravado of Ajay Jadeja, him 
to Rajput lineage, him of valour, him of aristocratic 
strokes him of unabashed aggression that reduced 
world's fastest bowler Qaqar Younis to a squeaking 
mouse. The silent assassin Anil Kumble chipped with 
his usual accuracy while Muscles Raju lent his 
shoulder to the team cause. 
m 
, , , , , KENYA AGAINST WEST 
INDIES. 
171. DINAKAR (S). One-day wonders : The World Cup hosts up. 
Frontline. 13, 15; 1996, March, 22; 127-'<'33. 
The first two weeks of the World Cup had a bit 
of everything exciting cricket pedistrian play, 
heroes, losers, results on predictable lines and 
upsets, one of them mammoth. This has been a different 
World Cup in many ways. The inclusion of Kenya and two 
other associate member countries of the International 
Cricket Council - Holland and the United Arab Emirates 
has given the tournament a new dimension. A final word 
on the Kenya - West Indies dual. When he was young, 
Maurice Odumbe has a dream-to meet his idols in the 
West Indian team. Some way to meet your heroes! That's 
life, that's sports. 
172. RICHARDS (Vivian). Caribbean bowling lacked 
discipline. Times of India. 6, 18; 1996, March, 3; 23. 
The game against Kenya turned out to be a 
disaster for the West Indies. Our bowling lacked 
discipline. That too against a team which had been 
regarded as easy meat. Any way, we did get the Kenyans 
out for 166 and this should have been a total will 
within our reach. I believe we have the batsman who 
have the capability of scoring these runs. They 
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bowled reasonable will and once they had got an early 
wicket, there was a sprint in their gait. We still 
have a lot to salvage in this World Cup. I have always 
been a die-hard and believe we are capable of beating 
the Aussies. 
, , , , , SRI LANKA. 
173. UGRA (Sharda). Sweet rivenge : Sri Lanka scores a 
point. Frontline. 13, 6; 1996, April, 5; 127-34. 
Everything was in the right run-Sri Lanka 
senior cricketer and captain Arjuna Ranatunga at the 
crease and his old comrade in arms, Aravinda de Selva, 
at the other end. From the beginning, there was plenty 
end. From the beginning, there was plenty of 
evidence to suggest that Sri Lanka would do better 
than they had ever done in a World Cup, but it 
required a fair stretch of imagination to see them 
going all the way. This World Cup may will have 
been Sri Lankan cricket's data with destiny. Arvinda 
de Selva's rampaging strokeplay and Sanath 
Jayasuriya buccaneering spirit, because it will be 
a while before the World Cup returns to the sub-
continent . 
ns 
174. CHACKD (Philip). Lankans Lord it over World Cup. 
Blitz. 56, 12; 1996, March, 23; 1-2. 
As in life, so in sport, justice is an 
occasional caller. At Lahore on that momentous 
Sunday, it was conspecuously present lavishing 
recognition on a team that had to suffer an unfair 
share of bad breaks in the tumultuous run-up to its 
tryst with cricketing glory. Not sence India fairy 
tale triumph in 1983 has the World Cup seen anything 
like the Sri Lankan dream streak that, culminated 
in overwhelming victory and vendication. The spoils 
of World Cup War fare would have been doubly sweet 
for the Lankans because they secured it by 
demolishing Australia. 
, , , , , SRI LANKA AGAINST 
AUSTRALIA. 
175. CORBETT (Ted). Everything points to a dramatic 
finish. Hindu. 119, 11; 1996, March, 17; 19. 
All day the limousines have run up to the 
front door of Lahore's most prestigious noted and 
disgarded cricket famous. Of the heroes of the hour 
there was no sign. The Sri Lankans were tucked away 
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on the fourth floor; berely able to understand the 
enormity of their success in reaching the final of 
the World Cup against Australia in the Gadaffi 
Stadium tomorrow. Let's hope this result is repeated 
at Gadaffi Stadium although the fighting spirit of 
the Australians in the semi-final was the most 
impressing cricket of the tournament. All the 
parents hints at a dramatic final. Let's hope so. 
176. MOHAN (R). On top of the World. Sportstar. 19, 13; 
1996, March 30; 6-9. 
The margins of wins in the knockout are a 
testimony to Sri Lanka's superiority in the Sixth 
World Cup. The world watched as the Lankans cruised 
to wins. And still it was not convinced. Sir Richard 
Hadlee was the one who first aired the view that 
the Lankans would win the World Cup. The Australian 
total of 241 was well below expectations. It would 
not have finished up there if not for Aravinda 
enjoying a day of quite precious success with his 
off spin. This kind of bowling is becoming quite 
popular with the one day all rounders these day. 
They reigned supreme. 
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177. MOHAN (R). Sri Lanka creates history in Lahore. 
Hindu. 119, 66; 1996, March, 18; 18. 
There has to be a first time for everything. 
Certainly for the elevation of the Sri Lankans to 
the rank of cricket goals as they anointed 
themselves World Cup champions on a most memorable 
night before an appreciative global audience. 
Aravinda de Selva, their vice-captain, did the star 
turn in an outstanding all-round contribution of 
wickets catches and then a stunningly attractive 
century, the first in a final since 1979. Just no 
one had chased and won a World Cup final and 
Ranatunga was well aware of that. The overs of spin 
in the middle were the turning point of an innings 
which was otherwise poised to spring to record 
levels in a World Cup final and Sri Lanka win in 
the World Cup. 
178. MOHAN (R). Sri Lanka's Cup : The underdogs win the 
cricket war. Frontline. 13, 6; 1996, April, 5; 4-
9. 
There were scenes of unbelievable joy on 
the night of the World Cup final at the Gaddofi 
Stadium in Lahore. The reality of Asian solidarity, 
at least in cricket, was reinforced as Pakistanis 
and Sri Lankans danced away for hour in celebration 
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of Sri Lanka's grand triumph over cup favourites 
Australia. They retained their unbeaten record a 
to the very end in a memorable final in which 
Arvinda de Selva played the dominant role in the 
romantic style that has always been his. But then 
cricket is more often played as a game in which 
victory and defeat are common even if the game 
itself become/ more than a game sometimes as it did 
ini forging this Asian solidarity. 
179. PURI (Narotham). Underdogs start roaring. Rashtriya 
Sahara. 3, 12; 1996, April; 134-7. 
The Lankans have defied history by becoming 
the World Champions. They have heralded their 
onslaught on world cricket. In the days to come, 
they will lose some and win some, but no longer will 
they be considered cricketing minnows. The result-
the most emphatic win by any side in a World Cup 
final by seven wickets and 22 balls to spare. 
Aravinda De Selva hit a World Cup final century who 
would take the Man of the Match Trophy and the 5000 
pound prize money along with it. This win for Sri 
Lanka is not only good for them, but for cricket 
as a whole. The Sri Lankans, right through this 
World Cup haave been busy re-writing history. 
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180. SEN (Arijit). Top of the world. Sunday. 23, 12; 
1996, March, 30; 62-.3. 
This Wills World Cup proves to be a dream 
come true for Sri Lanka. It was an intriguing journey 
towards cricket's Holy Grail for Sri Lanka - with 
the only; believers in the Lankans being themselves. 
It was only when Sri Lanka reached the final in 
Lahore that it came into a grudge match. But while 
the sixth World Cup turned out to be a dream come 
true for one of the hosts, it was something of a 
nightmare for the other two. The sixth World Cup from 
India's point of views is eminently forget table. 
But for Sri Lanak is the begining of a new era. 
181. SIMHA (Vijay). India never had a game plan to tackle 
Lanka. Pioneer. 6, 72; 1996, March, 15; 19. 
Tell a month ago cricket was seen as a for 
second to football with its following nowhere near 
the phenominal numbers which soccer draws across the 
world. An talking of suckers, the ultimate sucker 
punch of the World Cup has been delevered by the 
rotund figure of Arjuna Ranatunga, whose potbelly 
must surely be a filder's delight. The Indian crowd 
does are this. All they have lift, which watching 
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a match, is the pride in their team's performance. 
NOW/ even this is gone. Maybe we shall yet learn 
not to expect anything from our cricketer's. Maybe 
then/ no one will throw things on the field until 
then/ we must say sorry. 
182. VISWANATH (G). Red-letter day for Lanka. Sportstar. 
19/13; 1996, March/ 30; 14-22. 
Well,- as cricket's quadrennial megashow. 
The Wills World Cup 1996 came to a glorious finish 
at 10 minutes past ten at night on Sunday March 17, 
1996 under the luminous lights, there was hardly a 
soul who did not savour and rejoice at the Sri 
Lanakan victory. Image of Lord's 1983 and Melbourne 
1992 flashed across our mind as spectators converged 
on the Sri Lankan after the winning stroke. Ranatunga 
was aware of the history of the World Cup finals. 
No team batting second had won the Cup. 
183. WIJESINGHE (Mahinda). Class act. Sportstar. 19, 13; 
1996, March/ 30; 32- 4. 
When skipper Arjuna Ranatunga steered 
Australian paceman Gelnn McGrath past the vacant slip 
region, to the boundary, to enable Sri Lanka record 
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a facile 7 wicket win in the 1996 Wills World Cup 
final at the Gadaffi stadium in Lahore; the entire 
cricket world shook. There were spontaneous seenes 
both at the Gadaffi Stadium and in Sri Lanka where 
people forgot their gloom to celebrate a national 
victory. So, however, tempting it may be for 
Ranatunga to hang up his boots, he must stay for 
just a while longer. 
, , , , , SRI LANKA AGAINST 
INDIA. 
184. ARUMUGAM (K). Islanders deserve win. National Herald. 
28, 5; 1996, March, 10, 6. 
Welcome Sri Lanka welcome to Eden Gardens. 
Play our semi-final in Calcutta, the city of cricket. 
Does any of the eight teams in the knock-our stage 
of Wills world Cup deserve that honour more than you? 
One man who made the impossible possible in hone 
other than S. Jayasurya. What clicked for Sri Lanka. 
Not merely the p.iysical aspects of cricketing. It 
is some beyond that, it is something to do with 
mental make up and psychological set up of players. 
Buldoze the rival and uphold the preslige. When this 
is type of mental framework starts working, nothing 
can stop that. 
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185. GAVASKAR (Sunil). Sri Lanka showed greater 
resilience. Times of India. 159/ 63; 1996/ March/ 
15; 21. 
It was important for the Indian team to not 
let the mental level drop/ after the victory in the 
quarter final against Pakistan. The Sri Lanka have 
been the only unbeated team in the tournament so 
far and inspite of messing out on two tough matches 
which they won with the defaulting of the Australian 
and West Indies teams/ they have looked in splendid 
from. By opting to field first India in vited trouble 
but fall credit to the Sri Lankans for the 
magnificient recovery they made in scoring 251. They 
showed greater resilience greater spirit and a 
greater desire to be in the finals and that's why 
they are there. 
186. KARUNATILLAKE (Waruna). Emerald lectasy. Outlook. 
11/ 13; 1996/ March, 27; 74. 
Cricketers bring cheer to strife-torn Sri 
Lanka. The afternoon is really bad for Sri Lanka, 
but 8.18 pm things will improve my friend who dabbles 
is astrology predicted before Sri Lanka's semi-final 
fixture against India in Calcutta on March 13. they 
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started breathing more easily as Aravinda de Selva 
timed the ball sweetly.The evenenger/ observer/ was 
more understanding/ calling for World Cup matches 
to be played on natural grounds. For a nation 
traumatlised by a 12 - year - old separatist was/ 
was its team's emergence as one of the world;s best 
has been the only good news. Now/ given the way 
they've played/ that's a hysterical exaggeration. 
187. MALIK (Ashok). War called cricket. Times of India. 
6/ 20; 1996/ March/ 17; 17. 
Serpents invaded Calcutta's Eden on Wednesday 
but the origins of the acrimony which brought an 
abrupt end to the Indo-Sri Lankan semi-final of the 
Wills World Cup go back much longer. The emotion 
charged relationship between two of the co-hosts of 
cricket's premier championship flopardised the event 
from the beginning. In Calcutta photographs of 
Azharudding and Sangeeta Bijlani were garlanded with 
stippers and embellished with abscence graffite. 
The India team's funeral kept street corners busy; 
the captain's 'last rites' were performed countless 
teams. 
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, REACTION 
188. VENKATARAMAN (T S). Dangerous floaters. Sport World. 
17/ 11; 1996, March, 26; 24- 7. 
Sri Lanka has the tag of being a team who 
could defeat anyone once in a while. But now this 
island team, packed with talent and experience,has 
the capability to go all the way and win the World 
Cup. Are the Sri Lankans the poor cousions of world 
cricket, in this World Cup ? And the answer is, 
certainly not, Sri Lanka added spakle to the 12 -
nations World Cup extravaganza. In this World Cup, 
they are rightly being termed as the 'dark horses' 
In the previous five competitions no one gave them 
a chance of coming close to the ultimate prize, when 
Sir Richard Hadlee predicted that Sri Lanka would 
win the 1996 Wills World Cup. 
KOMARATUNGA(Chandrika). 
189. SACHDEVA (S K ) . Cricket : The biggest extravaganza 
evar. Competition Success Review. 32, 11; 1996, May; 
15- 7. 
Perhaps it was one of the greatest shows of 
the earth, and by vertue of its inter continental 
.) 
dimensions/ the most exciting moments of treumph; 
equally matched conversely by the abyses of despair 
and unfictious frenzy, the Wills World Cup, 1996 has 
already attained the watermark not only in cricket 
but is the world sport. An exultant present 
Chandrika Kumaratunga said that the Sri Lankan team 
has "proved the world that a small country like Sri 
Lanka could be world beaters. While the world Cup 
went to the best team the monthlong grand spectacle 
of cricket did throw into limelight the matches 
performance of several players from different teams. 
The World Cup marks a watershed in world cricket. 
, , , , , WEST INDIES 
AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA. 
190. ANSARI (M Javed). Total cricketers. India Today. 21, 
6; 1996, March, 31; 141-2. 
South Africa have given cricket a radical 
new dimension even though they lost to the West 
Indies. South Africa is changing all that. For the 
sporting world where often talent is seen as the only 
password to success they are forging a fresh approach 
through science, new method of training and endless 
home work. The architect of the team has been coach 
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Bob Woolmer. He is the first to use computers to 
both the strength and weahness of this opponents. 
The days of six batsman and four bowlers are over. 
Now you have to have 11 batsman who can also bowl. 
That is the essence of South Africa's approach. 
, , , RELATIONSHIP/ INDIA-PAKISTAN AND 
SRI LANKA. 
191. MALIK (Ashok). Googlee for goodwill. Times pf India. 
6, 20; 1996, March, 17; 17. 
Diplomacy and cricket had a tempestuous 
marriage in the Indian sub continent recently. It 
lasted all of one month. When the Wills World Cup 
behan in mid-February, it was seen as a trumph for 
Indo-Pakistani cooperation is an atmosphere otherwise 
marked by adversity. When a combined team of Indian 
and Pakistani cricketers played the solidarity match 
in Sri Lanka, sub continental unity reached a 
symbolic peak. Now, as the tournament draws to a 
close it is time to decide to a close, it is time 
to decide which way the diplomatic balance titles. 
Time may approve Moonesinghe view that, "ultimately, 
phenomena such as cricket and economics are the 
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healers of political rifts". For now, however, 
fingoist battle lives seem to be drawn in 
subcontinental cricketers. 
, INDO-PAK, 
192. MARQUSEE (Mike). Triumph and trail : The 
subcontinental story. Frontline. 13, 6; 1996, April, 
5; 10-- 3. 
George Orwell once defined "serious sport" 
between nations as 'war minus the shooting' in 
retrospect, the World Cup has both proved and 
disproved this dictum and shown that cricket, as 
ever, bears the impress of the social conditions 
under which it is played. There would seen to be few 
better example of sports as "war minus the shooting" 
then the Indo-Pakistan cricket relationship, 
buffected over the decades by military and diplomatic 
conflict nuclear rivalry, the kashmir dispute and 
nationalist and communalist demogogues an both sides 
of the border. Despite all of this, the World Cup 
was, I believe, a success becaue of the quality of 
the cricket it showcased. 
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, , , RETIREMENT/ WEST INDIES, 
RICHARDSON (Richie). 
193. COZIER (Tony), gnd of the road. Sportstar. 19, 11; 
1996, March, 23; 58-60. 
West Indies cricket has undergone the shake 
up widely demanded by public and former players 
following a year of dismal results and internal 
turmoil. Captain Richie Richardson announced from 
India he would retire from international cricket 
after the World Cup, a few hours after which the West 
Indies Cricket Board of Control (WICBC), at a meeting 
in Antigua, replaced him with Courtney Walsh for the 
subsequent home series against New Zealand. He told 
one radio station from India that he could be 
persuaded to continue as a player if asked by the 
WICBC and the board chief executive officer Stephen 
Camacho said he wa convinced after telephonic 
conversations with Richardson, that he would carry 
on in that capacity. It is an open secret that Lara's 
reinstatment for the World Cup, with no 
preconditions, rankled Richardson and was one of the 
factor in the disenchantment that led to his 
eventual momentous decision. 
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, , , ROLL, INDIA/ MANAGER, PATIL 
(Sandeep). 
194. PRABHU (K N). All rounders. Week.14, 11; 1996, 
March, 3;_63-'5. 
There are several books that deal with the 
fundamentals of cricket by renowned players such as 
Ranjit Sinhji, Plum Warner and Don Bradman. But while 
they cover batting, bowling, fielding and captaincy 
in great depth, they contain no reference whatsoever 
to the office of the manager of a cricket team. The 
Indian manager has envoived fromw being a side kick 
on tour a media savy, counsellor, psychiatrist an 
a nursemaid to his players. His successor Sandeep 
• Patil, has come through a testing period of 
apprenticeship. But when the din and dust of the 
Wills World Cup has subseded, the Indian Board should 
look ahead. 
, , , TECTICS. 
195. MUKHERJI (Raju). War paint is on. Sportstar. 19, 6; 
1996, February, 10; 26-31. 
It is he will consider opinion that the 
scales are heavily titled in favour of the batsman. 
The conditions, existing in the subcontinent are for 
more conducive to batting than to bowling. At this 
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time of the year the heat and the humadity can 
be quite a handful. On the other hand/ the spin 
bowlers can rest content that their job will not be 
as difficult. On slow wickets of low bounce/ the spin 
bowlers are bound to pose quite a few problems to 
the strack-makers. Another aspect of cricket which 
will be of great attractionis fielding. Actually 
one-day cricket is totally batsmen oriented The 
batsman are given as much leway as possible. There 
are no prizes for coming second/ no prize for 
execuses/ no prizes for lamentation. No lears will 
be wasted on the losers. It is the spirit of the 
gladiators - the survival of the fittest. 
196. ROEBUCK (Peter). Cricket is a resilient sport. 
Sportstar. 19/ 6; 1996/ February/ 10; 18- 9„ 
Beside giving the youth of the world an 
opportunity to meet at the closest of sporting 
quarters/ beside giving the inhabitants of this small 
planet a chance to drain their energies in healthy 
activity/ besides bringing to often drab lines an 
hour of exuberance that may long be remembered/ 
beside all these things it is sport's task even its 
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duty; to play its part in bringing nations closer 
together by replacing suspicion with understanding 
south by familarity. Sport can not resolve all 
disputes and bring to an end all wretched thinking. 
It services because like great music and drama/ it 
reaches deep into players and followers. And all the 
while/ the true message will slowly be sinking in 
to the most reluctant brains - cricket is a 
wonderful game and all the people of the world have 
much to commend them. 
/ BOWLING AND BATTING. 
197. ROEBUCK (Peter). Whole new ball game. India Today. 
21/ 6; 1996/ March, 31; 137-9. 
This World Cup has become the most 
extraordinary celebration of violent batting. While 
cricket balls have been dispatched to the boundried. 
Slog tactics by opining batsman and the success of 
the leg-spinners point to unused trends that have 
dominalted the tournament. Across the ages and across 
the nations comes the ancient cry of the anguished 
bowler. For goodness sake, skip, put the fieldsmen 
in the gaps. Helped by bland pitches fielding 
201: 
restructions and cloudless skies batsman have come 
to the crease and captivated crowds while confounding 
the bowlers. In most other sports fans think players 
should run faster and kick the other team harder. 
, FAST, BOWLERS. 
198. GANGADHAR (V). Just not cricket.. Sunday. 23, 10; 
1996, March, 16; 64-5, 
Most of the write ups on the Wills World 
Cup reveal a limited understanding of the game. Match 
descriptions tend to be long and boring, particularly 
when one has watched the matches on television, some 
of the write ups - made me wonder how the 
correspondents qualified to cover the world Cup. 
Cricket pull-out was good in parts. One some days, 
the contents were excellent. .Tl^ ere are of course 
exceptions. Among the columnists, / Australian Ian 
Chappell/ New Zealand Sir Richard Hadlee and West 
Indian Michel Holding are incisive in their analysis. 
Hadlee and Holding brilliantly analysed the role of 
fast bowlers in One Day cricket, particularly in 
the current World Cup. 
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, , , , FIELDING, SOOTH AFRICA 
AND AUSTRALIA. 
199. RICHARDS (Vivian). Fielding today has become most 
fascinating. Times of India. 159, 52; 1996/ March, 
1; 23. 
The build - up for the World Cup and the 
excitement it ha generated in the subcontinent has 
indeed been phenomenal. On one hand, the commercial 
aspect of the game has been emphasised a lot and on 
the other, the teams have also been engaged in 
intense training to gear up for cut - throat 
competition cricket is indeed moving into a different 
more hectic phase than was the case when I played. 
Top team like Australia and South Africa devote a 
lot of their training time to learn new fielding 
techniques and skills. But one - day cricket fielding 
has become essential today. I enjoyed cricket in my 
days but I also like the way it is today. I would 
have fitted in any where. 
, SPINNERS. 
200. BEDI (Bishen Singh). Spinner should keep the batsman 
guessing. Hindustan Times. 72, 75; 1996, March, 17;5, 
A couple of world class spinners have emerged 
'i^i 
in the Wills world Cup who I can say with full 
confidence have orchestrated their teams' win. Shane 
Warne of Australia/ Anil Kumple of India; Mushtaq 
Ahmad of Pakistan and Sri Lankan's of Murlitharan 
have definitely left a mark on millions of cricket 
lovers throughout the world. The biggest quality in 
a spinner should be how to keep the batsman guessing 
because it's a battle of wits. One-day cricket is 
not a bowlers' game, rather it is a negative game 
because in a jfifty over game the spinners are 
allowed to be in action. A spinner can be clobbered 
by any tailender or any top class batsman. A spinner 
should have big enough heart to take the stick. A 
spinners psychology has to be totally different from 
the fast bowlers' aggressive instincts. And let me 
also assure you of one thing that no matter how bad 
the wicket is I haven't coame across a bowler any 
bowler who can get six wickets off six balls. 
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N 
NATARAJAN (H) 
Neither a cinch, nor a write-off 
Never change a winning eleven 
New Zealand charged with throwing tie 
New Zealand put India but of the race 
NIGAM (P G) 
No excuses for failure 
No prudent selection for Prudential cup 
Nostalgia '83 
Not really cricket 
42,82,165 
2,3,7,11 
57,83,117,123 
114 
62,67 
80 
161 
110 
137,155,176-8 
73 
195 
53 
137 
90 
97 
16 
12-3 
71 
12 
25 
81 
Official ham-handedness and Reliance Cup 
telecast 
On the wrong foot 
38 
139 
On top of the world 17 6 
One-day cricket won't ever have it so good 10 
One day wonders 171 
One day war 46 
Oriental magic 142 
Our boys will mature in India 69 
zu 
Pak steal the Kiwi thunder to enter final 
Pakistan are very confident 
Pakistan at the top of the world 
Pakistan beat England to take a Cup 
Pakistan riding a crest 
Pakistan side is experimental 
Pakistan's greater talent won the day 
PARAYATH (Prakash) 
Perverted genius or ill-treated Maestro 
Poor facilities at the Kotla 
Portraits of captains 
PRABHU (K-N) 
PURI (Narottam) 
Q 
Qader can do wonders 
Queering up the pitches 
118 
62 
117 
115 
60 
98 
116 
31 
2 
37 
41 
30,125,194 
179 
64 
75 
RAJARAMAN (G) 
RAJESH KUMAR 
RAJ SINGH 
129 
146 
33 
zu 
RAO (C S) 
RAO (M Venugopala) 
Raring to go 
RAVINDRA KUMAR 
Ready and Raring to take on the World 
Real shame 
Red-letter day for Lanka 
Reflections from Eden Gardens 
Return of the prodegal 
RHODES (William) 
Richards did not help his own cause 
Richards happy to retire unhurt 
RICHARDS (Vivian) 
RICHARDSON (Richie) 
ROEDUCK (Piter) 
Royal middling 
RUTNAGUR (Dicky) 
63 
22 
146 
80 
152 
130 
182 
126 
3 
147 
104 
103 
160,172,199 
102,121 
163,196,197 
95 
14-5, 17,23 
SABANAYAKAN (S) 
SACHDEVA (S K) 
SEN (Arijit) 
SENEVIRATNE (Kalinga) and BOUVERIE (Jaspar 
PIaydell) 
SHAH IMRAN AHMAD 
SHARMA (Yashpal) 
SHASTRI (Ravi) 
'Shere' Sidhu anathema to bowlers 
130 
189 
139,166,180 
132 
140 
25 
93 
55 
2 1 ^ 
Short into the future 
Showplaces for showpiece 
Sign of the terrace times 
SIMHA (Vijay) 
Six captains and a slow-starting team 
Some thing to be proud of 
South African bowlers must share the blame 
Spinner should keep the batsman guessing 
SRIKKANTH (K) 
Sri Lanka create history in Lahore 
Sri Lanka's Cup 
Sri lanka showed greater reselience 
SRIMAN (R) 
SRINIVASAN (Kamesh) 
Sticky wicket 
SUNDER RAJAN 
Sunny days are over 
Super stars 
Sweet revenge 
35 
84 
108 
180 
150 
77 
100 
200 
141 
17 7 
178 
185 
28,36-8,40,55, 
75 
161 
18 
77 
31 
146 
173 
Teams trials and tactics 
TEJPAL (Tarun) and BAHAL (Amiruddha) 
There will be left arm spin in India's 
challenge 
They kept the adrenalin flowing 
THOMAS (Stanley) 
Time for the upswing 
44 
142 
94 
155 
143,167,168 
88 
ZHi 
Timing of the rain came to our help 
Too many specialists, but not all-rounders 
Top of the world 
Total cricketers 
Transcending predictability 
Trumph and travact 
UGRA (Sharda) 
Underdogs start roaring 
Unsporting media 
Upsets on the cards 
a 
110 
141 
180 
190 
165 
192 
153, 173 
179 
128 
36 
VENKATARAMAN (T S) 
Victory not a flash the pan 
Victory that was needed 
VISWANATH (G) 
VISWANATHAN (PR) 
W 
WADEKAR (Ajit) 
WADHWANEY (K R) 
War called cricket 
War paint is on 
Warne's promotion was a master stroke 
We are in with a faer chance 
We are the kings of one-day cricket 
We aspire for Test status 
We did not spin and win 
188 
34 
8 
182 
168 
50 
34 
187 
195 
134 
102 
32 
78 
57 
21V 
West Indian question mark 68 
West Indies lacked tactical awareness 159 
West Indies panicked made a tactical blunder 160 
West Indies were too good for India 21 
When the World was a Cup 2 9 
Whole new ball-game 197 
Who's responsible - Shastri or Srikkanth 105 
Why not again 4 9 
Wicket not suitable for bowlers 7 9 
WIJESHINGHE (Mahinda) 183 
Well India make it ? 91 
Will we see their like again 66 
Windies defeat propels Pak into semi-finals 120 
Windies loose a cliff hanger 159 
Windies strike again 20 
WOODCOCK (John) 7 2 
Working hand in glove with the bowler 58 
World Cup white-wash 2 2 
World is a Cup 85 
Y 
Years of transition 82 
Z 
ZIYA-US SALAM 131,144,170 
